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Abstract 

Several consensus algorithms have been proposed as a way of resolving the 

Byzantine General problem, with respect to the blockchain consensus process.  

However, when these consensus algorithms are applied to a distributed, 

asynchronous network, some suffer with security and/or scalability issues, while 

others suffer with liveness and/or safety issues.  This is because many researchers 

have not considered the importance of liveness and safety, with respect to the 

integrity of the consensus decision.  In this research first the requirements of a IoT 

blockchain consensus protocol is assessed.  Next prevalent blockchain consensus 

protocols are evaluated against these requirements.  Finally, a consensus protocol 

that meets IoT’s requirements of scalability, security, safety and liveness is 

designed, developed and built.   

 

This research contains a novel solution to this challenge.  A solution that protects 

blockchain transactions from fraudulent and/or erroneous mis-spends.  

This consensus protocol uses a combination of probabilistic randomness, an 

isomorphic balance authentication, error detection and synchronised time 

restrictions, when assessing the authenticity and validity of IoT requests.  Designed 

to operate in a distributed asynchronous network, this approach increases scalability 

while maintaining a high transactional throughput, even when faced with Byzantine 

failure.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Overview 

In a few short years, the Internet of Things (IoT) has become an intrinsic part of 

everyday life, with connected devices included in products created for homes, cars 

and even medical equipment.  Although its rapid growth has created several security 

problems (Jing, et al., 2014), with respect to the transmission and storage of 

customers’ data. 

 

Within academia it has been accepted that IoT is creating a unique set of risk and 

problems, which will affect most households (Ahmed, et al., 2012).  When this is 

coupled with the industries, interoperability issues and scalability problems it 

becomes apparent that IoT has created an increased attack surface, from which 

security vulnerabilities may be easily exploited. 

 

However, it has been conjectured that blockchain may provide a solution to the IoT’s 

security and scalability issues (Khan & Salah, 2018).  Because of blockchain’s 

immutability, integrity and scalability qualities, it is possible that its architecture could 

be used for the storage and transfer of IoT data. 

 

Within this paper a cross section of blockchain’s consensus protocols have been 

assessed against an IoT requirement’s framework.  This is used to establish each 

consensus protocols’ strengths and weaknesses, with respect to their potential 

implementation in an IoT blockchain environment. 

 

Because before blockchain can be used in an IoT environment, several constraints 

will need to be resolved, – i.e. security, scalability, safety and liveness.  Moreover, 
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the failure to resolve these issues could lead to users’ personal and financial data 

being compromised.  Albeit these constraints are dependent on the blockchain 

consensus protocol that is used.   

 

To resolve the issues with the first generation of blockchains, several other 

consensus algorithms have been proposed.  Although, when these consensus 

algorithms are applied to a distributed, asynchronous network some suffer with 

security and/or scalability issues, while others suffer with liveness and/or safety.   

 

In this thesis the IoT blockchain challenge is first defined.  Next the hypothesis and 

the argument construct are presented.  The requirement framework is drawn-up, 

along with information on the research approach.  This research also evaluates 

several potential solutions to the problem.   

 

The research question will be assessed from two points of view, that is whether the 

technology can meet the security and scalability requirements of an IoT ecosystem, 

and whether industries implementation of the technology can meet the security and 

scalability requirements of the IoT environment. 

 

To assess industries ability to meet the aforementioned requirements, this research 

will formulate a construct that is based on several acceptance models.  This 

research will therefore look to the Technology Acceptance Model’s and the 

Competitive Advantage Model’s predicators (Davis, 1989) (Bhattacharyya & Layton, 

1979) (El-Sadig, et al., 2004) (Hsu & Lin, 2016). 

 

Moreover, over the last thirty years Davis et al assessment framework has been 

extended to incorporate assessment matrix, which can be used to assess companies 

technology adoption decision process (Bell & Bryman, 2007) (Sorce & Issa, 2021) 

(Spencer, et al., 2012).  Known as the Extended Technology Acceptance Model, it 

has been used to demonstrate a firms potential to adopt a technology. 

These decision theory will be used to evaluate whether industry is capable of 

innovating, with respect to security and safety.  The evaluation construct will contain 

indices which have been adopted from competitive advantage and the Technology 

Acceptance Model. 
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While maths, computer science, information security and transactional accountancy 

will be used to assess whether the technology can meet the requirements. 

 

In this paper a novel solution to this challenge is presented.  A solution that protects 

blockchain transactions from fraudulent or erroneous mis-spends (Karame & 

Capkun, 2018). 

 

This consensus protocol uses a combination of probabilistic randomness, an 

isomorphic balance authentication consensus protocol, error detection and 

synchronised time restrictions, when assessing the authenticity and validity of IoT 

requests.  Designed to operate in a distributed asynchronous network, this approach 

increases scalability, while maintaining a high transactional throughput, even when 

faced with Byzantine failure (Clement, et al., 2009).  An automated protocol it 

provides both intrusion detection and intrusion protection of the integrity of the IoT 

decision process, whilst also protecting data at rest and data in transit. 

 

In this chapter the motivation for this dissertation is presented.  The research 

problem is introduced, and gaps in the research area are identified.  A presentation 

of the claims made, which justify the research approach to the research question, is 

also given.  This chapter concludes with an overview of this dissertation and details 

of the structure.   

 

1.2 Introduction 

IoT (Atzori, et al., 2010) makes possible the creation of a world where computers 

become ambient.  Where technologies which are always on, and always available 

almost instinctively complies with demands, while inconspicuously remaining in the 

background.  A technology which is already having a profoundly positive effect on 

the human to computer experience.  Unseen and invisible, yet capable of 

ubiquitously complying to legitimate requests.  Devices which can make an intelligent 

decision with respect to its tasks.  Operating across a collection of interconnected 

things and nodes which can share data and work together.  Yet the IoT infrastructure 
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suffers with, security, scalability, safety and liveness issues, which are creating new 

threats and vulnerabilities.  

 

In part this is because the small form nature of most devices has led to scaled down 

security being implemented (Hung, 2017), which has led to the vast majority of IoT 

devices lacking robust security (Zhang, et al., 2014).  A consequence of this is the 

smart ecosystem has become an exploitable commodity used by hackers to gain 

access to personal data and / or cause havoc on the internet (Dorri, et al., 2016).    

 

A situation that is being aggravated by interoperability issues, with respect to device-

to-device communication and compatibility.  To prevent security violations, IoT 

devices will need to be capable of resolving these issues, which include device to 

device authentication and data sharing (Misra, et al., 2017). 

 

The IoT ecosystem therefore contains vulnerabilities that are due to a range of 

factors including: unsafe networks, infected mesh devices, poor password protection 

and data being transmitted in clear text .  The potential impact of these insecurities 

has been demonstrated by the Mirai and Persia botnet attacks 

(Kolias, et al., 2017).  The progression of which took place via IoT networked 

devices.  Due to poor security surrounding these devices, miscreants were able to 

use them to instigate DDoS attacks on Dyn a DNS service provider, GitHub, Twitter, 

Reddit, Netflix and Airbnb (Kolias, et al., 2017). 

1. The IoT ecosystem, therefore, suffers with security and scalability issues, 

which are now compromising the internet.  Issues which have grown in 

importance in light of the technology being rolled out in healthcare, homes, 

schools, cars and smart cities (Dittrich, 2012) (Kolias, et al., 2017) (Ali, et al., 

2015) 

Although, attempts are underway to resolve the security and interoperability issues 

that are affecting devices operating in the mesh network, (i.e. Project Connected 

Home Over IP1).  Project Connected Home Over IP is a smart technology 

 
1 Project Connected Home over IP Connectivity Standard Developing Into Reality - Zigbee Alliance 

https://zigbeealliance.org/news_and_articles/project-development-to-reality/
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collaboration, which has been sponsored by tech giants such as Amazon, Apple and 

Google.  The aim of the project is to establish a standard that governs: 

• The way IoT devices communicate 

• Mesh network security  

• The way smart applications access the internet. 

 

This is because availability of wireless communication mechanisms (e.g. RFID, Wi-

Fi, and 802.11x) has increased IoT devices adaptability and flexibility, while also 

increasing security and interoperability issues.  

 

Moreover, due to the number of available protocols, the IoT ecosystem has become 

a mesh of poorly communicating devices.  A mesh network that consists of devices 

which have both security and communication problems, which could adversely affect 

users’ data.  A situation which has introduced several threats.  This includes remote 

car hijacking, baby monitors that broadcast to the world and smart doorbells which 

allow burglars to monitor your home.  Dangers that many users are unaware they 

are being subjected to (Sicari, et al., 2015).   

 

IoT smart speakers, smart meters, smart cars and smart monitors have now become 

an important part of the modern world.  However, poor security is compromising the 

early adopters of this technology.  Therefore, the security needs of an IoT 

environment are still an open challenge, which require a solution that is capable of 

protecting personal data in transit and at rest (Hwang, 2015) (Hwang, 2015) (Gupta 

& Ghanavati, 2020).  Notwithstanding this the popularity of IoT continues to grow, 

with over 20 billion devices in use (Hwang, 2015) (Feng & Fu, 2010).   

 

1.3 The Security Issues 

IoT is a collection of physical devices which communicate across networks.  

Ubiquitous devices that have been designed to aid everyday tasks.  Devices with 

automated systems which enable them to gather information, share information and 

action requests.  It has been argued that as well as introducing convenience, IoT 

devices have also introduced acute security and privacy issues (Zhou, et al., 2019) 

(Hossain, et al., 2015). 
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Issues that are now being used to compromise the internet by subjecting it to attacks 

(Kolias, et al., 2017) (Ali, et al., 2015) (Dittrich, 2012).  Yet devices are being 

implemented in smart farms, and built into baby monitors, enabling independent 

monitoring.  Albeit, the IoT environment has been described as a poorly protected, 

hostile network where data may be snooped upon or stolen (Weber, 2010) (Hossain, 

et al., 2015).    

 

1.4 The Compatibility Issues 

IoT has become an intrinsic part of life.  With its growth being accelerated by new 

products being regularly introduced to the market.  Due to this there has been 

inconsistency with respect to infrastructure design and the application of different 

protocols.  The IoT ecosystem is filled with a range of incompatible technologies, 

devices and protocols which are plagued by scalability and security issues (Dawson, 

2016).  Despite this IoT connected devices are being included in homes, cars, 

medical equipment, children’s toys and doorbells.  In addition the IoT ecosystem is 

now having an adverse impact on the Internet (Hwang, 2015) (Hossain, et al., 2015). 

 

There is now a considerable body of research that has recognised that IoT’s 

heterogeneous mesh of networks devices and protocols, have created a unique set 

of risks and problems that will affect most households (Sicari, et al., 2015) (Gupta & 

Ghanavati, 2020) (Xu, et al., 2016) (Sicari, et al., 2015).  From breaches in 

confidentiality, which could allow users to be snooped on, through to failures in 

integrity, which could lead to consumer data being compromised.  IoT devices are 

presenting many security challenges to which consumers are ill equipped to protect 

themselves from (MacKenzie, et al., 2018). 

 

Vulnerabilities that are due to a range of factors including: unsafe networks, infected 

mesh devices, poor password protection and data being transmitted in clear text  

(Hossain, et al., 2015) (Feng & Fu, 2010).  The potential impact of these insecurities 

was demonstrated by the Mirai and Persia botnet attacks (Kolias, et al., 2017).  The 

progression of these attacks was via IoT network devices.  Due to poor security, 

miscreants were able to use network IoT devices to instigate DDoS attacks on Dyn a 
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DNS service provider, GitHub, Twitter, Reddit, Netflix and Airbnb (Kolias, et al., 

2017). 

1.5 The Solution 

Due to similar topologies, it has been suggested that blockchain could provide 

security to the IoT ecosystem (Dorri, et al., 2016) (Duncan, et al., 2019) (Conoscenti, 

et al., 2016).  This is because of: 

• The decentralised nature of blockchain, a topology that prevents bottlenecks 

and allows for the free flow of traffic 

• Blockchains pseudo anonymity feature could be used to provide IoT traffic 

with anonymity, which would protect the identity of users 

• Blockchains ability to securely transmit data across hostile network 

environments.  

 

Due to these properties it has been postulated that blockchain is capable of meeting 

IoT’s requirements.  The suggestion that blockchain- smart contracts (BC-smart 

contracts) could be used to secure IoT data has gained popularity (Khan & Salah, 

2018).    

 

1.5.1 Blockchain Structure 

Blockchain is a major area of interest within the computing, information security and 

FinTec fields.  Due to its potential immutability and its ability to detect integrity 

violations, along with its other security properties, it is possible that blockchain could 

be of interest to the IoT industry (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016). 

 

This is because of blockchain’s capability to digitally record data being transmitted 

across the internet.  Data that is digitally recorded in a block are chained together to 

create a ledger.  A blockchain may contain one or more ledgers, which could be 

relevant to one or more organisations.  Digital signatures are also used by many 

blockchain architectures, to authenticate each transaction. 
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The blockchain is made up of several individual blocks, which are joined together.  

Each individual block consists of two parts, the block header and the block body.  

The block header can include (Zheng, et al., 2017): 

1) The parent block hash, (a hash value that points to the parent of the block) 

2) Merkle root hash, (the hash value of all the blocks in the chain) 

3) A time stamp 

4) A nonce, (a 4 byte use once unique identifier). 

The Ledger is a distributed ledger, which is used to record these transactions. 

 

The architecture of a blockchain environment maybe based on one of two structures, 

private permissioned or public permissionless.  A private ledger is owned by a 

centralised organisation.  It is a permissioned ledger where all usage, processing, 

management and recording of transactions are done by authorised parties.  A 

permissioned ledger may be representative of the transaction of a single 

organisation, or it may be representative of the transaction of an umbrella company, 

under which many organisation may operate, (e.g. Ethereum) (Wood & others, 

2014).  Whereas a permissionless ledger is an open environment.  The usage, 

processing, management and recording of transactions may be done by independent 

persons. 

 

To decide whether a transaction is valid a blockchain consensus protocol is used. 

The purpose of a blockchain consensus protocols is to provide a method for the 

recording and validation of transactions that take place in the distributed network.  It 

is the authentication algorithm, which is used to check the completeness and 

correctness of each blockchain transaction before the transaction is committed to the 

chain.  For a consensus protocol to be affective it must be difficult to replicate, 

duplicate or appropriate a transaction.  It must, therefore, contain mechanisms for 

securing itself from miscreant activities.  

 

The consensus protocol is the part of blockchain technology, which provides 

validation and security for the data contained in a blockchain ledger.  The first 

blockchain consensus protocol was Proof-of-Work (PoW).  This consensus protocol 

used hash management, Merkle trees, and a numerically challenging equation in its 
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authorisation, validation and authentication of each transaction.  Since this time there 

has been the creation of a large body of other consensus protocols, which are based 

on a Byzantine fault tolerant consensus mechanism.  This is because Byzantine 

base consensus protocols have been traditionally used to provide validation and 

verification of data, which is transmitted across a synchronous network environment. 

 

Regardless of the design of the consensus protocol the purpose is the same, (i.e. 

ensuring the contents of each block is valid and correct).  Although, traditional 

Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus protocols, with disaster recovery, have 

been used to provide consensus within a network environment.  However, during -

2006 Nakamoto (Nakamoto, 2008) introduced the Proof-of-Work (PoW) blockchain 

consensus protocol - the consensus protocol that is used by Bitcoin.  Albeit these 

consensus protocols achieve consensus in different ways. 

 

BFT consensus protocols uses a quorum agreement system.  Nodes in a BFT 

network are responsible for acknowledging their acceptance of a lead node view.  

The lead node view is the view of the node that is responsible for deciding whether 

to accept or reject a transaction.  However, BFT based consensus protocols do not 

scale well.  This is due to the complexity of their message exchange mechanism, 

and the quantity of data exchanged during its authentication process.  A problem that 

creates an exponential time complexity and a bandwidth issue, known as bandwidth 

limited consensus (Luu, et al., 2015).  While PoW suffers from computational 

limitation, based on electricity usage, and issues with the integrity of the consensus 

process (O'Dwyer & Malone, 2014) (Altmann, et al., 1999). 

 

Notwithstanding this, blockchain smart contracts (BC–smart contracts) are already 

being used in the IoT ecosystem. 

 

1.6 Blockchain Smart Contracts 

A BC-smart contract is a self-executing digital contract which is managed by 

computer code.  It is used by companies to create legally binding contracts that are 

autonomously managed.  The terms and conditions of the contract are programmed 

into the smart contract, and this data is distributed to all authenticating nodes in the 
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network.  The contract ends when all parties’ contractual obligations are met.  Smart 

contracts can be used to record agreements or to share digital assets.  They provide 

a legally binding structure for the validation and authentication of the agreed code.  

No central organisation is involved in this process, smart contracts are autonomously 

managed.  Termination of the contract only occurs when contractual obligation has 

been met.   

 

A smart contract can be broken down into four stages: 

• Code agreement 

• Event 

• Payment  

• Termination. 

1.6.1 Code Agreement  

BC-smart contracts are used to record the contractual obligation of all parties.  Data 

is recorded in an individual contract.  The lines of code represent the contract terms 

of reference.  Once agreed the contract will only be terminated once a specific 

outcome is achieved.  Data recorded in these contracts should be immutable and 

fixed. 

 

1.6.2 Event 

The event is the transaction that was agreed in the contract.  The event can be a 

service or the exchange of tangible assets.  Execution of the event takes place once 

the nodes in the distributed network agree on its validity, and authenticity. 

 

1.6.3 Payment  

Following on from the completion of the event there is a payment.  Payment terms 

are documented in the code.  The payment system is an automated payment 

mechanism, whose decision is based on the outcome of the event. 

1.6.4 Termination 

Once the event has taken place and payment has been received the code will 

automatically terminate.   
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The blockchain ledger is a historical record of all smart contract transactions.  When 

a user wants to create a contract, contractual details such as proposal, acceptance, 

completion and payment are recorded in a block.   

 

The ability to create smart contracts, between smart devices, has created a way of 

automating the IoT business to consumer and business to business relationships.   

 

BC-smart contracts have therefore been recognised as a technology that can protect 

data that is transmitted across the internet.  A technology that can store digital 

information and assets in a secure and safe manner (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 

2016).  At the heart of this technology is a consensus algorithm, which has the 

potential of protecting digital data from alterations and snooping.  An algorithm that is 

used to decide on the validity and authenticity of each transaction. 

 

The possibility of a BC–smart contract, consensus algorithm has generated a great 

deal of interest.  This is because of the potential of this technology to provide 

security to a decentralised data intensive network.  Security that could include (Li, et 

al., 2020) (MacKenzie, et al., 2018). 

 

• Pseudo anonymity 

• Confidentiality 

• Authenticity 

• Immutability 

• Interoperability 

• Scalability 

• Privacy 

• Non-repudiation 

• Integrity. 

 

However, previous attempts, to create a BC-smart contract, have been undermined  

by issues with safety and liveness.  Known as the FLP Impossibility Problem 

(Fischer, et al., 1982) the resolution of this issue remains as an open challenge.   
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1.6.5  The Challenge 

It was in the Dijkstra2 Prize winning paper the ‘Impossibility of Distributed Consensus 

with One Faulty Process’, that it was shown that it was impossible to achieve 

consensus, when the network contained no time restrictions – an asynchronous 

network.  This is because if a system must wait for all nodes to agree to a 

transaction, a single node failure will leave the system in a stop / wait state.  (The 

Dijkstra Prize is given to outstanding papers who have a significant impact on the 

theory and/or practice of distributed computers.)   

 

In this paper details were provided on the difficulty of achieving safety and liveness 

of consensus, if one node fails.  (Safety - All nodes agree on the authenticity of an 

IoT request.  Liveness - All nodes responsible for consensus take part in the process 

(Fischer, et al., 1982)).  

 

Adopting blockchain into an IoT environment will also require the resolution of: 

• IoT device resource restrictions 

• Blockchain consensus protocol’s computational intensity issues 

• Blockchain’s consensus protocol scalability issue. 

 

All of these remain as challenges that must be resolved, if blockchain is to be 

successfully used in the IoT ecosystem. 

1.7 Consensus 

The two consensus protocols that are dominantly used by blockchain technology are 

(Wang, et al., 2018): 

• Proof-of-Work (PoW) 

• Byzantine Fault Tolerant Consensus (BFT). 

 

1.7.1 PoW 

PoW was developed under the pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto, and it is the 

consensus protocol that is used by bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008).  It was designed to 

enable the establishment of smart contracts and / or electronic cash.  Yet due to the 

 
2 https://www.podc.org/dijkstra/ 
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design of the immutability algorithm, PoW based consensus consumes large 

amounts of electricity.   

 

This is because the PoW consensus protocol includes an algorithm that requires the 

creation of an immutable hash.  A hash that provides protection from unauthorised 

alteration to the blockchain.  The hash is achieved by the application of a 

mathematical algorithm, referred to as the difficulty level.  Due to this difficulty level it 

has been calculated that it takes 4.3 billion computations before the valid hash is 

found.  It is because of this that it has been calculated that the electricity that is being 

consumed by bitcoin PoW consensus protocol, in a single year, is greater than that 

used by the island of Ireland (Dawson, 2016).  A design constraint which is affecting 

PoW’s ability to scale (Dorri, et al., 2016) (Gross, et al., 2015) (Ahmed, et al., 2012).   

PoW is also incapable of providing transactions with total safety.  An issue which has 

left it susceptible to double spend and fraudulent spend (Karame & Capkun, 2018).  

PoW has also encountered several other performance issues with respect to its slow 

processing speed - between 7 and 25tps (transaction per second) with blocks limited 

to 1MB every 10 mins.  All of which renders it incompatible with the requirements of 

an IoT environment.  

 

1.7.2 Byzantine Fault Tolerant Consensus 

Over the years there has been several types of Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) 

consensus protocols, which have been proposed to resolve the FLP consensus 

issue.  Starting with the development of the Byzantine Generals problem by Lamport 

et al., at Microsoft Research in 1982 (Lamport, 1982).  

 

In this paper Lamport et al. used a BFT allegory to describe the common agreement 

problems, which was being faced by distributed NFS.  The allegory was set during 

the Byzantine period, and it presented a paradox in which a Byzantine General was 

unable to identify a miscreant officer who was failing to obey orders.  The allegory 

was used to describe the consensus agreement problem that was affecting 

distributed networks when they were faced with one faulty node (Lamport, 1982) 

(Lamport, 2019) (Lamport & others, 2001).   
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In Lamport’s proof it was shown that it was impossible to solve the consensus 

problem when consensus was taking place across an asynchronous distributed 

network.  Described as an asynchronous distributed network with unbounded time, it 

was shown that a single node failure would prevent consensus being achieved.  This 

is because in an asynchronous network it is impossible to know if a node is slow or 

faulty, (this could lead to a process indefinitely waiting for a response). 

 

The ‘Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant’ (PBFT) consensus algorithm was suggested, 

to resolve this issue.  Introduced by Barbara Liskov and Miguel Castro et al., it was 

designed to resolve the consensus issues that were affecting Network File Systems 

(NFS) (Castro & Liskov, 2002).  To achieve consistency of consensus a state 

machine replication system was introduced.  However, due to the design of the 

system, exponential message complexity occurred, during the consensus process.  

 

To summarise, Byzantine consensus algorithms have a high transaction throughput, 

but they are also challenged by scalability issues that create message complexity, 

and network latency.  PoW on the other hand suffers with scalability issues, which 

relates to resource consumption and processing speeds.  PoW is also unable to 

guarantee safety, and it is for this reason that the PoW consensus protocol is 

susceptible to fraudulent attacks such as the dominance attack, double fork and 

double spend attacks (Bissias, et al., n.d.). 

 

Therefore, before an IoT consensus protocol can be used in an IoT environment 

these consensus problems will need to be resolved (Zheng, et al., 2018). 

 

1.8 Resolving the Problem with Blockchain 

Since the invention of blockchain there has been a body of work which have 

attempted to resolve IoT security and scalability issues with blockchain.  However, 

much of the research up to now, have focused on the security requirement of an IoT 

blockchain environment (albeit security is important in respect to the integrity of data 

at rest and data in transit, it does not however, provide protection of the consensus 

process).  A fact which many of these studies have not considered when designing 

and presenting their consensus protocols (Xiao, et al., 2020) (Schwartz, et al., 2014) 
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(Sankar, et al., 2017) (Milutinovic, et al., 2016) (Luu, et al., 2015) (Deep, et al., 

2019).  

 

The importance of safety and liveness with respect to the integrity of the consensus 

decision process are well understood.  If a blockchain is to be used in the IoT 

ecosystem, it will be essential that it provides these characteristics (Kiayias & 

Panagiotakos, 2015) (Roman, et al., 2013). 

 

1.9 Adopting the Technology 

The research also looked to the Technology Acceptance Model to assess whether 

the blockchain industry can provide the IoT ecosystem with security, scalability, 

safety and liveness.   

 

The assessment theories that were used in the establishment of a construct, and in 

the identification of an assessment framework, stem from acceptance adoption 

theory and relative advantage.  Theories which present serval methods which can be 

used to assess a company’s technological adoption strategy.  

 

1.10 Acceptance Adoption Theory 

To assess the potential of industry to adopt a scalable, secure, and safe solution to 

the research problem, this research looked to methodologies identified by technology 

adoption theories.  In particular, this research looked to the Technology Acceptance 

Model and the Relative Advantage Model. 

 

This research looked to evidence based constructs, which demonstrated industries 

attitude towards the adoption of safety and security (Bell & Bryman, 2007).   

 

The use of the quantitative paradigm enabled this research to make some 

assumptions about the worldview – i.e. industries present day adoption strategy is a 

predictor of industries future adoption strategy.  A conceptual framework which 

enabled fixed variables to be used, during the assessment process (Davis, 1989) 

(Sorce & Issa, 2021). 
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1.11 Research Objective 

The aim of this dissertation is to evaluate whether blockchain consensus protocol 

can provide IoT devices with the necessary security and scalability properties.  This 

research therefore looked at this question from two points of view.  First the research 

assessed whether the technology existed that would allow for the creation of a 

secure, scalable, safe and live blockchain environment.  Finally, this research also 

assessed whether the industries adoption of the technology would be capable of 

providing an IoT blockchain environment that contained security, scalability, safety 

and liveness. 

 

This research therefore: 

• Identified IoT security requirements 

• Established the importance of safety and liveness in achieving consensus 

• Assessed relevant consensus protocols safety and liveness properties 

• Assessed several consensus protocols’ abilities to comply with the 

requirements 

• Assessed scalability properties 

• Attempted to designed and developed a protocol which met these 

requirements 

• Used decision theory models to assess industries ability to implement the 

requirements.  

 

To achieve an understanding of the requirements of an IoT blockchain environment 

this dissertation attempted to answer the following questions:  

1. What are the security requirements of an IoT infrastructure? 

2. What are the structural requirements of an IoT consensus protocol? 

3. Can an IoT consensus protocol achieve liveness and safety in an 

asynchronous network with bounded time? 

4. Can the conflicting mechanism of scalability and security be achieved by an 

asynchronous IoT blockchain consensus protocol? 
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1.12 Research Motivation and Novelty  

The motivation for this research is to address the open question, as to whether 

blockchain can provide IoT with security and scalability (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 

2016).  

 

IoT is a ubiquitous technology which has enabled conventional devices to become 

smart, but there are still some challenges.  The development of trust, security and 

scalability are open challenges, which this technology will need to resolve, if it is to 

protect its users data from miscreants activities (Reyna, et al., 2018). 

 

However, due to network issues, lightweight cryptography and hardware constraints, 

the solution will need to include novel techniques.  Failure recovery, encryption, and 

access control are just some of the security services that a solution will need to 

provide (Xu, et al., 2016). 

 

In this thesis it is argued that the solution lies in blockchain.  This is due to 

blockchains’ consensus protocol’s ability to provide immutability, integrity, scalability, 

confidentiality, authenticity and authorisation protection to digital data.  A suggestion 

that has become a widely held view, within industry and academia (Christidis & 

Devetsikiotis, 2016). 

 

Although, PoW and BFT consensus are unable to resolve these challenges.  

However, over the last decade there has been a vast number of new consensus 

protocols being developed.  Yet few of these have identified the importance of 

liveness and safety with respect to the integrity of the consensus decision.  An 

omission which leaves these blockchain consensus protocols susceptible to 

fraudulent activities.   

 

Due to their failure to resolve the FLP problem, many consensus protocols are 

incapable of providing assurance with respect to the integrity of the decision-making 

process, (integrity of transaction and the integrity of finance).  Restrictions that fall 

below the level of modern financial regulations (Alsunaidi & Alhaidari, 2019) (Atzei, 

et al., 2017) (Conoscenti, et al., 2016) (Peters & Panayi, 2016).  It is for these 
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reasons that a secure, safe and scalable blockchain solution, for this problem, has 

yet to be discovered. 

 

1.13 Research Contribution 

This research contributes to the open question as to whether blockchain is capable 

of providing IoT with both security and scalability protection.  In this research a new 

approach to this problem is presented.  This research will attempt to contribute a 

novel solution to the problem by presenting a solution that provides both liveness 

and safety, while also ensuring immutability, integrity, confidentiality, authorisation, 

authenticity, non-repudiation and scalability. 

  

The formulation of this approach is based on the cross disciplinary fields of maths, 

information security and accounting transaction management (Sangster & 

Scataglinibelghitar, 2010).  This consensus has been developed for implementation 

within a BC-smart contract environment.    

 

This research represents a mix approach to the challenge.  This research contains: 

• An assessment of the IoT blockchain landscape 

• An assessment of the problem 

• Evaluation of other consensus protocols 

• The design of a novel solution to the problem. 

 

This research will contribute to this research area in two ways.  Firstly, it will 

establish a framework, which can be used to assess future consensus protocols 

compatibility with the IoT ecosystem.  Secondly, it will develop a consensus protocol, 

which meets the requirements of the framework.   

 

1.14 Question 

The research question was to ascertain if a blockchain architecture can facilitate the 

Internet of Things’ security and scalability requirements.  This research question was 

approached in two ways.    

1. Is the blockchain industry capable of providing IoT with its required security 

and scalability? 
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2. Is blockchain technology capable of providing IoT with its required security 

and scalability? 

 

1.15 Scope  

The security primitives that this thesis will assess are confidentiality, integrity, 

authorisation, authentication, non-repudiation and immutability.   

The assessment of scalability is in accordance to how an increase in a task, affects 

the time it takes to complete the task.  (The assessment of different processes, 

regardless of their restricting factors.) 

Elements of the IoT ecosystem that are in scope are Internet traffic, data at rest, data 

in transit and the integrity of the decision process. 

These elements will be assessed from two points of view, that is industries ability to 

meet these requirements and technologies ability to meet these requirements. 

1.16 Delimitation 

Due to time and resources restrictions, the scope of the TAM element of this  

research was restricted to quantitative values.  Due to the complexity and the 

limitation of available resources this research did not provide confirmation of the 

integrity of data at rest.  

1.17 Research Approach 

To answer these questions, the research first carried out a literature review of 

relevant documentation pertaining to both blockchain and IoT.  Deductive reasoning 

was next used to identify the relevant consensus protocols.  A testing framework, 

which is based on both academic research and industry standards, was drawn-up.  

Next, protocols and blockchain environments were subjected to testing and 

evaluation.  This included: 

• Assessment against the framework 

• Scalability assessment 

• Industry evaluation. 
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The final stages of this process involved the design, development and assessment of 

a consensus protocol, which met the requirements identified during the evaluation 

and assessment stage. 

 

The stages of this research were: 

1. IoT security requirements identification 

2. Blockchain framework development    

3. Consensus protocols evaluation  

4. Development of an IoT consensus 

5. Assessment of industries application of this technology 

 

1.18 Review 

To ascertain a perspective of the research area, during the initial research stages an 

integrative review of relevant literature was carried out.  This entailed the 

review/assessment of similar hypotheses and research areas.  Hypotheses and 

solutions contained in peer reviewed and industry documentation were evaluated 

and documented.  Based on results obtained from the integrative review a 

hypothesis was formulated.  

 

Next a systematic review of papers and publications, which pertained to the research 

question was undertaken.  Relevant consensus protocols were identified, and their 

structures, strengths and weaknesses, were documented.  During this process IoT’s 

security and physical requirements were established. 

 

1.19 Deductive Reasoning 

Specific measurements were identified and incorporated into a testing framework.   

Measurements were based on academic and industry standards.  The testing 

framework included metrics and notations which were used to formulate an 

assessment of each blockchain environment’s ability to provide:  

• Authorisation 

• Authentication 

• Immutability 

• Data-integrity 
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• Non-repudiation 

• Confidentiality 

• Scalability 

• Safety and liveness. 

 

1.20 Inductive Reasoning 

Inductive reasoning was used to identify TAMs, which were used to assess the 

blockchain industries ability to meet the challenge. 

 

1.21 Ethical Considerations  

It has been shown that ethical consideration is an important consideration when 

assessing the validity of research.  In Bell et al it was shown that the following ten 

ethical considerations are important to the research process (Bell & Bryman, 2007): 

1. Research participants should not be subjected to harm in any ways whatsoever 

2. Respect for the dignity of research participants should be prioritised 

3. Full consent should be obtained from the participants prior to the study 

4. The protection of the privacy of research participants must be ensured 

5. Adequate level of confidentiality of the research data should be ensured 

6. Anonymity of individuals and organisations participating in the research must 

be ensured 

7. Any deception or exaggeration about the aims and objectives of the research 

must be avoided 

8. Affiliations in any forms, sources of funding, as well as any possible conflicts of 

interests must be declared 

9. Any type of communication in relation to the research should be done with 

honesty and transparency 

10. Any type of misleading information, as well as representation of primary data 

findings in a biased way must be avoided. 

Albeit this research did not include participants and therefore did not need to address 

points 1 – 6.  However points 7 – 10 are relevant to this dissertation, therefore due 

consideration were given to them, particularly this research attempted to ensure: 
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• The correct acknowledgement of the works of others 

• A high level of objectivity was maintained when identifying and analysing data 

• That primary data gathering was carried out with respect to the underlying 

research construct. 

 

When applicable the research data gathering was in line with the requirements of the 

Ethics and Social’s Research Councils, Ethical Framework3  

 

This research therefore complied with the following good practices for social 

research: 

▪ It attempted to maximise the benefit the research could provide  

▪ It attempted to ensure the research was conducted with integrity and 

transparency 

▪ Independence of the research was maintained, and no conflicts of interest 

were incurred.  This process was possible due to the absence of sponsorship.  

To ensure the integrity of data, a closed social research data gathering mechanism 

was used.  It will also be demonstrated in Chapter 4, 5, and 6 that this method 

ensured data gathering was objective, fixed and verifiable – requirements which 

isolated the assessment environments from environmental bias (Rousseau, 1979). 

 

1.22 Evaluation and Testing 

A selective review and testing of consensus protocols was carried out.  Consensus 

protocols which were included in the sample complied with at least one of the  

following requirements: 

1. It was a peer reviewed blockchain consensus protocol.  Which contained 

detailed information with respect to its security and scalability characteristics  

2. It was represented by a body of documentation, which allowed for an accurate 

assessment of its security and scalability characteristics 

 
3 https://esrc.ukri.org/funding/guidance-for-applicants/research-ethics/ 
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3. It was possible to build a working model of the consensus protocol, to test its 

security and scalability characteristics. 

 

Seven consensus protocols were tested.  To assess industry’s ability to provide 

blockchains which meet the IoT’s requirements, a 15 percent sample of blockchain 

registered on CoinMarketCap during June 2020 were also reviewed.    

 

1.23 Structure 

The overall structure of this research takes the form of seven chapters.  The first 

three chapters provide an introduction, methods outline and problem definition.  The 

motivation and challenges, which inspired this research, are also contained in these 

chapters. 

 

Chapters four to six provide information on evaluation, design, testing and results. 

Information on open questions and further challenges are included in chapter seven. 

The remaining parts of this research proceeds as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 Literature Review:  The literature review contains information on 

relevant literature, theories and related work.  This chapter begins by outlining 

information pertaining to IoT and blockchain.  A review of current work with respect 

to IoT security and blockchain consensus is presented.  A definition of the Byzantine 

general problem is provided.  The importance of the FLP impossibility concept within 

an asynchronous environment is outlined.  Work pertaining to the scalability security 

trade-off is introduced.  Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the existing 

gaps and challenges that this research is attempting to resolve. 

 

Chapter 3 Defining the Problem: In the chapter an analysis of the literature review 

is given.  The chapter provides details on the problems with the current approach. 

 

Chapter 4 Proposed Solution: In this chapter details will be provided on the 

proposed solution.  This will include architectural design and implementation 

specifications. 
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Chapter 5 Evaluation: This chapter contains details of experiments, which were 

carried out.   

 

Chapter 6 Results Assessment: The results from the Experiments are provided 

here. 

 

Chapter 7 Discussion and Conclusions: In this chapter a discussion based on 

information contained in the previous chapters will be outlined.  The conclusion will 

be based on the findings contained in this research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the historic context and the origins of the problem are presented.  This 

chapter offers background information, with respect to papers that are contributing to 

the solution.  To provide greater clarity this chapter has been split into the following 

sections.   

 

In section 2.2 IoT’s evolution is presented.  This section also contains an outline of 

the problem.  In section 2.3 IoT security requirements are identified.  In section 2.4 

IoT’s vulnerabilities and threat landscape are discussed.  Section 2.5 discusses 

securing the architecture. The heterogenous mesh network is presented in section 

2.6.  This includes an overview of IoT’s conglomerate protocols.  Section 2.7 

discusses the need for security.  Section 2.8 contains information on the 

standardised assessments evaluation process.  In section 2.9 information on the IoT 

blockchain protocol’s requirements are evaluated.  2.10 presents information on the 

consensus debate timeline.  Consensus protocol constraints are presented in 2.11.  

Discussions on the secure environment is in 2.12.  2.13 contains information on 

developing a solution.  Scalability and the time complexity problem is presented in 

section 2.14.  An evidence based construct, which relates to industries capability to 

meet IoT’s requirements is presented in section 2.15.  2.16 references publication.  

Related Works is in 2.17 and a summary is included in section 2.18.  

 

2.2 Evolution of The Internet of Things  

It was during 1991 that the concept of IoT was first presented.  In the paper 

‘Computers for the 21st Century’, small computers that could meet all the needs of 

users’, were described (Weiser, 1991).  In this paper Weiser et al. describes a world 

in which computers become a part of the fabric of life, ubiquitous. 
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…”Machines that fit the human environment instead of forcing humans to 

enter theirs, will make using a computer as refreshing as taking a walk in the 

woods”… 

 

Weiser et al. provided an image of a future ubiquitous world that at the time only 

existed in science fiction.  However, several obstacles that stood in the way of the 

technology were also identified, these being memory, energy and cost restrictions.  

The paper also described potential network issues that would affect the seamless 

transfer of data, in particular the number of devices that would be required and the 

network communication method.  Finally, the paper identifies the importance of 

keeping security at the centre of the design.  

 

Although, it was during 1999 when the term the Internet of Things (IoT) was coined 

by Kevin Aston (Ashton & others, 2009).  During a technology conference the term 

IoT was used to describe a new emerging technological field, which was made up of 

autonomous independent things.  Things that were being designed to meet the 

needs of industry and users. 

 

Now in 2021 it is estimated that there are over 20 billion connected IoT devices 

(Hung, 2017).  Technologies and nodes that are responsible for smart grids, power 

plants, smart homes, intelligent transportation and smart cities.  With the technology 

also being embedded in computers, mobile phones, light bulbs, toys, televisions and 

fridges.  IoT is now represented by a burgeoning peer-to-peer network of distributed 

independently operable things, that are equipped to: 

• Sense their environment 

• Gather data 

• Forward data 

• Share data 

• Receive data 

• Make decisions on your behalf 

• Implement those decisions. 
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A continuous cycle of listening, gathering, watching and actioning each users’ 

request.  Requests that are transmitted, shared and implemented by billions of 

devices across unprotected networks.  Yet often these requests contain sensitive 

user information.  A situation which has been described as providing poor protection 

to data, while it crosses a variety of hostile networks.  A situation few users are 

aware of (Hung, 2017). 

 

IoT has now become a technology which operates in a landscape where there are 

no physical boundaries.  A landscape in which security provisions have regularly 

been shown to be insufficient (Neshenko, et al., 2019). 

 

Also, attempts by manufacturers to implement security within each individual device 

have not resolved these security issues (Hwang, 2015).  This situation is also 

frustrated by the limited memory and hard drive capacity of many devices, a factor 

which reduce many IoT devices’ ability to securely operate.  It is due to these 

reasons that a new network security paradigm is required for the IoT ecosystem.  

Moreover, with many devices having no or poor security, it has been suggested that 

IoT devices are now presenting security risks that will have an adverse effect on the 

online world (Huang, et al., 2019). 

 

These security vulnerabilities are further compounded by the fact that many devices 

can be modified by environmental conditions or other devices.  Due to this access 

control, permission and authorisation remain open challenges to the secure 

development of this technology (Zhou, et al., 2019).  With devices operating across 

low power loose networks (LLBs) and with devices being connected through private 

and / or public networks, it has been suggested that a joined-up approach to this 

technology is required, if its problems are to be resolved (Noorman, et al., 2017). 

2.3 IoT Security Requirements 

IoT security requirements include techniques that aim to protect IoT data at rest, 

data in transit and the integrity of the consensus process.  This includes techniques 

that protect users from leakage of personal data and economic espionage.  The 

security of the IoT ecosystem includes protection of devices, networks, computers 
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that are used to provide an IoT service, and the protection of IoT transactional data.  

The IoT ecosystem therefore requires the following security: 

• Confidentiality 

• Integrity 

• Authenticity 

• Non-repudiation 

• Availability  

• Privacy 

• Authorisation 

• Safety and liveness 

 

2.4 Vulnerabilities and the Threat Landscape 

Hardware constraints and memory restrictions are also affecting IoT’s ability to carry 

out necessary security functions.  This is because IoT devices can have limited 

functionality with respect to (Biason, et al., 2018):  

• Data storage 

• Access control 

• Confidentiality 

• Authentication 

• Data integrity 

• Non-repudiation 

 

The OWASP4 top ten has identified the following threats and vulnerabilities that are 

being faced by the IoT ecosystem Table 1 - IoT Vulnerabilities 

 

 

OWASP Top 10 

Insecure network services 

Unneeded or insecure web services leaving a device susceptible to attack. 

 

Lack of secure update mechanisms 

 
4 OWASP Internet of Things 

https://owasp.org/www-project-internet-of-things/
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Lack of system for securely updating devices. 

 

Insecure or outdated components 

The use of deprecated software and libraries leaving many devices susceptible to 

being attacked. 

 

Insufficient privacy protection 

Users’ personal information that are stored on devices are often not afforded the 

correct protection. 

 

Weak passwords 

Many devices have fixed passwords or poor password update facilities. 

 

Insecure data transfer and storage 

Often data is sent and stored in clear text. 

 

Lack of device management 

Once a device has been deployed into production there generally is no procedure 

in place for update management, system monitoring and asset management.   

 

Insecure default settings 

Often devices are shipped with insecure default settings, which cannot be changed. 

 

Lack of physical hardening 

The inability to harden devices leaves them susceptible to being taken over by 

miscreants. 

 

Insecure ecosystem 

The ecosystem provides poor protection to data, device, network and software. 

 

Table 1 - IoT Vulnerabilities 
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To resolve the above issues the IoT landscape will require robust, yet flexible 

solutions to these problems (Xu, et al., 2016).  The adoption of lightweight 

cryptography, by several IoT devices, have also created a series of IoT 

vulnerabilities.  A design decision which is having a profoundly negative impact on 

the integrity of the environment.  This is because it leaves the infrastructure 

susceptible to attacks (Xu, et al., 2016). 

2.5 Securing the Ecosystem 

One of the fundamental challenges that is facing security professionals is how to 

protect against losses.  Protecting against losses is also a challenge that is being 

faced by safety professionals.  Yet despite the shared objective there is little 

evidence that advances in safety modelling has been transferred to security 

modelling. 

 

Over the last five decades the safety field has developed new models and 

techniques that could be of benefit to the security field.  In ‘System Thinking for 

Safety and Security’ Young et al. describes a new safety system that may be of 

benefit to the security field.  An approach to security that protects complex systems 

against unauthorised activity (Young & Leveson, 2013). 

 

In this paper it is argued that by introducing a top-down approach to multidisciplinary 

systems, it may be possible to prevent a system from becoming vulnerable.  The 

paper suggests that this may be achieved by the application of a framework that 

moves away from the threat analysis approach to security (sometimes referred to as 

a bottom-up approach), to a strategic analysis approach (referred to as a top-down 

approach). 

 

With the rapid development of software intensive systems becoming an important 

part of the corporate infrastructure, the digital world has now become an important 

part of the global economy.  Moreover, the disruption and exploitation of this 

infrastructure has become a goal of many miscreants.  A problem which is 

increasingly affecting the internet (Kolias, et al., 2017).  
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However, traditional cyber security models have generally framed security as a 

tactical problem.  The focus of these models have been how best to defend networks 

against threats.  Moreover, it has been argued that this approach has limitations, 

because of its failure to view the architecture as a whole.  In Young et al. paper it 

states: 

…“strategy can be considered as the art of gaining and maintaining continuing 

advantage.  In contrast, tactics are prudent means to accomplish a specific 

action.  Tactics are focused on threats, while strategy models are focused on 

outcomes”… 

 

Bearing this in mind, it should be noted that for a tactical threat model to provide 

complete protection all potential threats must be conceptualised and resolved.  This 

is because a tactical approach views each threat as an individual occurrence, which 

requires specific action.  For example, a security breach that leads to customers 

details being lost, under the tactical model would be analysed, so that point of failure 

may be identified.  Once the breach is understood a security analyst introduces a 

new line of defence, which protects the system from the specified threat. 

 

According to this model security is about mitigating threats.  A process that requires 

each security analyst to correctly identify all potential attack vectors.  A requirement 

that is difficult, if not impossible to achieve.  Yet the success of this security model is 

based on security analysts having complete intelligence on potential threats.   

 

The argument for this approach is that good intelligence reduces uncertainty.  An 

approach that is based on a belief that knowing the motive, means and capabilities 

of a potential attacker, enables the security analyst to erect the correct security 

barriers.  

 

Unfortunately, this approach contains several limitations.  When this bottom-up 

approach is applied to an interconnected, large scale, complex architecture, it is  

unable to: 

• Accurately assess all software threats 
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• Identify all the threats that may occur due to the interconnection of various 

complex systems 

• Anticipate threats that may occur due to hardware failures. 

 

This is in contrast to the top-down strategic approach.  An approach that views the 

system as a hierarchical structure.  Starting from the top of the hierarchy each lower 

level enforces constraints on the behaviour of the next level.  With this model 

security is based on the architectural processes that are being protected, not the 

threats that are being prevented.  This model is based on the application of layered 

security, which encapsulates the whole system.  

 

2.6 The Heterogenous Mesh Network 

The IoT mesh network provides global connectivity for IoT devices.  It is a network 

that enable IoT data to be transmitted through an array of network environment, until 

it reaches its destination (see Figure 1 - The Mesh Network). (See Appendix One).  

 

 

 

Figure 1 - The Mesh Network 
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The mesh network is an heterogenous collection of devices, protocols capable, 

routers, switches, firewalls and nodes, (Figure 1 contains an overview of the 

heterogenous mesh network).  It is this collection of protocols which are used to 

manage the transfer of data from devices to the online world.  (Appendix One 

contains examples of the mesh network protocols.)  However, this confusion of 

protocols has led to an increase in data leaking, device take over and breaches in 

privacy (Hung, 2017) (Hwang, 2015) (Shang, et al., 2016).  Because of this a large 

body of work has been dedicated to resolving the mesh network security problems, 

(see Appendix One). 

 

2.7 The Need for Security 

Over the last decade there has been a tremendous amount of effort dedicated to 

resolving the IoT security paradigm.  With particular focus being placed on 

blockchain consensus.  Because IoT security can be categorised as covering 

devices, communication, network infrastructure and data management, it has been 

suggested that infrastructure requirements of IoT can be met by the provision of 

blockchain (MacKenzie, et al., 2018).  However, to meet these requirements the 

blockchain consensus protocol will need to be capable of operating within an 

environment where there are (Hossain, et al., 2015): 

• Hardware limitations 

• Memory constraints 

• Tamper resistance issues 

• Update restrictions 

• Software constraints 

• Network mobility constraints 

• Limited network stack operability 

• Interoperability and communication difficulties 

• Network scalability issues. 

 

Requirements that have posed considerable challenges.  
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2.8 Standardised Assessment 

It has been suggested that the development of an IoT security framework is an 

important aspect of the process of creating a standardised, and secure IoT 

ecosystem.  This is because the security of devices varies depending on the 

experience and skills of the developers, a situation that has led to inconsistency in 

security provisions (Zhang, et al., 2014) (Xu, et al., 2016).  To aid the standardisation 

of the technology and to negate this problem it has been established that IoT 

security requirements would include relevant aspects of several existing frameworks 

(MacKenzie, et al., 2018). In particular: 

 

2.8.1 CIA Triad  

A model which was designed to aid information security policy.  A part of the original 

BS7799 – now the ISO 2700x series, it contains details on confidentiality, integrity 

and availability security mechanisms.  Mechanisms that are required by an IoT 

ecosystem.  

 

2.8.2 Parkerian Hexad  

Proposed by Donn B Parker (Pender-Bey, 2016) it added three additional security 

attributes to the accepted CIA triad.  These being possession or control, authenticity 

and utility.  The utility mechanism is responsible for ensuring data is useful.  

Whereas possession or control is ensuring only authorised parties have access to 

data.  With respect to an IoT ecosystem possession and authenticity are considered 

to be of important. 

 

2.8.3 ISO 7498  

ISO 7498 is a standard, which deals with network security architecture.  It provides 

information on how to protect network data. 

 

To summarise, it has been suggested that the IoT ecosystem would benefit from the 

following security provisions (MacKenzie, et al., 2018): 

• Confidentiality.  Ensuring data is kept private and only parties who have the 

correct authorisation have access to the data. 
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• Authentication.  This can be split into: Entity authentication - ensuring the 

person you are communicating with is the person you intend to be 

communicating with.  Data origin authentication - ensuring the data you 

receive is complete and correct.   

• Data Integrity.  Preventing an unauthorised entity from carrying out 

unauthorised changes or destruction of data.  The integrity of each blockchain 

transaction should be verifiable and accountable.   

• Non-Repudiation.  Preventing an entity from denying they took a specific 

action.   

• Access Control.  Access control relates to authorisation methods used to 

ensure only authorised persons have access to data. 

• Immutability.  Immutability provides data with a fixed and unchangeable audit 

trail. 

2.9 An IoT Blockchain Consensus 

A blockchain consensus protocol will therefore need to be able to meet these needs.  

Presently, there are two consensus protocols that are dominating the consensus 

debate, PoW and Byzantine Fault tolerant consensus protocols. 

 

During 2008 blockchain and its associated consensus protocol, PoW were 

developed under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto.  Created as an attempt to 

resolve the Byzantine General problem in a crypto currency environment.  A 

common agreement problem which was being faced by distributed network filing 

systems (Lamport, 1982). 

 

The algorithm was designed to provide Byzantine fault tolerant distributed systems, a 

consensus mechanism for validating transactional data.  Described as a peer-to-peer 

version of electronic cash (Nakamoto, 2008).  Designed to enable the establishment 

of smart contracts and / or direct payment across networks (without using a financial 

institution).  It included the PoW consensus protocol, which is used to authenticate 

transactions and to maintain data in an immutable ledger.    

 

Since this time blockchain has been adopted by many industries.  Moreover, in 

recent years there has been growing interest as to whether blockchain smart 
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contracts could be used to provide IoT with both security and scalability (Christidis & 

Devetsikiotis, 2016) (Conoscenti, et al., 2016) (Dorri, et al., 2016)  (Dorri, et al., 

2017).  However, it has been demonstrated that a PoW IoT consensus protocol, 

would suffer with scalability issues and resources issues (Ahmed, et al., 2012) (Dorri, 

et al., 2016) (Gross, et al., 2015). 

 

Considering this, the Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus protocol, has been 

suggested as an alternative solution.  (It was designed to resolve issues with 

maintaining consistency within an NFS system, however, it has now been accepted 

as a replacement to the PoW consensus protocol.) 

 

Over the last decades several BFT based consensus protocols have been 

suggested, as potential resolution to the consensus problem.  Although, PBFT based 

consensus have received a significant level of attention.  It has been suggested that 

this is due to its safety provision, and the fact that it is specifically designed to be 

used in a distributed network.  Moreover, when this is coupled with PBFT’s ability to 

guarantee safety, while operating in an asynchronous network, it becomes apparent 

why it is regularly being chosen. 

 

Also, because of PBFT’s ability to proactively recover from unpredictable failures, 

(Castro & Liskov, 2002) some in academia and industry have accepted that it may 

provide a resolution to the liveness problem.  However, there are several constraints 

with respect to this theory.    

 

Firstly, PBFT is unable to confirm both safety and liveness (Castro & Liskov, 2002) .  

Better known as the FLP impossibility problem, it suggests that both liveness and 

safety cannot be guaranteed, where consensus is taking place across an 

asynchronous network.  Moreover, when faced with a single node failure, PBFT can 

only guarantee a restricted level of liveness.  Secondly, the safety requirement only 

provides assurance that nodes agree on a transaction.  It does not provide 

assurance as to the correctness of the transaction. 
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2.10 The Consensus Timeline 

The search for a consensus protocol that achieves agreement between network 

computers has received a great deal of attention.  During the 1980s and 1990s 

consensus was required for the correct functionality and integrity of the  Network File 

System (NFS) protocol.  In the new epoch consensus is required for blockchain, IoT, 

cloud computing and AI. 

 

Although the evolution of consensus algorithms has mostly focused on the 

consensus mechanism, as opposed to the industry in which it may be deployed.  To 

this end a handful of prevalent consensuses have dominated the consensus 

discussion. 

 

It was during 1982 that Lamport et al. published a paper that described the 

consensus problems that modern computer networks were facing.  In this paper 

Lamport gave a description of the difficulty faced by network computers, when 

attempting to achieve and maintain data integrity (Castro & Liskov, 2002).  To aid the 

understanding of the problem, Lamport et al. used a Byzantine General allegory.  An 

allegoric story that described a Byzantine General’s consensus problem.  In this 

paper the Byzantine General, who could only communicate via messages, needed 

all his outposts to agree on a battle plan.  However, the General is aware that there 

is a traitor in the midst.  The General therefore needs to find an algorithm that 

enables the loyal soldiers to agree on the same plan (Castro & Liskov, 2002). 

 

In this paper it was shown that this problem was solvable if 2/3 of soldiers are loyal 

to the General.  So long as the General can establish an algorithm that guarantees:  

1. All loyal soldiers agree on the same plan of action  

2. A small number of traitors cannot cause the loyal soldiers to adopt a bad 

plan.   

 

Requirements that Lamport et al. suggests could not be guaranteed (Lamport, 1982) 

if the consensus was operating across an asynchronous network.    

 

Although, it was Fischer et al. who demonstrated that every solution to the network 

consensus problem, had the potential to fail, if that consensus is taking place across 
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an asynchronous network.  In the ‘Impossibility of Distributed Consensus with one 

Faulty Process’, it is demonstrated that consensus cannot be guaranteed, when data 

is being transmitted across an unbounded, asynchronous network.  In their paper it 

is suggested that a single node failure can create a nontermination state.  A state 

that creates a consensus block and prevents consensus from being achieved.  

Known as the FLP Impossibility problem (Fisher Lynch and Paterson), it 

demonstrated that in an asynchronous network if one node fails, no protocol could 

achieve consensus (Fischer, et al., 1982). 

 

However, crucial to this proof were the assumptions that: 

• The protocol does not have access to a synchronised clock 

• It is not possible to detect and identify a process that has failed 

• Byzantine type failures are not considered 

• The message system is reliable. 

 

An important paper it provided two proofs to the consensus argument: 

1. Consensus must be based on the agreement of all relevant nodes 

2. In an asynchronous network if a failure occurs, no consensus protocol can 

guarantee consensus will be achieved. 

 

Though it was Chandra et al. who speculated that it was possible to circumvent the 

restrictions laid down in the FLP impossibility problem.  By the application of 

randomisation, weak failure detection, weak problem and solution and partial 

synchronisation (Chandra, et al., 1996) (Larrea, et al., 2000). 

 

However, it was not until Castro et al. in 1999 (Castro & Liskov, 2002), and Lamport 

et al. in 2001 (Lamport & others, 2001) that partial synchronised consensus 

protocols, were suggested.  Suggestions which achieved partial circumvention of the 

FLP impossibility problem. 

 

Castro et al. paper provided details of a Byzantine Fault tolerant system which used 

a machine replication system, to achieve consensus within an asynchronous 
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network.  That is a partial synchronised system based on a lead node view.  The 

paper also provided details on how partial liveness and safety could be achieved.   

 

In 2001 Lamport et al. also presented a Byzantine consensus protocol, which used 

partial synchronisation.  Although due to a high message complexity both consensus 

protocols suffered with scalability problems. (Lamport & others, 2001) 

 

Finally, in 2006 it was Satoshi Nakamoto who presented the PoW consensus 

protocol.  A consensus protocol that uses a random algorithm to identify the lead 

node, and an immutable hash algorithm to protect blocks that contain the consensus 

decision.  The PoW consensus protocol is still the consensus protocol that is used by 

Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008). 

 

2.11  Consensus Protocol Constraints 

The Impossibility of Distributed Consensus with One Faulty Process (FLP) is an 

important peer reviewed paper on distributed system theory.  Winner of the Dijkstra 

Prize for the most influential paper in distributed computing.  The paper contains 

details on the difficulty in achieving consensus in a distributed asynchronous 

environment which is bounded by time  (Fischer, et al., 1982).   

 

Although the importance of liveness and safety in the consensus process was 

identified by Castro et al.  The paper outlines the importance of safety and liveness, 

with respect to the common agreement problem.   

 

This is because the application of safety and liveness ensures consistency and 

correctness of data which is being transmitted across a network (Lamport, 1982).  By 

applying the safety and liveness invariants to a distributed network consensus 

protocol, a consistent and correct outcome is guaranteed.  This is because safety 

ensures that a single value of all the proposed values is chosen.  When a value has 

been chosen, all nodes should be capable of learning the chosen value.  Where no 

value has been proposed, it should not be possible for a value to be chosen.  

Whereas liveness ensures all nodes in the network can participate in the consensus 

process (Castro & Liskov, 2002).   
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In this paper it was demonstrated that consensus, which takes place across an 

asynchronous distributed network, cannot be relied upon to provide both safety and 

liveness  (Fischer, et al., 1982). 

 

A problem that would render an IoT smart contract environment susceptible to both 

double spend, double payment security vulnerabilities, data hijack, device hijacks, 

consensus hijack and miscreant activities. 

 

2.12 A Secure Environment 

The challenges surrounding the creation of a secure IoT ecosystem stems from the 

fact that IoT data travels across the world, through multiple ups and across multiple 

unsafe networks.  The IoT ecosystem will therefore need to be protected against 

several attack vectors.  

 

A blockchain environment will need to provide IoT ecosystem with a secure 

environment that protects data, devices, communication, and the consensus 

process.  This protection should ensure the integrity if data at rest, data in transit and 

integrity of the consensus decision process.  This environment will therefore need to 

ensure: 

1 Data confidentiality, an important mechanism and parameter that protects 

data from unauthorised access.  This mechanism will need to protect data 

from snooping attempts.  Data encipherment with a strong initialisation key 

would achieve this. 

2 Integrity and non-repudiation are needed to protect data from unauthorised 

modification and fraudulent misrepresentation.   

3 Authorisation mechanisms are needed to authenticate an IoT request.  

During a standard secure authentication process a two-way or three-way 

handshake is usually used.  However, due to the scale down nature of 

many devices, a new approach to this security provision will be needed.  

4 Scalability and Availability are requirements which effect service delivery 

and service usage.  Sinkhole attacks, DDoS attacks and Jamming attacks 
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use blockchain and IoT scalability weaknesses to exploit various 

components in the ecosystem.  

5 Immutability, a characteristic of some blockchain, which protects recorded 

data from alteration, is required.  (This is because it provides a data 

integrity audit trail.)   

 

IoT security threats are capable of exploiting vulnerabilities that exist at most layers 

of the OSI model.  Threats which can exploit applications, network nodes, firmware, 

software and physical devices.  This is because inside the IoT ecosystem there are 

several different protocols that assist in the deployment of services.  A complex 

collection of technologies which are causing security problems. 

 

This is because devices, which are capable of being remotely controlled by users, 

and devices which are capable of autonomous decision making, are being installed 

across a mesh network, which lacks security provisions.  Across the mesh network 

leakage of data, and insecure storage are threats which are having a negative effect 

on users (Alaba, et al., 2017).  With power and memory restrictions compounding the 

situation, it has been conjected that the resolution of this issue will require a joined-

up solution, which provides unified security (Biason, et al., 2018).  It has therefore 

been argued that the challenge faced by this technology is the development of a 

robust secure ecosystem (Neshenko, et al., 2019).    

The heterogeneous nature of the infrastructure has also created vulnerabilities with  

respect to (Dorri, et al., 2016) (Xu, et al., 2016). 

• Resource management 

• Privacy and security 

• Quality assurance 

• Trust. 

 

Although, with the Connected Homes over IP protocol scheduled to come online 

within the next year, it is conceivable that this security solution will only be required 

to deal with IoT traffic which is being transmitted across the internet.  In addition to 

meeting IoT’s infrastructure provisions a solution will also need to accommodate 

devices scalability and resource constraints (O'Dwyer & Malone, 2014).  This is 
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especially important because a single compromised device is capable of 

compromising both other connected devices and / or the internet (Gupta & 

Ghanavati, 2020).  

 

2.13 Developing a Solution 

To resolve these issues this research looked to prior knowledge in the accountancy, 

computing, networks, cyber security, information security and mathematics fields.  

The solution provided in this research uses an isomorphic algorithm to achieve 

consensus.  A mechanism similar to that used in accountancy (Pacioli, et al., 1963).  

The method used relies on several Boolean checking algorithms, which creates 

several interconnected authentication and error checking mechanisms.  These 

programs also include cryptographic primitives, safety and liveness provisions. 

 

2.14 The Big O Notation and Time Complexity  

The Big O notation is used as a metric for the assessment of how an increase in a 

task, affects the time it takes to complete the task.  It is a formula that is used to 

compare the time efficiency of different processes, regardless of their restricting 

factors.  It is a modelling method that enables processes that have different 

restrictions, (e.g. latency in the case of BFT consensus protocol, and electricity in the 

case of PoW consensus protocol), to be compared.  A metric that is used to 

calculate a tasks time complexity, in terms of resources consumption. 

 

In computer science the Big O notation is a metric that is used to represent how 

quickly a process grows, in accordance with its input.  This is because the Big O 

notation evaluates functions in accordance with their growth rates impact on 

resources.  A characteristic which enables it to be used to classify different functions, 

with different resources restrictions.   

 

The Big O notations ability to compare different consensus protocols is 

demonstrated in Luu et al. paper (Luu, et al., 2015).  In this paper it is shown that the 

Big O notation can compare different consensus protocols’ time complexity, even 

when the limiting factors are different.   
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It assesses Byzantine consensus protocols and their issues with time complexity and 

bandwidth, and Practical Byzantine consensus protocols and its issues with 

exponential communication complexity (Luu, et al., 2015).  Issues that are known as 

bandwidth limited consensus, a problem that affects a body of protocols that become 

bandwidth bound, as the network grows.  A problem that was resolved by the 

introduction of the PoW consensus protocol.  This is because a key advantage of the 

PoW consensus protocol, is its efficient use of bandwidth.  (Its communication 

complexity is O(n), a scalable level that meets the requirements of an IoT 

ecosystem.)   

 

Although the PoW consensus algorithm suffers with other computational limitations.  

Due to its use of electricity it has been estimated that as of 2018, PoW’s electricity 

usage was on par with the island of Ireland, which is 0.5% of the world’s energy 

usage (Dawson, 2016).  A limiting factor that is caused by PoW’s immutable hashing 

algorithm.  (This is because it has an electricity growth rate of 2.1 x 1010, which gives 

it an exponential time complexity O(n10).  Based on the number of coins in circulation 

(21 million) and its difficulty hashing algorithm requirement of 1000 hashes per 

second.) 

 

Due to this computational limitation the PoW consensus protocol is also not scaling 

well.  This is because of its large power requirement, and it slow computation speed, 

it processes 7 transaction per second, and it is restricted to one block every 10 

minutes (Luu, et al., 2015) (Evans, 2014).  (Which contrasts it with systems like 

Paypal, which are capable of processing up to 2000 transaction per second with a 

marginal impact on electricity usage.)  

 

For the IoT ecosystem, time complexity and scalability are important issues.  

Therefore, the outstanding challenge is the identification of a security solution, which 

is capable of operating in a resources constrained environment, while providing 

scalability (Dashkova & Gurtov, 2012).  Within this thesis the Big O notation will be 

used to measure the time complexity of evaluated consensus protocols. 

 

To summarise, Byzantine consensus protocols are challenged by scalability issues, 

which restricts the size of their network.  While the PoW consensus protocol suffers 
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with scalability issues, which relates to its electricity consumption and processing 

speeds.  Thus, for a blockchain consensus protocol to efficiently operate in the IoT 

environment, it will have to resolve the scalability problems that is affecting first 

generation, consensus protocols (Kiayias & Panagiotakos, 2015).  

 

2.15 Evidence Based Construct  

To assess whether industry would be capable of implementing a secure and safe IoT 

environment this research looked to various acceptance adoption theories.  In 

particular this research looked to the technology acceptance model and the relative 

advantage model. 

 

To assess whether the blockchain industry can provide the IoT ecosystem with 

security and scalability, this research looked to information systems acceptance 

models. 

 

The first model this research looked at was the Technology Acceptance Model 

(TAM).  A model that has been used for 4 decades, it measures the causal 

correlation between perception and acceptance of new information technology 

application.  By the evaluation of the user, the model has been shown to be accurate 

in its prediction of the acceptance of new technology.   

 

Acceptance it argues is based on perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of 

use (PEOU).  Factors that it describes as predictors of adoption.  Although, 

throughout the years it has received mixed views.  Views that have been due to 

reservations surrounding its potential to contain bias.  (However, to alleviate bias this 

research used quantitative measures. (Chuttur, 2009).)  

 

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is a model that has been used to 

measure how perception of information technology affects the adoption of the 

technology.  By the evaluation of indices that measure users adoption of a 

technology, the model has been shown to be accurate in its prediction of the 

acceptance of new technology (Lee, et al., 2003).   
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Moreover, it has been shown that by the application of an extended technology 

acceptance model, it is possible to assess a technologies adoption potential (Davis, 

1989).  In Davis et al research it was shown that  TAM indicators could be used to 

assess an industries ability / desire to adopt a new technology.  

 

This was also confirmed by Spencer et al research, when it looked at factors which 

affected an industries technology adoption strategy. 

 

In Hsu et al research it was suggested that the adoption strategy of cloud technology 

was affected by several factors.  This research identified that a company’s 

perception of relative advantage, security and the observability of the technology, 

could have an impact on a company’s adoption decision process.  To assess these 

factors this research suggested qualitative measures that could be used to evaluate 

organisational adoption strategy, – measures which were based on its innovation 

diffusion theory framework.  The framework was based on a matrix of measurements 

that assessed relative advantage, ease of use, compatibility, trialability and 

observability.  The paper suggested that financial constraints and satisfaction with 

existing systems are limiting factors to a  company’s desire to adopt a new 

technology.  The research construct also suggested that an organization’s decision 

to adopt a new technology is affected by, cost, satisfaction with their technology and 

environmental factors (i.e., competition and regulatory factors) (Hsu & Lin, 2016) 

 

The use of input and output indices, as values for the assessment of a company’s 

adoption strategy, was demonstrated by Bell et al (Bell & Bryman, 2007).  In this 

paper it was shown that specific variables could be used to assess a company’s 

adoption strategy.  . 

In this paper five measurements were used to evaluate a company’s adoption strategy: 

• Input characteristics 

• Input controls 

• Conversions 

• Output controls 

• Output characteristics  
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This was also confirmed by Chuttur et al meta-data survey (Chuttur, 2009).  A 

research that found TAM to be an accurate predicter on the acceptance of 

technology.  Introduced in 1986, it is still considered to be an influential model.  

During this time it has gone through an acceptance period.  A period during which it 

has been subjected to rigorous validation of its techniques.  Followed by an 

extension period, which led to it being expanded to include organisations and 

industry.   

 

Initially it was used to describe an individual’s motivation for the adoption of 

technology.  However, it has now evolved to include the assessments of 

organisations and industries motivations for the adoption of technology. 

 

To answer this question this research also looked to the Relative Advantage model.  

An influential model that is used as a measure of the acceptance of systems, it has 

also been shown to be an accurate predictor of adoption. 

 

In this research, originally introduced by Rogers et al, the rate of adoption is 

explained by five attributes: 

• Relative advantage - perception of usefulness is sufficient for a system to 

gain relative advantage 

▪ Complexity - The degree to which a system is perceived as difficult will affect 

adoption 

▪ Compatibility - The degree to which a new system is perceived as being 

consistent with other values could accelerate adoption 

▪ Observability - The degree to which the advantage is visible and understood 

will promote adoption 

▪ Trialability – Whether a person can try it, before they adopt it will aid 

familiarity and lead to adoption. 

 

In addition to these factors the model also showed that there were several variables 

that affected the adoption of innovations: 
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• The type of innovation decision (innovations that can be adopted by an 

individual is usually adopted quicker, than those that must be adopted by an 

organisation) 

• The nature of communication channels that diffuses the innovation 

• The nature of the social system in which the innovation is diffused 

• The extent of change agent promoting the diffused innovation. 

 

The research shows that it is an individual perception of these factors that predicts 

an innovation adoption.  A fact which is collaborated by the video format battle of the 

late 1970s. 

 

It was during the late 1970s that the video format battle begun.  A battle between two 

incompatible video formats that were competing for market superiority.  By the end of 

the 1980s, VHS – an inferior product- was the victor (Cusumano, et al., 1992). 

 

A position that was achieved because of VHS’s trialability advantage and 

compatibility advantage.  (This was due to VHS’s agreement with the movie industry, 

video distributors and video outlets.)  

 

Betamaxes failures was also escalated by its failure to leverage its observability 

advantage. (In the video industry and technological industry Betamax was 

considered the superior product.) 

 

A situation which demonstrates the importance of relative advantage in the 

proliferation of specific technology - even when that technology is deemed to be 

inferior. 

 

In line with the aforementioned findings, the construct of this research is based on 

the hypothesis that blockchain’s capability to provide IoT with its requirements for 

security, safety and scalability, will be influenced by industries perception of the 

usefulness, ease of use, financial consideration and regulative change agent. 
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An hypothesis which was confirmed by the 1970’s automobile industry reluctance to 

implement safety features to cars (seatbelts).  A situation that was only resolved 

when governments, around the world, chose to pass legislation which forced the 

industry to change (Bhattacharyya & Layton, 1979) (El-Sadig, et al., 2004). 

 

2.16 Publications 

For publications arising from this dissertation see appendix six. 

 

2.17 Related Work 

The term the Internet of Things was first coined by Kevin Aston during a 1999 

conference.  However, in the past decade the sector has experienced exponential 

growth.  With it estimated that there are now over 20 billion devices in use (Hung, 

2017).   

 

Yet it has been demonstrated that many devices are insecure (Zhang, et al., 2014)  

(Hossain, et al., 2015).  Due to this fact it has been speculated that blockchain could 

provide the IoT environment with security and scalability (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 

2016) (Dorri, et al., 2016).    

 

In 1993 Cynthia Dwork and Moni Nanyor came up with the first proof-of-work (PoW) 

concept (Dwork, et al., 1988).  Although, it was during 1999 when Markus Jakobsson 

and Ari Juels coined the term Proof of Work  (Jakobsson & Juels, 1999).  In their 

paper it was demonstrated how an intensive level of work, from a group of data 

analysis could be used to achieve a consensus.  It was however, during 2008 when 

a PoW consensus protocol was proposed by Nakamoto (Nakamoto, 2008),  In the 

seminal paper ‘A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash Machine’ blockchain architecture and 

PoW consensus protocol, were proposed as a distributed electronic cash alternative 

to money.  Since this time there has been an explosion in the creation of different 

blockchain and consensus protocols.  With the adoption of this technology 

encompassing both the private and public sector. 

 

Moreover, due to PoW security issues and scalability issues attempts have been 

made to identify an alternative to the PoW consensus protocol.  Practical Byzantine 
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Fault Tolerant (PBFT) is now being used as a blockchain consensus protocol.  With 

its distributed data structure and consensus ordering mechanisms, it has been 

accepted that the PBFT algorithms could be used in a blockchain environment.   

 

However, the PBFT design, which uses an arbitrary state machine replication 

algorithm, is unable to guarantee consistency with respect to the consensus 

agreement process.  A Problem that is addressed by the FLP problem. 

 

In the paper ‘Impossibility of Distributed Consensus with One Fault (FLP) (Fischer, et 

al., 1982) it is shown that for consensus to be achieved across a distributed network 

both liveness and safety must be in place.  Moreover, this paper demonstrates that it 

is not possible for both liveness and safety to be achieved in an asynchronous 

distributed network.  

 

2.18 Summary 

IoT devices have become a part of modern life, yet they contain several 

vulnerabilities.  It has been argued that a blockchain consensus protocol could be 

used to resolve this problem.  However, first generation blockchains suffer from 

several issues that will need to be resolved if they are to be used in an IoT 

environment. 

 

To resolve these problems researchers have focused on BFT and PoW style 

consensus.  Consensus protocols which attempt to meet the maths invariants of 

liveness and safety.  Despite the wealth of studies that have explored these 

solutions, neither protocols have met the requirements of both invariants.  Moreover, 

both PoW and BFT contain problems which have led to both scalability and 

resources issues.  These issues are directly attributable to the design constraints of 

both protocols. 

 

Furthermore, smart contracts and blockchain are cross-disciplinary fields which 

encompasses computer science, networks, mathematics, cybersecurity and 

transactional accounting.  Although during this research little evidence was found 
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which indicated the adoption of this cross disciplinary approach to the problem.  

There is, therefore, a research gap which will need to be explored further.   

 

The challenge is therefore to identify an IoT consensus protocol that is capable of 

providing: 

• Scalability 

• Security 

• Safety 

• Liveness. 

To an IoT ecosystem, with respect to the integrity of data at rest, data in transit and 

the integrity of the consensus decision process. 

 

Additionally, the existing research has provided a promising baseline for 

understanding IoT blockchain requirements, and the maths invariant of a distributed 

network consensus.  The collection of already established and accepted research in 

the different disciplines have enabled the design and development of the proposed 

solution that is contained in this research.    

 

Although to assess whether this technology could be used to provide the industry 

with a solution this research looked to the importance of TAM and competitive 

advantage.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

DEFINING THE PROBLEM 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction  

Today IoT is changing the way people interact with phones, cars and homes.  Due to 

IoT’s sophisticated collection of devices many everyday items are now capable of 

ubiquitously implementing users wishes.  This is because of embedded chips 

technology, which enables IoT devices to make decision, sense their environment 

and action requests.  Yet, in a Gartner report it was shown that 80% of IoT devices 

were being protected by poor passwords or no password, while 60% of devices were 

transmitting users’ data in clear text (Hung, 2017).  

 

Yet IoT has become an intrinsic part of everyday life.  However, because of the rapid 

growth of the ecosystem, and due to a lack of industry accepted standards, many 

IoT environments contain security and scalability issues.  (Alaba, et al., 2017).  

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the IoT ecosystem suffers with: 

• Software vulnerabilities, which can lead to device snooping or device take 

over 

• Hardware restrictions, which effects security 

• Protocol interoperability issues, which can prevent device to device 

communication 

• Network scalability issues, which affect availability and bandwidth 

• Device compatibility issues 

• The proprietary nature of the industry, which is undermining standardisation of 

the technology. 
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The IoT ecosystem is therefore in need of a solution that protects the decision-

making process, and the data transfer mechanisms.  A solution which can effectively 

function in a distributed data intensive environment.  

 

To this end the academic literature is filled with research papers, which attempt to 

identify and analyse the IoT ecosystem security issues.  Although many of these 

research papers have used a bottom-up approach to the analysis of the problem.  An 

approach that does not give sufficient consideration to the requirements of the IoT 

ecosystem as a whole (Biason, et al., 2018) (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016) (Dorri, 

et al., 2016) (Conoscenti, et al., 2016).  While other research provides details on the 

security issues that are affecting the IoT environment, without providing information 

on how to resolve these issues (Alaba, et al., 2017) (Ashton & others, 2009) (Gupta 

& Ghanavati, 2020).  Because of this several studies have postulated that the IoT 

environment would benefit from a security framework (Gupta & Ghanavati, 2020). 

 

Because IoT has become the new hyperspace frontier for hackers and crackers.  It 

has been suggested that for a blockchain to be affective, in this environment, several 

security factors will need to be considered.  Blockchain’s ability to (MacKenzie, et al., 

2018): 

• Secure data in transit 

• Secure data at rest 

• Provide integrity of the consensus process 

• Achieve consensus with respect to the validity of data 

• Provide scalability 

• Provide safety and liveness. 

 

The ubiquitous nature of the IoT environment and the number of devices, also 

dictates the need for a technology which can provide speed and accuracy when 

transferring data.  This technology will also need to be able to cope with the security 

challenges posed by the mesh network, the conglomerate of technology and the 

interoperability issues (Reyna, et al., 2018).  Requirements which are being 

hampered by issues with lightweight cryptography and hardware constraints.   
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To resolve these issues recent research has suggested that the IoT environment 

needs (Xu, et al., 2016). 

• Failure recovery 

• Encryption 

• Access control 

• Confidentiality 

• Trust 

• Data protection 

• Authentication 

• Authorisation 

 

Therefore, it has generally been accepted that the greatest challenge facing IoT is 

the security surrounding data at rest, data in transit and the integrity of the 

consensus decision (Altmann, et al., 1999).   

 

Even though it has been accepted that blockchain may have the attributes that would 

allow it to resolve this challenge, it has also been accepted that there are other 

factors (establishing the correct consensus protocol and scalability issues), which 

are hampering the secure and safe implementation of this solution (Xie, et al., 2019) 

(Xiao, et al., 2020). 

 

It has therefore been suggested, that one of the greatest challenges to achieving 

security in the IoT ecosystem will be the identification of an integrated solution.  A 

solution that is capable of providing immutability, integrity, scalability, authorisation, 

confidentiality, authenticity, safety and liveness mechanisms to data in transit, data 

at rest and the consensus process (Kouicem, et al., 2018) (Zhang, et al., 2014).  

 

Over the past five years there have been several research papers that have 

attempted to document blockchain’s potential benefits, to the IoT ecosystem.  

However, there are also several research papers that highlight blockchain’s potential 

restrictions (Alaba, et al., 2017) (Biason, et al., 2018).  Although, a review of IoT 

security issues that affect the mesh network is being conducted by Project 

Connected Homes over IP (Khan & Salah, 2018) (Reyna, et al., 2018) (Biason, et al., 
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2018).  But the open challenge that effects data, which is broadcast across the 

internet, remains. 

 

In this chapter the benefits of BC-smart contracts are presented, along with 

information on restrictions and challenges that must be overcome.  This chapter will 

therefore look at IoT BC-smart contract challenges, with respect to security, safety, 

scalability and liveness.  The chapter will evident blockchain consensus protocols 

attempt to provide security and scalability to the IoT ecosystem.  The impact of poor 

scalability and security provisions will also be presented.  

 

3.2 Achieving Consensus with Blockchain 

A blockchain consensus protocol has the potential of providing IoT with a robust 

validation and authentication mechanism.  In a network environment where there are 

action and transaction requests, it would be the blockchain consensus algorithm that 

decides which transactions are acceptable.  Only transactions that conform with the 

consensus protocols security requirements, would be added to the blockchain.  This 

is because the consensus protocol is at the centre of the technology - it contains the 

blockchain logic.  The consensus protocol is responsible for the authentication and 

validation of each transaction.  The arbiter of the blockchain, its algorithms are used 

to decide which blocks are added to the chain.  

 

Although blockchains original consensus protocol, PoW, contains restrictions which 

prevent it from providing both safety and liveness, a problem which renders it 

incompatible with the requirement of the IoT ecosystem (Khan & Salah, 2018).  

Moreover, it has been stated that achieving safety and liveness is a fundamental 

problem that is adversely affecting distributed computing (Garay & Kiayias, 2020).  

To resolve these issues the industry has begun to research alternative consensus 

mechanisms, with the Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus protocol receiving 

extensive attention.   

 

This is because BFT based consensus have the potential to achieve fast and safe 

agreements.  However, due to liveness restrictions BFT can only guarantee the 

validity of (2/3 + 1) of all authenticating nodes.  The consequence of this is BFT is 
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susceptible to dominance attacks, which can be used to prevent or distort 

consensus.  This is also true of Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant (PBFT) based 

consensus protocols.  This is because, apart from its state machine replication 

mechanism, the PBFT consensus algorithm contains the same logic as a BFT 

consensus algorithm, albeit the state machine provides some safety against 

spending errors.  

 

Therefore, if blockchain is to be successfully used in the IoT ecosystem it will first 

need to overcome several obstacles.  One of the main obstacles will be finding a 

consistent and scientific way to identify its security requirements.  Unfortunately, the 

failure to provide clear quantifiable details is demonstrated by the research of  

(Meiklejohn, 2018) list.  

• Usability.   

• Governance  

• Meaningful Comparisons 

• Key Management 

• Agility 

• Interoperability 

• Scalability 

• Privacy 

A list that does not clearly quantify itself with respect to information security 

primitives. 

 

When the threats, vulnerabilities and requirements assessment process is resolved, 

a major issue will remain, how to achieve consensus (Khan & Salah, 2018).  

Consequently, within this field many open challenges remain.  One of which is how 

to design an IoT blockchain environment that provides: 

• Ownership and identity relationships 

• Authentication and authorisation 

• Governance and data privacy. 
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3.3 The Benefits of a Smart Contract 

The purpose of a BC-smart contract consensus protocol will be to provide a method 

for the recording and validation of transactions, which take place in the distributed 

network.  It is the authentication algorithm which is used to check the completeness 

and correctness of each IoT transaction before the transaction is committed to the 

chain.  For a consensus protocol to be affective it must be difficult to replicate, 

duplicate or appropriate a transaction.  It must, therefore, contain mechanisms for 

securing itself from miscreant activities.  A BC-smart contract consensus protocol is 

the fundamental part of blockchain technology, which provides validation and 

security for the data contained in a blockchain ledger. 

 

A smart contract is a digital contract which is used to draw-up agreements between 

service providers and clients.  They contain binding contractual details of buyers and 

sellers’ terms and conditions.  These terms and conditions are written into lines of 

code.  Contract implementation, execution and completion are all controlled by the 

code.   

 

Blockchain technology is used to create blocks of contractual data.  Each block 

contains code which specify the terms of references, offer, acceptance and 

completion details.  Subsequent and previous blocks are chained together.  With 

each block containing a hash of the previous block, a digital representation of all 

previous blocks.  

 

Across the world Smart Contracts have created a situation which enables disparate 

and anonymous parties to create legally binding agreements.  With a smart contract 

there is no requirement for a central authority to provide trust among participants.  

Transaction details are held on ledgers, which are maintained by a network of 

distributed ledgers. 

 

3.4 The Problems with Consensus  

Consensus is at the heart of blockchain technology.  It is the way in which all the 

distributed nodes agree on whether a transaction is valid (Kumari & Rohil, 2014).  

PoW was blockchain’s first consensus mechanism.  It used a distribution of nodes 
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who were responsible for voting on each transactions’ authenticity.  Fundamentally, it 

is the consensus protocol that is responsible for ensuring the integrity of the process.  

 

In Conoscenti et al. a blockchain consensus protocol systematic literature review 

was carried out.  The research investigated the BC-smart contract use case.  In this 

paper it was established that the benefits of blockchain being used in an IoT 

environment were adaptability, anonymity and integrity.  Moreover, it was 

established that BC-smart contract could provide IoT with resilience, a peer-to peer 

system, auditability and security.  Although before blockchain consensus protocol 

can be successfully used in the IoT ecosystem it will first need to identify and resolve 

its security issues (Conoscenti, et al., 2016).  

 

However, because most consensus protocols are susceptible to either scalability, 

security, safety and liveness limitation, most consensus protocols are not compatible 

with the IoT ecosystem. 

 

3.5 Consensus Threats and Vulnerabilities 

One of the main problems associated with many consensus protocols, which are 

used by cryptocurrency and thus blockchain, is the requirement that all nodes 

participate in their consensus.  Due to this fact, many blockchain environments are 

cumbersome and resource intensive, susceptible to bandwidth limitation – (a 

consensus problem that affects a body of protocols that become bandwidth bound, 

when only a small number of processes have been initiated), or computational 

resources limitations (a restriction that is due to its computational hash difficulty 

requirement, use of electricity).  In response to blockchain and PoW performance 

issues researchers have been investigating new blockchain consensus protocols. 

 

While PoW provides liveness it does not however ensure safety, which is why PoW 

has encountered issues with fraudulent spends – the double spend issue.  PoW 

have also encountered several other performance issues including unsustainable 

energy usage, and slow transaction processing speed -between 7 and 25 transaction 

per second (TPS).  When this is contrasted with the VISA network systems, which 
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can handle approximately 2000 transactions per second, it becomes apparent that 

PoW has many limitation .5 

 

Although, it has also been noted that most blockchain consensus protocols are 

susceptible to several security threats - Table 2 - Attack vectors: 

 

 

 

 

Attack Vectors 

Attack Details 

51% attack Consensus protocols that use a quorum 

method for the agreement of 

transactions are susceptible to this type 

of attack.  The 51% attack occurs when 

a group of miscreants take control of 

more than 50% of a network.  

Thereafter, they can control all network 

transactions. 

Double fork The double fork attack is effective when 

applied to blockchain environments in 

which the total value of a chain is used 

as an indicator of the validity of the 

chain.  The double fork attack occurs 

when miscreants create two chains 

which are equidistant from the genesis, 

with an equal number of transactions.  A 

decision on the dominant chain is based 

on the value of each chain.  This attack 

enables miscreants to take control of 

the chain. 

 
5 https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/download/corporate/media/visanet-technology/aboutvisafactsheet.pdf 
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Double spend The double spend attacks is effective 

because it exploits the spending and 

authorisation lag time that exists in most 

blockchain environments.  A transaction 

is created that moves funds to a 

merchant address.  Once the 

transaction is entered into the current 

block, possession of the goods is taken.  

But before the block is authorised a 

second transaction, relating to the same 

monies is created.  The double spend 

attack can be due to either erroneous or 

fraudulent behaviour.  All blockchains 

that use a distributed single ledger 

structure are susceptible to this attack.   

Sybil attack This occurs when identities are forged, 

and a networks reputation is 

undermined.  The sybil attack is only 

affective if a blockchain environment 

fails to use integrity and authorisation 

security mechanisms.   

Eclipse attack For this attack to work your surrounding 

peers must be both malicious and in 

cahoots with each other.  They then 

work together to prevent you from being 

well connected to the network.  You are, 

thereafter, ill-equipped to verify 

transactions.   

Revision attack. The revision attack is only affective if a 

blockchain environment fails to use 

immutability.  This is when data that has 

already been authenticated and added 
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to the chain is protected from revision or 

deletion.  . 

33% attack 

 

 

A dominance attack which uses a 

targeted DDos attack to block the lead 

node.  A situation that could create a 

continuous lead node change loop.  

Table 2 - Attack vectors 

 

3.6 Circumventing the Consensus Restrictions 

It has been suggested that it is possible to circumvent consensus protocols’ FLP 

restrictions.  A situation which would allow a blockchain consensus protocol to be 

used in an IoT ecosystem.   

 

In Chandra et al. it was suggested that the FLP restriction could be circumvented by 

the application of (Chandra, et al., 1996):  

1. Failure detection 

2. Randomisation 

3. Strong synchronization mechanisms 

4. Additional timing assumption. 

 

3.6.1 Strong Synchronization Mechanisms with Timing  

By including a timing assumption with respect to each nodes’ response, it is possible 

to exclude nodes who fail to respond within their specified time slot.  In Chandra et 

al. it is shown that it is possible to achieve consensus, even with faulty nodes, by 

placing a time restriction on message delay.  Preventing a system from being 

blocked by waiting for a failed node.  In the PBFT process this was implemented with 

machine state replication which provided order and failure recovery (Castro & Liskov, 

2002) (Lamport, 1982) . 

 

3.6.2 Unreliable Failure detection to Achieve Failure Detection 

It has been demonstrated that a weak failure detector can be used to circumvent 

liveness restrictions (Larrea, et al., 2000).  By the application of a weak failure 

detection, it is possible to achieve consensus in an asynchronous distributed network 
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(Chandra, et al., 1996).  In Chandra et al. it is shown that it is possible to circumvent 

this restriction by the inclusion of a system which can identify and remove failed 

nodes, (nodes are replaced once they return to an active state).  In this paper 

Chandra et al. demonstrates that a surprisingly weak failure detection mechanism is 

required to solve consensus.  This weak failure detection mechanism can operate in 

an asynchronous system, where many nodes are operating correctly, and where it is 

possible to determine this fact (Chandra, et al., 1996).  The criteria that determine 

whether a weak error detection mechanism will be successful are: 

• There is a time after which every process that crashes are always suspected 

by some correct process 

• There is a time after which some correct process is never suspected by any 

correct process 

 

These invariants it suggests are sufficient to solve consensus in an asynchronous 

network, when the number of active nodes (n) are no greater than two times the 

number of failed nodes(f).  Consensus can therefore only be achieved when there are 

(n ≤ 2f) failed nodes.  Further evidence is provided to show that, in this circumstance, 

that failure detection will always, eventually come to a decision.   

 

In this paper a reduction deduction method for the removal and reintroduction of failed 

nodes is tested, and it achieved 99% success in error detection.   

 

Since this paper, several different error detection systems have been proposed, for 

example failure detection and vector-based failure detection.  However, these 

systems induced overheads with respect to their periodical liveness communication, 

which is comparable to BFT consensus protocols.  Also, in case of failure these 

systems can only give historical recovery details, that is transactions that take place 

during the error checking time interval remain unrecorded and lost.  Chandra’s error 

detection mechanism also only checked the status of nodes, that were involved in 

the error checking process, (it did not check the consensus decision, for errors).  

Chandra’s consensus protocol is therefore not capable of providing assurance, with 

respect to the integrity of the consensus decision. 
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3.6.3 Randomisation 

For this method to work the choice of lead node must be based on probabilistic   

randomness.  This randomised model uses probability in an arbitrary way to choose 

the lead node.  The lead node is responsible for initiating the consensus process, by 

issuing the lead node’s view.  Subordinate nodes are responsible for authenticating 

and validating the lead node’s view.  With this system communication between the 

subordinate nodes and the lead node, only takes place when the lead node’s view is 

incorrect. The use of randomisation, in the lead node choice, combined with each 

subordinate node authenticating the lead node view, reduces a consensus protocol’s 

time complexity. 

 

3.7 The Security Challenges 

In ‘Computers for the “21st Century’ the importance of keeping security at the centre 

of the IoT ecosystem was, identified as an obstacle that would need to be resolved 

(Weiser, 1991).  Although, the IoT ecosystem contains products that are created by 

independent bodies, a situation that has hindered the creation of a unified approach 

to security.  Furthermore, this situation is compounded by the IoT ecosystem’s 

conglomerate of technology, which suffer with interoperability issues.  

 

Also, because of the inability to exhaustively test a cybersecurity claim, it has been 

argued that in the cyber security domain validation of a security solution can only be 

achieved via the application of mathematical reasoning.  It is therefore apparent that 

IoT ecosystem will require a security standard that can be logically and consistently 

applied to all parts of its environment (Young & Leveson, 2013).  

 

The modern IoT system is a collection of interconnected infrastructure that provides 

complex services to a range of organisations.  The challenge is how best to provide 

an interoperable solution that thwarts attacks. 

 

In Roman et al. the security problem was defined has failures on the part of the IoT 

ecosystem to contain clear border control.  In this paper it is suggested that the lack 

of boarder control between devices and the hostile network, is leaving the ecosystem 
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susceptible to takeovers and denial of service.  A situation that has on several 

occasions blocked the internet (Ali, et al., 2015) (Kolias, et al., 2017).   

 

It has now been accepted that the IoT ecosystem contains inadequate security 

provisions, which are now affecting the internet.  It has also been suggested that the 

lack of an identity management system, has enabled miscreant to use IoT devices to 

compromise traditional computers, (e.g. infected IoT devices are being used as a 

means of spreading botnets and sink hole attacks (Ahmed, et al., 2012)).  To resolve 

these problems, it has been suggested that the IoT environment would benefit from 

the implementation of a distributed secure architecture (Shang, et al., 2016), which 

would be responsible for the identity management system (Shrier, et al., 2016).  

However, to be truly effective this architecture would also need to resolve the issues 

with trust, fault tolerance and confidentiality.    

  

While several researchers have identified the problems that are being faced by IoT 

ecosystem, few of these researchers have provided a joined-up strategy for the 

identification of security requirements.     

 

This is demonstrated by Sicari et al. researchers who analysed a broad number of 

academic projects which were attempting to resolve the security problem.  In this 

research it was concluded that despite several attempts to resolve the security issue, 

that there still remained a need for a unified approach to the problem (Sicari, et al., 

2015). 

 

Due to the industries inability to meet the security scalability issues, over the past 

few years there has been a rapid growth in the number of cyber-attacks, which are 

using IoT devices to enter the internet (Zhou, et al., 2019).  A situation which has 

been compounded by the fact that many devices are always on and therefore always 

vulnerable (Kolias, et al., 2017). 

 

In Hwang et al. it was proposed that the solution to these problems, should be 

compatible with all the relevant IoT protocols.  To achieve this the paper suggests 

the following security requirements that should be met (Hwang, 2015).   

• End to end data protection for devices 
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• End to end data protection between communicating devices 

• A security solution which can be used with different devices and protocols 

• Better user security provisions. 

 

Data from several studies have suggested that an IoT’s minimum security 

requirement would include: 

• Point to point security architecture 

• Data integrity 

• Information security 

• Scalability (Sicari, et al., 2015). 

 

The challenge that remains is how to provide IoT users with a sufficient level of 

protection.  A situation which is being compounded by the size of the devices, limited 

power and limited resources.  Restrictions which reduce devices’ capability and 

functionality (Bissias, et al., n.d.).  In Dorri et al. study of a smart home, it is shown 

that these restrictions affect a device’s ability to (Dorri, et al., 2017): 

• Authenticate data 

• Provide secure cryptography 

• Carry out device to device validation 

• Carry out transaction validation. 

 

However it has been noted that many previous studies, reviewed by this research, 

failed to take a strategic approach to this challenge.  Instead they adopted an 

operational and tactical approach, (i.e. a bottom-up security model), when analysing 

the challenge.  (A method which works best when applied to intrusion detection and 

intrusion protection threat modelling.)  A method that contains significant limitations, 

when it is applied to securing a diverse interconnected infrastructure (Young & 

Leveson, 2013).  

 

3.8 The Bottom-up Security Analysis 

Within the security fields many security analysts have adopted a bottom-up threat-

modelling approach.  A model that has been designed to be used by threat analysts, 

because it focuses on how best to protect against given threats as opposed to 
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providing overarching security to the whole ecosystem. (See Table 3 - Bottom-Up 

Security Analysis) 

 

With this approach an exploit is conceptualised as a specific event caused by a 

specific threat.  This method relies on a security analysts’ ability to correctly identify 

all potential threats.  A difficult if not impossible task.  Considering this it has been 

shown that a threat-based security approach succeeds best when used to identify 

and counter specific security threats (Young & Leveson, 2013).    

 

An example of this is demonstrated below by Khan et al.  In this taxonomy a security 

analysis of blockchain for IoT is broken down into three levels (lower, middle and 

higher) (Khan & Salah, 2018).  The security threats for each layer are a response to 

known identifiable threats.  Moreover, with this approach security solutions are 

based on the identification of historic threats.  This bottom-up approach does not 

treat the system as a whole (Khan & Salah, 2018).  Instead it looks at the individual 

requirements and susceptibility of each level.  An approach which should be 

contrasted with a top-down security analysis.  An approach which attempts to 

provide a complete security infrastructure to the whole system (Kouicem, et al., 

2018).  

 

The Khan et al. bottom-up security assessment assessed IoT requirements based 

on the layers of the OSI stack (Appendix Two – OSI Stack), this produced the below 

list (Khan & Salah, 2018):   

 

• Lower Level 

At the lower level, the IoT ecosystem is susceptible to jamming attacks that are 

intended to interfere with traffic movement and traffic management.  Moreover, due 

to the location and nature of these attacks, detection is not always possible.  It has 

been proposed that it could be possible to identify attacks by measuring signal 

strengths.  Statistical latency analysis has been used to identify attacks (Young & 

Boutaba, 2011).  However, the effectiveness of these tools in data intensive 

environment was not assessed.  Ratio analysis based on successful data delivery 

ratios have also been proposed as a method (Xu, et al., 2016).  With other 
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approaches including artificial noise detection also being researched, it is possible 

that in the future these methods could be used as part of an intrusion 

detection/prevention system (Chen, et al., 2007). 

 

The lower level, sometimes referred to as the mesh network, is concerned with the 

security surrounding the lower levels of the open systems interconnection model.  (A 

model which is used to demonstrate, the different network protocols communication, 

transmission and security mechanism and characteristics.)  This includes the 

security provision of network nodes and data communication.  Lower-level security 

threats affect data at the data link and physical levels of the OSI model.  This would 

therefore include attacks on the physical devices through to attacks which affects a 

device’s network connectivity.  Security at this level includes: 

• Jamming attacks on wireless devices 

• Radio interference directed at a smart monitor 

• A disruption to network connectivity 

 

These attacks are designed to disrupt a network nodes ability to send and receive 

data.  Disruptions which include blocking networks, causing data to be dropped from 

a network and / or creating unpredictable malfunctioning nodes.  Ensuring the IoT 

ecosystem is secure at this level, is fundamental to the overall security of the 

environment and the internet.    

 

• Intermediate Level 

Threats that affect the intermediate level (See Appendix Two – OSI Stack) includes 

replay attacks and attacks which can lead to data fragmentation (Khan & Salah, 

2018).  These attacks can be mitigated using a combination of nonce (a unique 

packet identifier) and timestamps.  The use of both mechanisms would enable 

packets that have been fragmented to be recovered.   The provision of a nonce 

ensures that a miscreant cannot use an old transmission to solicitate a new 

response, i.e. perform a replay attack.  A model which includes authentication, digital 

key generation and data encryption has been proposed (Riaz, et al., 2009).  Both 

asymmetric and symmetric key management system are used to provide node-to-
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node and node-to device security.  Encryption is also used to provide data 

confidentiality. 

 

Intermediate level threats affect communication and routing management that take 

place in the network.  This affects the network layer of the OSI model, this is where 

data fragmentation attacks take place.  This has an impact on IEEE 802.15.4 and 

6lowpan protocols.  Attacks which can lead to buffer overflows and attacks which 

place devices in a flush, reboot cycle.  As message identification data is assessed at 

this level the attack could lead to failures in identification services. 

 

With respect to data which has been passed from the mesh network to the internet 

this would also affect node to node communication mechanisms.  Authentication 

attacks or attacks which could lead to a denial of services – due to identification 

server failure.  Attacks such as sink-holing, (when a node in a wireless network is 

infected with incorrect routing information which it broadcasts to other nodes) and 

fake identification attacks can lead to device takeovers, privacy violation and 

fraudulent and misrepresentation attacks (Dawson, 2016). 

 

• High Level 

High level threats include threats that affect the application and presentation levels of 

the OSI model.  Attacks which take place here affect key management and 

identification management protocols.  Threats to services at these levels will affect 

the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), which is a web transfer protocol that 

deals with security of communication channels.  Secure interfaces for the access of 

IoT which is through the web, mobile phones and cloud are vulnerable to being 

attacked at this layer.  Attackers can also use insecure software and firmware to gain 

access.  Insecurities in JSON, XML and SQL code which is used to carryout device 

to service communication can be used to instigate an attack here (Dashkova & 

Gurtov, 2012). 

 

For the higher layer, a solution will need to be able to protect IoT devices which have 

restricted resources and scaled down security.  Approaches have been suggested 

which could resolve these issues, the CoAP, Security Token and the Screencap 
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mechanisms, which protect data authentication at the application layer (Khan & 

Salah, 2018).  

 

Whilst this is a comprehensive and complete list it is, however, not an exhaustive list.  

A fact which is proven when Hwang’s et al. list is compared to Minhaj’s et al. list.  In 

the Hwang list the security issues which are affecting the IoT environment are 

identified as (Hwang, 2015): 

• Identification and location  

• Authentication and authorisation 

• Privacy 

• Cryptography 

• Software vulnerabilities 

• Data transmission 

• Scalability. 

 

Notwithstanding the fact that both lists are valid, it must also be noted that these lists 

do not identify the same issues – i.e. neither list is exhaustive.  This should be 

contrasted with a top-down approach which attempts to assess the security 

requirements of a system based on the architecture of the system. 

 

 

Bottom-Up Security Analysis 

Security Issue Threat  Solution 

Step One Step Two Step Three 

Identify the security issue Establish the threat it 

poses to the system 

Provide a solution 

Table 3 - Bottom-Up Security Analysis 

 

3.9 Top-Down Security Analysis 

The top-down approach attempts to assess the security requirements of a system 

based on the architecture of the system.  An approach to security that is designed to 

meet the challenges of complex systems.  A process that looks at the security 
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requirements of the broader system structure.  This method moves away from the 

normal tactical assessment approach used by bottom-up analysis, which aims to 

protect a system from individual attacks to a strategic method that views the system 

as a whole (Young & Leveson, 2013).  

 

A reframing which enabled this research to take a strategic approach to the IoT 

security problem.  

 

The research first identified IoT and BC-smart contracts security requirements.  Next 

a framework that mapped requirements, challenges and cryptography primitives was 

developed.  

 

The cryptography primitives which were included in this analysis were based on 

industry accepted standards and they included (Kosba, et al., 2016) (Kouicem, et al., 

2018): 

 

3.9.1 Data Confidentiality  

Data confidentiality is an important mechanism which protects data from 

unauthorised access will need to be in place.  This mechanism will need to protect 

data from hacking activity.   

 

3.9.2  Data Integrity 

Data integrity is needed to protect transactional data from modification and to protect 

the ecosystem from fraudulent misrepresentation.  The Integrity mechanism should 

also protect data credentials from being fraudulently misused or misrepresented.   

 

3.9.3 Authorisation 

Authorisation mechanisms are needed to authenticate user requests.  During a 

standard secure authentication process a two-way or three-way handshake is 

usually used.  However due to the scaled-down nature of many devices’ security 

provisions this process is often weak or missing.  As authentication is needed for 

privileged access to services, a lack of a unified approach to device authentication 
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poses a challenge to the IoT ecosystem.  Ensuring access to other systems and/or 

information is a security open challenge.    

 

3.9.4 Immutability 

Immutability is a characteristic of some blockchains which enables a fixed record of 

all data held on the block to be created.  (This is achieved by storing data in a Merkle 

tree.  Each data block contains a hash-mac of their position in the tree.)  Merkle 

trees are fixed and unchangeable.  Once data has been authenticated and 

appended to the tree it must not be possible to alter it.  Immutable data provides a 

fixed and unchangeable audit trail.  It can be used to detect unauthorised data 

changes with respect to financial and transactional data.    

 

3.9.5 Non-Repudiation  

Non-repudiation is used to confirm the person you are communicating with, is the 

person you think you are communicating with.  While also confirming the data you 

have received has been sent by the person you think you are communicating with.  

 

Table 4 - Top-Down Security Analysis provides a top-down analysis of the security 

challenges that are facing the IoT ecosystem. 
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Top-Down Security Analysis 

Requirements Framework  Protection Attack 

To Protect Data in 

Transit 

• Device to device 

• Device to hub 

• Device to router 

• Device to switch 

• Device to the 

mesh network 

• Device to the 

internet 

 

Authenticity 

Authenticity allows a node to 

validate a peer on the network.  In a 

normal hierarchal private network, 

authenticity is provided by an 

authentication server or certification 

authority.  However, in a distributed 

network it is difficult to put these 

authentication mechanisms in place. 

Node masquerading 

Unauthorised access 

Node takeover 

Data sabotage  

Replay attack 

Integrity 

Data integrity ensures data is not 

intentionally or unintentionally 

changed during transmission. 

Data origin integrity confirms the 

originator of the data is as claimed. 

Data alternation 

Replay Masquerade attack 

Repudiation 

 

Non-repudiation 

Non-repudiation prevents the 

sender of data from refuting their 

action.   

Fraudulent misrepresentation 

To Protect Data at 

Rest 

• Collection 

Confidentiality 

Confidentiality protects against the 

unauthorised disclosure of data. 

Data theft 

Data leakage 
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• Storage 

 Immutability 

Once data is committed to a chain it 

should be impossible or 

computationally difficult to change 

said data. 

 

 

Table 4 - Top-Down Security Analysis 
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However, in the information security environment it has been accepted that for a 

technology to be deemed secure it must be based on mathematical measurable 

qualities (Young & Leveson, 2013).  This is because experimentation-based testing 

is limited to only being capable of demonstrating the failure of a security mechanism, 

(because no experiment can exhaustively test a solution in all scenarios).  Which is 

why this research used a top-down approach.  While using a top-down approach this 

research also used academic and industry based cryptographic primitives with 

respect to the requirements gathering, solution design and prototype development to 

create a framework.   

 

3.10 The Security Framework 

To ensure consistent and measurable standards this research created a framework 

which was used for assessment of compliance with the research question: Can 

blockchain architecture facilitate the Internet of Things’ security and scalability 

requirements.   

 

This research question was approached in two ways.  From the point of view of the 

industry to meet these requirements, and from the technologies ability to meet these 

requirements.  The research question was therefore split into two further questions: 

• Can the blockchain industry provide IoT with its required security and 

scalability? 

• Can the blockchain technology provide IoT with its required security and 

scalability? 

 

The overall aim of this research was to ascertain if a blockchain consensus protocol 

could be used to provide IoT devices with immutability, integrity, non-repudiation, 

confidentiality, scalability, safety and liveness.   

 

3.11 The Requirements 

In line with the stipulated requirement an assessment framework was drawn-up.  It 

should be noted that this framework was used as part of the product development 

cycle. 
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3.11.1 Product Development  

During the product development life cycle, often the security development life cycle 

is omitted, and as it is often shown this is invariably to the detriment of the product. 

Yet this situation is avoidable.  By identifying the security requirements of a product, 

alongside its technical requirements, it may be possible that the correct mechanisms 

could be put in place, which would have mitigated many present day IoT security 

vulnerabilities.  Moreover, the application of this approach is demonstrated by the 

Microsoft Security Development Life Cycle,6 to be an approach which incorporates 

security and privacy considerations, at every stage of the development life cycle.   

 

In this vein, it is the intent of this assessment to identify IoT’s security and service 

requirements and their implementation methods. 

 

When drawing up the IoT framework, several other frameworks and models were 

referenced. The CIA triad, Parkerian Hexad and ISO 7498-2 were referenced.  This 

was because of their importance with respect to network security and application 

security.  However, after reviewing Parkerian Hexad it was established that only two 

of its six elements were applicable to an IoT consensus protocol, (see Table 5 - 

Services Requirements and Security Mechanisms).  Because of their importance to 

the integrity decision, safety and liveness were also included. 

 

 

Services Mechanisms 

Entity 
Authentication 

Encipherment, Digital 
Signature 

Data Origin 
Authentication 

Encipherment, Digital 
Signature 

Data Integrity Encipherment 

Non-repudiation Digital Signature 

Immutability Auditability, Merkel Chain, 
Hash Mac 

Scalability Resource Management 

Safety and 
liveness 

Consensus integrity 
protection 

 
6 : https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/securityengineering/sdl 
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Table 5 - Services Requirements and Security Mechanisms 

 

3.11.2  Services and Mechanisms 

The term services7, as used by this report, was first defined by ISO 7498 to mean 

the security goals of an application.  This report has, however, expanded this 

definition to include the overall goals of an application, that is security and 

functionality. 

 

Mechanisms8, as used by this report, was defined by ISO 7498 to mean the way in 

which a service goal would be achieved. 

 

Requirements, as used in this paper, refers to the combination of an IoT’s service 

and mechanism requirements.  The review classification will therefore be based on 

an IoT’s services and mechanisms requirements. 

 

3.11.2.1 Services 

As outlined by ISO 7498 there are five categories of security services, but only four 

security services are relevant to this research, these being: 

 

1 Authentication 

Authentication can be split into: Entity authentication - ensuring the person you are 

communicating with is the person you intend to be communicating with; and data 

origin authentication - ensuring the data you receive is complete and correct.  

Authentication is important to IoT, insofar as, it is a service which provides 

assurance with respect to the person from whom you receive data and the data 

itself. 

 

2 Integrity 

Data Integrity, preventing an unauthorised entity from carrying out unauthorised 

changes or destruction of data is achieved by the implementation of a series of 

 
7 International Organization for Standardization 
8 https://isostandards.co.uk/ 
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integrity mechanisms.  The integrity of each blockchain transaction should be 

verifiable and accountable. 

 

3 Non-Repudiation 

Preventing an entity from denying they took a specific action is achieved by the 

instigation of a nonrepudiation mechanism.  In line with the transactional nature of 

blockchain nonrepudiation should be considered a fundamental security goal.  

 

3.11.2.2 Mechanisms 

As stated above a security mechanism is a means by which a security service may 

be implemented.  ISO 7498 identified eight mechanisms but only six are relevant to 

the overall IoT architecture and only two are relevant to the consensus protocol. 

These being: 

 

1 Encipherment 

Encipherment refers to a body of mechanism that allows a user to retain the 

confidentiality of their data.  It is a way of hiding information. it uses mechanisms 

such as steganography and encryption.  Encipherment can be subdivided into 

reversible and irreversible.  Due to the open nature of a ledger, it would not be 

possible to encipher IoT data, at the application layer (i.e. within the ledger). 

Although, at the physical and network layer encipherment of transaction data would 

be necessary to protect it against a man in the middle attack, snooping and 

eavesdropping. 

 

A blockchain consensus protocol would not be required to provide this security 

service.  However, for privacy protection data being transmitted in the IoT ecosystem 

requires this protection. 

 

2 Digital Signature 

There are two parts to digital signature: signing and verifying. A digital signature can 

provide nonrepudiation, entity authentication and integrity. 
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3 Access Control 

In a distributed network access control is an important requirement.  It is used to 

ensure only authorised persons have access to data and only authenticated action 

are allowed.  However, due to the open nature of a blockchain ledger, such a control 

would be needed at the application layer and the network layer. 

 

4 Immutability 

It should be noted that, a security service that was not mentioned in ISO 7498 is 

immutability, a service that is important to IoT.  Immutability relates to the 

requirement that it should be impossible / difficult to change a blockchain from the 

genesis block to the present block, (i.e. the contents of a blockchain, once verified, 

should be constant and fixed).  As this is a fundamental blockchain mechanism it 

should be considered in an assessment. 

 

In conclusion for an IoT consensus protocol to be considered secure, it must include 

mechanisms and services that provide confidentiality, access control, integrity, non-

repudiation, immutability, safety and liveness. 

 

It should also be noted that to ensure usability, a blockchain environment will also 

require scalability.  Blockchain IoT Requirements are therefore: 

1 Authentication 

2 Authorisation 

3 Non-repudiation 

4 Integrity 

5 Confidentiality 

6 Safety 

7 Liveness 

8 Scalability 

9 Immutability 
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It is worth noting that these requirements could be met by either a specific security 

mechanism or a pervasive security mechanism. -  A pervasive mechanism is a 

mechanism that is not mutually inclusive to a single security service.  Whereas a 

specific security mechanism is one that is relevant to a specific security service. 

 

3.12 Framework 

1. Confidentiality objective:  Confidentiality is concerned with the protection of 

plaintext data.  Purpose:  It ensures data is protected against unauthorised 

viewing by an unauthorised person.   

2. Non-repudiation objective:  Data verification mechanism should be 

implemented Purpose:  Preventing an entity from denying they took a specific 

action.   

3. Integrity objective: A System for verifying each blockchain transaction 

should be in place Purpose:  To prevent an unauthorised entity from carrying 

out unauthorised action.  

4. Immutability objective: Once data is committed to a chain it should be 

impossible or computationally difficult to change said data.  Purpose Provides 

a fixed completeness of data. 

5. Scalability objective: Due to the quantity of IoT data that will need to be 

processed, an IoT consensus protocol should be fast.  Purpose:  To ensure 

efficiency, these security requirements should not have a significant impact on 

service provision. 

6. Authorisation and Authentication objective: Ensures data is only accessed 

by devices with the correct clearance.  Purpose:  It protects data form 

unauthorised access and unauthorised changes. 

7. Liveness and Safety objectives: Together liveness and safety ensure all 

transactions are authenticated and validated.  Purpose to protect a user from 

unauthorised spends and miscreant activity. 
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3.13 Performance and Scalability 

Scalability is a major barrier to the successful application of blockchain in an IoT 

environment.  Storage, throughput and network latency are all causing scalability 

issues in the blockchain ecosystem.  

 

The current throughput of bitcoin is restricted to approximately seven transaction per 

second.  In contrast Visa’s systems can handle approximately 2000 transactions per 

second (Xie, et al., 2019).  Bitcoin blocks are also restricted to 1mb per block, and 

the processing time for each block is 10 minutes.  Due to the scalability problems, 

demonstrated by both blockchain and IoT, a remaining dilemma is, how to ensure 

performance.   

 

This is because blockchain performance often decreases as the number of blocks 

increase.  There are four factors which affect the performance and scalability of 

blockchain  

• Verification Speed: The time it takes to complete the processing and 

authentication of a transaction (Alsunaidi & Alhaidari, 2019). 

• Throughput: The number of transactions that can be processed in a second 

• Block Speed: The time it takes to create, authenticate and validate a block.  

PoW consensus algorithm has the slowest block speed. 

• Scalability: This refers to the ability of a consensus protocol to grow.  BFT is 

the least scalable consensus protocol due to its quadratic message 

authentication process.  

 

Factors that affect the scalability of a consensus protocol are: 

 

Resources:   

It has been estimated that Bitcoin electricity usage is now on par with that of Ireland.  

Which is 0.5% of the world’s energy usage 2018 (Dawson, 2016).  Scalability should 

be considered a fundamental IoT requirement.  It has been demonstrated that 

Bitcoin blockchain does not scale well due to computational power and bandwidth.  

Whereas PBFT styles of consensus protocol suffer from bandwidth problems due to 

the communication broadcast methods used.   
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3.14 Network 

The IoT mesh network operates across a network of distributed nodes and devices.  

This mesh network structure is created by dynamically connecting, disconnecting 

and reconnecting of nodes and devices.  Devices use a range of protocols to 

communicate: Weightless, Zigbee, NFC, 6lowpan, Tread, WiFi, 3G 4G, 5G, NFC, 

RFID, MQTT  and Bluetooth Smart to name but a few.  Inter-device communication 

and device to the internet communication are transmitted across connected nodes.  

There is no hierarchal structure.  All nodes are capable of validation, authentication 

and transmission of data.  Through cooperation between nodes, the mesh network is 

capable of dynamically reconfiguring itself.  The network is also easily affected by 

latency with respect to the quality and speed of data transfer.  To assess the 

scalability of a consensus protocol, the Big O notation will be used. 

 

3.15 The Big O notation and Scalability 

The Big O notation can be used to describe the scalability complexity of processing 

over time.  It is used as a means of measuring an algorithms time efficiency.  (For 

example, if a search takes Big O(n) then this equation is saying that n number of 

records will need to be searched before the required record is found.)  It is used as a 

mathematical tool for comparing how fast the product of an algorithm grows.  

 

In this research the Big O notation was used to demonstrate the time complexity 

faced by each consensus protocol (Luu, et al., 2015). 

 

3.16 The Time Complexity Problem 

By the application of the Big O notation low time complexity can be described as : 

O(1) // O(log n) // O(n) // O(n log n).  Whereas high time complexity can be described 

as: O(nk) where k ≥ 2 // O(kn) where n ≥ 2) // O(n!)) 

 

In Figure 2 - Big O Notation illustrates the ranges of constant, linear and quadratic 

notation of the scalability issues.   
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Figure 2 - Big O Notation 

 

The time complexity problem being faced by many consensus protocols remains an 

open challenge. 

 

3.17 The Problem with Other Consensus Algorithms 

During this research, the following consensus protocols were assessed against the 

IoT blockchain requirements:  Ethereum - because it is a well-developed blockchain 

environments that uses smart contracts.  Corda - because it is a prominent financial 

blockchain environment which uses smart contracts.  Hyperledger ledger - which is 

an umbrella organisation that includes several blockchain smart contract designs, 

some of which are modular.  Stellar (Mazieres, 2015), a federated blockchain 

environment which attempts to merge PoW and aspects of Byzantine consensus 

protocols.  PoW and PBFT consensus were also assessed. 

 

3.17.1  Ethereum 

Ethereum is a permissionless ledger, which initially used the PoW consensus 

protocol.  However, it is now using the Casper consensus protocol - A Proof of Stake 

(PoS) consensus protocol (King & Nadal, 2012).   

 

Ethereum is a nonmodular smart contract platform, with a transaction block speed of 

12 seconds.  Moreover, it has been shown to contain security and efficiency issues 

at the solidity, Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) and blockchain levels (Valenta & 
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Sandner, 2017), which are compromising its immutability, efficiency, auditability and 

security. 

 

3.17.2  Corda 

Corda was designed by the financial industry, for the financial industry.  It is a 

permissioned private smart contract platform, which combines smart contracts with 

smart legal contracts.  It uses its own unique consensus protocol, which contains a 

combination of mechanisms – a consensus of state validity, a consensus of state 

uniqueness and a notary.  At the time of this research, details on its consensus 

protocol’s architecture were not available.  It also had not been subjected to peer 

review, with respect to its efficiency and security (Valenta & Sandner, 2017) 

 

3.17.3  Hyperledger 

Hyperledger is a collective name used by a collection of blockchain solutions offered 

up by the Linux Foundation.  Under the umbrella of Hyperledger five blockchain 

solutions have been created (Sukhwani, et al., 2017). 

• Burrow 

• Fabric 

• Iroha 

• Sawtooth 

• Indy 

 

Four of which were at a sufficient development stage to be of interest.  These being: 

Sawtooth, Iroha, Burrow and Fabric (Cachin & others, 2016). 

1. Sawtooth is a blockchain ledger that has been published by Intel under the 

umbrella of the Linux Foundation. The blockchain can be used over a 

permission or permissionless environment.  It was designed to be used to 

facilitate transactional data storage and transmission.  It uses a lottery 

protocol and a Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) protocol, which uses the TEE 

(trusted execution environment) (Costan & Devadas, 2016) of the Intel SGX 

processor.  Whereas the ledger’s ability to handle transaction data appears to 

meet some of the requirements of an IoT environment, its architectural design 
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has been discounted on the grounds that it was not possible to find 

algorithmic details of the consensus protocol, PoET.  However, as this 

transaction ledger is still in its development phase, further consideration 

maybe given to it later. 

2. Iroha uses C++ to provide ledger capabilities for mobile and web development 

projects.  Within the Iroha environment Hyperledger blockchain can store two 

types of data objects and functions. It is therefore an object orientated 

environment, and as such it could meet the needs of IoT devices. The server 

validation system was able to perform the following checks on each activity: 

Data throughput test, a version test, a computational test, and a data 

consistency test.  However, it is at an early development stage, and little to no 

information was given on its consensus algorithm.  It is therefore a project that 

may require further consideration, at a later stage in its development cycle.   

3. At the time of carrying out this assessment, the Burrow blockchain 

environment was still at its incubation stage.  Because of this it was difficult to 

obtain technical details.  However, a review of available data indicated that 

Burrow would be based on the smart contract model, with many of the 

technical qualities associated with Ethereum.  Moreover, with little to no 

information on its technical schematics, it was not possible to carry out an in-

depth technical review of this blockchain model.   

4. Fabric is a blockchain environment that has been developed by IBM.  

According to its documentation its consensus protocol is modular.  The 

protocols which were on offer, during the time of this research were Kafka 

(Kreps, et al., 2011) and PBFT consensus protocols.  However, Kfka is an 

ordering system, and it does not provide either liveness or safety.  While 

PBFT only provides safety and partial liveness. 

 

3.17.4  PBFT 

Practical Byzantine Fault (Lamport, 2019) (Castro & Liskov, 2002) Tolerance 

protocol  uses a combination of primary backup and quorum replication techniques 

to order requests.  Initially designed as a means of dealing with the synchronisation 

of NFS data, it is now being used as a consensus protocol.   
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A PBFT consensus process is managed by a leader node, who is responsible for 

decision making.  Consensus is achieved when a quorum of subordinate nodes 

accepts the leaders view, of the validity of a transaction.  PBFT is capable of 

functioning even if a third of the nodes are acting maliciously.  Leader nodes are 

responsible for checking the validity of each request, before its decision is broadcast 

to its subordinate nodes.  Once the result is accepted by a third of nodes, the leader 

node commits the result to a ledger.  Moreover, a security analysis of PBFT has 

identified the following security problems, which are not consistent with a blockchain 

environment: 

• One Fault Problem (FLP) 

• Single point of failure with respect to the lead node view.  It is possible for a 

miscreant to take control of the whole process by taking control of the lead 

node.  It is also possible to use a DDoS to evoke a continuous lead node view 

change.  

• Scalability.  It uses the n >3f algorithm to dictate the number of non-faulty 

nodes that would be tolerated.  Yet, the adoption of this equation in a 

consensus environment introduces a scalability issue.  While a reduction of 

this ratio would increase the networks vulnerability to various dominance 

attacks (MacKenzie, et al., 2018).  

• PBFT also suffers with time complexity, a bandwidth issue which leads to 

network storms and scalability issues.  Known as bandwidth limited 

consensus, it prohibits PBFT being used in a large scale distributed IoT 

ecosystem.   

• Immutability.  It does not contain immutability.  PBFT ledgers are 

automatically purged and updated once a specified epoch has been reached.   

• Broken Primitive.  At the time of writing this paper, MD5, the underline 

primitive used in PBFT, as of RFC 6151, was no longer considered secure9.  

This is due to MD5 being susceptible to collision attacks.   

 
9 Turner, S. & Chen, L., 2011. RFC 6151: Updated security considerations for the MD5 message-digest 

and the HMAC-MD5 algorithms. Internet Engineering Task Force. 
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• Liveness and Safety.  PBFT security property of liveness and safety provide 

the consensus protocol with protection from double spend and duplicate 

entries.  However, they do not provide integrity, authenticity and immutability 

protection (Martin & Alvisi, 2004).  

 

3.17.5  PoW 

PoW is a protocol which requires a resource intensive level of work from a miner, 

with respect to authentication, verification and commitment of a transaction.  Used by 

Bitcoin, it is a decentralised, permissionless network with the blockchain being 

replicated on multiple nodes, throughout the network. 

 

It uses Diffie–Hellman public / private key pairs for both the authentication of a user, 

and the verification of their transactions.  Users sign all their transactions with their 

private key and minors use public key to authenticate relevant transaction.  It is a 

quorum-based consensus protocol, in that all minors must agree on each transaction 

before a transaction can be added to a chain.  The header of each new block 

contains: 

 

• The previous block hash, which when combined with the Merkle chain gives 

the chain Integrity.  

• A difficulty requirement. The blocks header is hashed using a hash algorithm, 

usually SHA-256, the hash output string must also meet a formatting 

requirement that it contains a specific number of leading zeros, (at the time of 

writing this paper the requirement was 18). This feature gives PoW its 

immutability quality, although it is also responsible for its resource usages 

scalability issues, as minors hash and rehash each block, to meet this 

requirement.  

• A nonce, which is a pseudo-random number which is used to protect against 

a replay attack and/or changes to the data.  It, therefore, provides PoW with 

data integrity.   

• The previous blocks hash. 
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PoW consensus protocol is also theoretically susceptible to several attacks -

dominance attacks, 51 percent attack, scaling problems, sybil attack, eclipse attack, 

the double fork attack, to name a few. 

 

As shown by previous research, a PoW consensus environment has the following 

security characteristics (Khan & Salah, 2018): 

 

• Secure transaction. It uses the public / private key pair, to provide each 

transaction with integrity and data origin authentication security  

• Non-repudiation. The use of a nonce in each transaction ensures non-

repudiation 

• Irreversibility and auditability. Due to the HMAC and the Merkel chain, the 

blockchain ledger achieves immutability 

• Traceable. PoW only provides users with pseudo-anonymity.  The use of 

public/private keys ensures a user’s identity is protected from casual 

identification. However, authorised bodies can trace identities 

• Decentralized. There is no third-party organization or central management 

involved in a PoW consensus process 

• No time restrictions. Validation of transactions is not restricted by time. PoW 

blockchain may operate across an asynchronous network, in unbounded time 

• Another important characteristic of PoW is its leader-less mechanism. Nodes 

individually validate transactions before they add them to their ledger. 

 

3.17.6  PoW and PBFT Combined Consensus Protocol 

A new development in the field of blockchain consensus protocol, is the attempt by 

several different bodies to combine PoW and PBFT models (Schwartz, et al., 2014) 

(Luu, et al., 2015).  The unification of these two consensus protocols is called 

Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA). FBA provides high data throughput, 

scalability and low cost.  While also attempting to provide immutability, integrity, non-

repudiation and the consensus authentication \ validation properties of PoW, with the 

data synchronicity and transaction ordering consensus properties of PBFT.  One 

such protocol is the Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP) (Mazieres, 2015). 
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3.17.7  Stellar Consensus Protocol 

SCP is among one of the first to use an FBA agreement consensus model.  SCP 

consensus protocol requires nodes to agree on the order (referred to as a slot), the 

value, the integrity and the authenticity of each transaction.  The node network is 

broken up into quorums.  Quorums are connected by one cross over node (i.e. 

intersection node).  These nodes participate in the decision making of two quorum 

slices.  Such nodes are intended to provide a level of uniformity between quorums. 

However, each quorum is an autonomous decision-making body.  Nodes in a 

quorum lodge their decision on the validity of transaction with their leader.  Decisions 

made within a quorum is described as a quorum slice.  The quorum slice leader is 

responsible for achieving agreement within their quorum.  The final decision on a 

transaction is achieved via the compilation of all quorum slices’ decisions - i.e. 

distributed consensus.  It is the accumulation of all quorum slices that dictates the 

final decision.  Updates are sequentially implemented, therefore node V will be 

unable to apply updates I, to slot X, until it has applied the updates to all the slots 

upon which I depends.  Which is a mechanism that prevents double spend. 

SCP uses a system of federated Byzantine agreement to establish what updates to 

apply.   

 

Where any two of its quorums share a node.  Failed nodes are assigned to a Dset. 

Dset nodes do not take part in the quorum decision making process.  Thus, fault 

tolerance is encapsulated in its Dsets.  Each slices’ decision is propagated up the 

hierarchal structure, which means all nodes participate in establishing a quorum, and 

the overall decision is a direct product of each quorum slice.  Intersection between 

each quorum slice ensures consistency between the quorum’s decisions, (see 

Figure 3 - SCP Quorum Slices). 
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Figure 3 - SCP Quorum Slices 

In Figure 3 - SCP Quorum Slices, we can see that node v2 and node v3 are a part of 

node v1 quorum slice.  Node v4 quorum slice is made up of node v3 and node v4.  

Finally, node v2 and node v3 are intersections between v4 and v1 quorum. 

 

To ensure uniformity of decision making a quorum slice must contain an intersection. 

Such intersections are defined as where Q is a quorum and V is a slice n is a node. 

A quorum slice decision with intersection of two nodes to the power 2 would be 

defined 

Q : V -> 22v   

Equation 1 - Quorum slice intersection 

 

A quorum function could therefore be defined as:  

Where:  

Q = {q1, q2, …qn} and N = {n1, n2, …nn} 

Equation 2 - Achieving quorum 

Where v is an individual quorum view and V is the overall quorum view.  Where, q is 

an individual quorum slice decision, Q is the overall quorum slice decision.  

 

An overall view is the collection of all quorum slice views.  Consensus is achieved by 

compiling all quorum slices, to ascertain the final transaction decision. 

 

Transactions are assigned slots.  Each node must agree on the validity of a slot. 

Nodes submit their vote on each slot, to their slice.  Decisions are tiered, and each 

tiers’ decision feeds into the ascending tier and intersections.  Public / private key 

cryptography is used to identify each node and each assertion is signed with a digital 

signature.  This provides SCP with non-repudiation and authenticity. 

  

SCP uses a safety and liveness assessment to classify nodes as either well-

behaved or ill-behaved.  Ill-behaved nodes are those nodes that are exhibiting 
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Byzantine failure.  Such nodes are assigned to a Dset and thereby removed from the 

decision-making process. 

 

SCP uses public / private key cryptography to provide non-repudiation, data integrity 

and data origin.  It uses digital signature to provide the necessary level of 

authentication.  It also complies with the requirements of liveness and safety by only 

allowing a lead node to propose a transaction.  Its voting and commitment ballot, 

however, has introduced an undesirable level of latency.  Moreover, it does not 

provide immutability. 

 

3.17.8  Proof of Stake 

PoS  was created as an alternative to PoW.  Like PoW it is a distributed network 

consensus protocol, which is based on quorum agreement (Poelstra & others, 2014).  

However, with PoS the values of a miners’ vote are directly proportionate to the 

number of coins a miner owns, (i.e. If Bob owns 100 coins and Alice owns 10 coins, 

then the value of Alice’s vote, in the quorum, would be ten times less than that of 

Bob’s). 

 

The formula is made more complex by the inclusion of coin age.  The age of a coin is 

defined as the amount of time a currency has been held, multiplied by the value of 

the coin, (e.g. if bob received 10 coins from Alice and he holds them for 90 days, it 

would be said that Bob had accumulated coin age of 900 days).  The age of a coin 

also increases the value of a miner’s vote.  Coin age is also used to: 

• Establish coin ownership, (miners are given voting incentives if they own their 

coins for a long time) 

• Decide a dominant fork (i.e. a dominant fork is the one with the greatest coin 

value with respect to miners’ votes) 

• Decide which miner will be responsible for transaction processing (i.e. the 

miner with the greatest coin age, is always chosen as the miner responsible 

for transaction processing). 

 

Like PoW, PoS uses a private / public encryption algorithm, with respect to the 

authentication and validation of a user’s transaction.  However, due to the structure 
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of PoS consensus protocol, PoS blockchains do not provide immutability.  PoS is 

also susceptible to revision attack, since the energy and cost requirement for 

revising a chain is not prohibitive and the double spend attack 

 

Finally, coin ownership is not indicative of an individual’s vested interest in the 

efficient functionality of the consensus protocol.  Its usage can therefore lead to 

nothing at stake (NoS), whereby minors who are only interested in accumulating 

coins, may make decisions which could lead to erroneous action with respect to the 

ledger. 

 

3.17.9  Proof of Luck Consensus Protocol 

Proof of Luck Consensus Protocol consists of three parts: proof of ownership, proof 

of time, and proof of owner. Proof of ownership uses the Intel SGX (Costan & 

Devadas, 2016), (a hardware solution), to provide each analyst with a unique ID, 

known as EPID.  This protects analysts from Sybil attacks, which provides analysts 

with data integrity.  By using the Intel SGX Trusted Execution Environment, (TEE) it 

is possible for proof of time to enforce, a bitcoin like, proof of work requirement, (i.e. 

that enough time has passed before a new block may be processed).  This protects 

against the double spend attack (Milutinovic, et al., 2016). 

 

This combination of hardware and software protection allows proof of luck to provide 

integrity.  It also means the consensus protocol has low latency, which makes it 

scalable. 

 

Intel SGX also includes a random number generator, which allows the consensus 

protocol to carry out random miner selection (Costan & Devadas, 2016).  However, it 

was not possible to ascertain whether a digital signature is used for transaction 

authentication and validation.  It also failed to provide information on how it would 

achieve non-repudiation and immutability. 

 

Due to limited data it was only possible to establish that PoL appears to be 

susceptible to the revision attack.  It should also be noted that the Intel SGX comes 

with its own security concerns (Milutinovic, et al., 2016).  In particular: 
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• DRAM bus tapping attack 

• Memory mapping attack 

• Software attacks on peripherals. 

 

3.17.10 Kafka 

Kafka was developed by LinkedIn as a way of providing transaction scalability 

(Kreps, et al., 2011).  It is a commitment log which is replicated across a distributed 

network.  It is capable of processing between 5,000 and 50,000 queries per second.  

Hyperledger Fabric is also using it as a consensus protocol (Sukhwani, et al., 2017).  

Kafka messages (transactions) are distributed by producer nodes, to its subscribed 

consumer nodes (channels).  Consumer nodes are consumer groups that are 

responsible for running a single consumer message process.  Consumer processes 

are assigned a partition.  Messages are held by Kafka’s commitment log, for a pre-

determine time, which means the ledgers are not immutable.  During this period 

message deletion or amendments are not permitted.  Kafka uses a cache replication 

system, to preserve the integrity of its data.  It partitions are replicated among 

replication servers known as brokers.  Brokers, therefore, guarantee limited data 

integrity, i.e. during the data retention period.  Moreover, Kafka was designed as a 

fault tolerant scalable ordering system, distributed messaging system for log 

processing.  Its replication system provides system redundancy, which enables it to 

provide fault tolerance.  But it does not provide entity authentication, data origin 

authentication, nonrepudiation and immutability.  Kafka’s processes are, however, 

scalable.  It also does not provide safety and liveness. 

3.18 Adopting the Technology 

This research used adoption decision theory to assess whether industry would be 

able to provide IoT with its required scalability, security, safety and liveness 

technology facilities.  By looking at the Technology Acceptance Model and the 

Relative Advantage model this research assessed the potential of industry to adopt a 

solution (Sorce & Issa, 2021). 

 

To this purpose seventy-six organisation were assessed for this study.  The 

assessment construct followed assessment criteria laid down in previous work (Bell 
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& Bryman, 2007) (Sorce & Issa, 2021) (Spencer, et al., 2012).  Research that used 

extended TMA and competitive advantage to predict the adoption of technology by 

industry.   

 

As shown in Sorce et al these models can be used to assess an industries ability to 

adopt new technology.  In this research it was shown that the perceived influence of 

the technology was also a factor in an industry adopting the technology – i.e. 

technology that are proposed by companies that are dominate within an industry 

achieves technology advantage. 

In Davis et al it was also shown that a firms approach to technology could be 

influenced by a self-efficiency, cost benefit paradigm.  In this paper it was shown that 

a firm’s intention with respect to the adoption of a new technology can be predicted 

by the application of this paradigm. 

Davis et al also showed that TAM could be used as predictor of behaviour, 

regardless of the industry. 

 

It has also been demonstrated that security and safety are not sufficient motivators 

to accelerate technology adoption.  Moreover, to assess whether industry could be 

capable of providing a secure and scalable IoT blockchain environment, this 

research assessed previous adoption behaviour - as an indicator of future adoption 

behaviour. (El-Sadig, et al., 2004) (Bhattacharyya & Layton, 1979).   

 

3.19 Summary  

Today IoT is changing the way people and computers interact.  Yet there are several 

challenges that are impacting on the successful adoption of this technology, i.e. 

security and scalability.  Therefore, one of the greatest challenges facing the IoT 

ecosystem will be the identification of an integrated solution that can provide 

immutability, confidentiality, integrity, scalability and authenticity mechanisms to data 

in transit and data at rest.  The solution will also need to be capable of ensuring 

liveness and safety.  However, it has been demonstrated that a top-down analysis 

can be used to identify the security requirements of an IoT blockchain environment. 
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Although, a major issue remains, how to protect the integrity of the consensus 

process, while ensuring scalability? 

 

Finally, even when these technical issues are resolved, one question will remain 

outstanding, will the IoT industry adopt the solution?  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The design of many consensus protocols is based on data protection security 

requirements.  A process that has been shown to be adequate when dealing with 

known problems.  However, the vast majority of these consensus protocols have not 

dealt with safety and liveness, with respect to the integrity of the consensus decision 

(Alaba, et al., 2017) (Alsunaidi & Alhaidari, 2019) (Amir, et al., 2010) (Back, et al., 

2014) (Biason, et al., 2018) (Borran & Schiper, 2010) (Buterin & others, 2014) 

(Cachin & others, 2016) (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016) (Garay & Kiayias, 2020).  

A failure that leaves the consensus process susceptible to 51% attack, 33% attack, 

double fork, double spend, sybil attack and the eclipse attack, to name a few. (See 

Appendix Four Consensus Protocol Program and Appendix Three for the 

configuration files) 

 

In this section a solution to the consensus problem is presented.  This solution 

contains a resolution to the security requirements of data in transit and data at rest, 

whilst also protecting the consensus decision process.  It also resolves the scalability 

issues that other consensus protocols suffer with. 

 

In this chapter the smart contract consensus algorithm (Balance Authentication 

Mechanism (BAM)) is presented.  This chapter describes how this consensus 

protocol operates and how it achieves the properties of security, safety and 

scalability (discussed in the previous chapter).  The pseudo-algorithm, algorithm and 

design specifications are also presented below.  
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The models include both the consensus protocol and the blockchain environment.   

Security was achieved via the application of cryptographic primitives to provide non-

repudiation, integrity, immutability and confidentiality (MacKenzie, et al., 2018).  This 

model protects the integrity of data at rest, data in transit and the integrity of the 

consensus decisions. 

  

Under this model cells who deviate from normal behaviour, in an arbitrary way, are 

identified by the implementation of an error checking algorithm.  The division of data 

into two channels provide separation of duties (Botha & Eloff, 2001).  A robust 

security mechanism that protects the consensus protocol from attacks which 

compromise nodes. 

 

Protection of the consensus decision (integrity of consensus) is achieved by the 

inclusion of isomorphic equations, a process that maps the channels’ consensus 

decisions. 

 

The evaluation of its conformance with its design goals (and thus the validation of 

this work’s hypothesis) is the subject of subsequent chapters. 

 

4.2 The Line of Reasoning 

The line of reasoning applied to this research, was based on research findings, 

observations and historic knowledge.  Reasoning which enabled the solution to the 

problem to be aligned with the maths behind the accountancy ledger system (Pacioli, 

et al., 1963)  

A reasoning that led to the creation of the BAM’s isomorphic balancing system.  An 

algorithm which implements a similar logic as the one used by the double entry 

ledger system. 

Whereas, knowledge of the constructs, used to assess industries ability to meet 

these requirements, originated from both academic and historical prior knowledge 

(Duncan, et al., 2019).  
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4.3 The Design 

BAM’s distributed network was broken down into cells (see Figure 4 - High Level 

Design Overview).  Each cell contained four nodes.  Communication between nodes, 

in a cell, was subjected to synchronise time restrictions.  The processor node was 

responsible for authentication data and data origin.   

 

 

Figure 4 - High Level Design Overview 
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Data was separated into two channels, before it was broadcasted to the tCell and 

fCell.  Validation of tCell and fCell was carried out by vCell.  An isomorphic equation 

was used to validate tCell’s and fCell’s consensus process.  This provided the 

consensus protocol with safety and liveness - integrity of decision, OSI layer eight 

protection.  To protect against double spend and fraudulent spend, transactions were 

also recorded in each clients’ nominal ledger.  (Nominal ledger data can be in one of 

two states, either suspended (awaiting consensus) or committed (consensus 

achieved).  See Figure 5 - Consensus Process Overview.) 

 

Figure 5 - Consensus Process Overview 

Liveness was provided by the inclusion of probabilistic randomness, in the lead node 

selection.  This also reduced the message exchange complexity, (the number of 

messages exchanged, during the consensus process).  

 

Whilst safety was achieved by the application of an error checking algorithm.  Under 

this model, cells that deviated from normal behaviour, (e.g. in an error state due to 

hardware/ software failure or miscreant activity), were identified by the error checking 

algorithm.  Finally, consensus was only achieved once two rounds of authentication 

and validation took place.  Consensus was based on conditional Boolean logic.   

 

The process took place across five stages and two rounds: request, channel 

assignment, authentication, validation and broadcast (see Figure 4 - High Level 
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Design Overview).  Safety was achieved when the authentication and validation 

stages were completed.  Whilst liveness was achieved once round one was 

completed.  Finally, consensus was achieved once round 1 and round 2 were 

completed by independent cells. 

 

This consensus process contained security mechanisms for non-repudiation, 

integrity, authorisation, authenticity, confidentiality and immutability, (i.e. algorithms 

which protected transactions from erroneous errors and miscreant activities).  

 

BAM’s distributed consensus network was divided into cells (see Figure 7 - The 

Cell).  The validation and authentication of each IoT request took place inside each 

cell.  There were four nodes in each cell.  A processor node (p), a finance 

authentication node (f), a transaction authentication node (t) and a validator node (v).  

Communication between the nodes was subjected to synchronous time restrictions.  

(N.B it should be noted that in a live situation nodes in a cell are in any geographical 

location.  However, for testing purposes, during this experiment, nodes were in 

virtual environments inside a single computer) (see Figure 6 - Geographical 

Distribution) 

 

 

Figure 6 - Geographical Distribution 

 

A processing node within a cell was responsible for authenticating data and data 

origins.  It accepted transaction requests issued by clients’.  Next data was 
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separated into two blocks, the financial block and the transaction block.  Financial 

blocks were transmitted to the financial authenticating node, while transaction blocks 

were transmitted to the transaction authenticating node.  Both blocks were sent 

through two separate and independent channels (implemented as HTTP requests in 

the prototype, secured with TLS 1.2).  (See Figure 7 - The Cell.) 

 

Processor

Validator

Authenticator AuthenticatorCELL 1

 

Figure 7 - The Cell 

 

The financial authentication node was responsible for the validation of data received 

via the financial channel.  While the transaction node was responsible for validating 

transaction block data.  Finally, the validation node was responsible for cross 

validating financial authentication with transaction authentication.   
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Figure 8 - High Level Architecture 
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Figure 9 - BAM Network Design 
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Figure 10 - Low Level Architecture 

 

All cells in a node contributed to the authentication, validation and verification of 

each IoT request (see Figure 8 - High Level Architecture).  Although only the first two 

cells’ authentication and validation process were necessary to achieve consensus. 

 

Transactions that were in the process of achieving consensus – first broadcast – 

were recorded in the clients’ nominal account. 

 

The lead cell was the cell that first broadcasted a validation statement.  The choice 

of lead cell was a probabilistic event, based on network location and processing 

speed, (i.e. it is a purely deterministic random event).  The lead cell was the first cell 
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to receive and process the IoT request.  The use of randomness also ensures the 

Byzantine failure, and non-Byzantine failure, of a cell has no impact on the operation 

of the algorithm.   

 

Consensus was achieved when the second cell broadcasted a validation statement.  

The consensus process was thus: 

1. An IoT request was authenticated and validated  

2. A broadcast message was issued by this cell to the network.  The message 

informs the network that the IoT request has been subjected to its first round 

of authentication and validation 

3. Each of the cells were individually responsible for recording this information.  

However, the IoT consensus was only achieved once two cells had 

independently authenticated and validated each IoT request  

4. The method for choosing a second cell, was the same as at the method for 

choosing the first cell. 

 

IoT requests that failed to receive two validation statements, or those that receive 

two validation statements and a rejection statement – or several rejection 

statements -are described as failed.  A failed requests were resolved by the 

application of the error checking algorithm. 

 

4.3.1 Choosing a Lead Cell 

The Balance Authentication lead cell (BA lead cell) was responsible for 

authenticating and validating each IoT request.  The choice of lead cell happens 

when a cell announced that an IoT authentication and validation has occurred.  

However, a second announcement of data authentication and validation was 

necessary before the data achieved consensus.  Moreover, when an IoT request 

was rejected the IoT request was suspended, until the error checking mechanism 

identified which cell is in an error state.  (The suspension process involved placing 

the transaction into a nominal ledger suspension account). 
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4.3.2 An IoT Request 

IoT requests are placed in blocks.  Each block in the process contains a single 

transaction.  The block contains a request header and a request body. The header 

contains information pertaining to nonce, date, digital signature, transaction ID, 

balancing figure and code.  The body of the request contains the IoT instructions.  

Consensus is based on the Boolean valuation of each part of the header data such 

that consensus is: 

(vCell1(fCell1&&tCell1)) && (vCell2(fCell2&&tCell2)). 

Equation 3 - BAM’s consensus 

 

The data contained in each IoT request was ordered and separated into two parts – 

financial data and transactional data.  This data was transmitted along two separate 

and independent channels - financial channel or a transaction channel.  Data types 

are sent along these channels for authentication.  Therefore, financial authentication 

is: 

a → b 

Transaction authentication is: 

d → c 

Equation 4 - Transaction authentication 

 

Each channel was responsible for authenticating IoT header data against ledger 

data, financial data and smart contract data.  A Boolean checking algorithm was 

used in this process, for the identification of errors. 

 

4.3.3 The Cell Structure 

All nodes in the distributed network were assigned to a cell.  Cells contained four 

nodes. Nodes can either be a finance node (f), transaction node (t), process node (p) 

or a validation node (v).  Each cell was a uniquely identifiable independent entity.  All 

communication between cells was restricted by time - a bounded environment.  

Asynchronous or synchronous key exchange (a partial synchronised environment) 

was used to identify the members of the cell. 
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4.3.4 Double Spend Protection 

To protect from double-spend or fraudulent misappropriation of funds, the consensus 

protocol complies with the following rules:    

 

1. Only a correct node may propose an IoT request 

2. Only a proposed IoT request may be authenticated 

3. Only an authenticated IoT request can be validated 

4. Only a validated IoT request can achieve consensus 

 

A correct node was a node who was part of a cell.  A proposed IoT request was a 

request which had been proposed by a processing node.  An authenticated IoT 

request was a request which had been authenticated by both transaction and 

financial nodes.  A validated IoT request was a request that had been validated by a 

validating node.  Consensus was achieved when two cells had authenticated and 

validated an IoT request. 

 

4.3.5 Error Detection 

This system used a binary decision checking algorithm to check for errors in 

consensus.  Because consensus was based on Boolean logic it was possible to build 

an error checking mechanism into the system.  Consensus was based on the 

application of propositions that were either true or false.  These propositions were a 

set of rules that were used to detect verification, authentication, validation and 

consensus.  By evaluating these propositions, it was possible to prevent double 

spend and dominance attacks.  

 

4.3.6 Merkle Tree 

The Merkle Tree was a record of all IoT requests that had achieved consensus.  It 

used a mathematical formular to create a hash of this data.  Each blocks hash was 

chained to the previous blocks hash.  It provided data integrity, data auditability 

because of its immutability properties.   
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The validator Merkle tree was an aggregate of all IoT requests.  Whereas the 

financial node’s Merkle tree was an aggregate of all financial data, and the 

transaction node was an aggregate of all transaction data.  

 

These Merkle trees were made up of recursive hash pairs of data.  Moreover, 

because of the design it was also possible to use the financial node’s and the 

transactional node’s Merkle tree to confirm the validity of the validation node’s 

Merkle tree. 

 

These Merkle trees were made up of the recursive hash pairs of data, until there was 

only a root hash.  Because of the design it was also possible to use fCell and tCell to 

check the validity of vCell’s merkle tree.  (See Figure 11 - Merkle Tree.) 

 

Figure 11 - Merkle Tree 

 

4.3.7 The Nominal Ledger 

The nominal ledger contained a record of all clients’ transactional data.  The nominal 

ledger was used with the suspense account to record proposed IoT requests.  
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Proposed IoT requests are placed in the suspense account.  Once an IoT request 

has received confirmation (A second consensus agreement) it is removed from the 

suspense account and placed in the client’s nominal ledger.  A mechanism that 

protects from double spend. 

 

4.3.8 The Isomorphic Algorithm 

Boolean isomorphic algorithms are used to authenticate each channels data, 

validate the output of each channel and to error check the consensus process.   

 

4.4 Achieving Consensus  

The consensus process was protected by 4 rules.  Whilst the process was 

implemented across 4 stages. 

 

4.4.1 The Consensus Rules and Boundaries  

To protect from double-spend or fraudulent misappropriation of funds, the consensus 

protocol complied with the following rules:    

 

1. Only a correct node may propose a transaction 

2. Only a proposed transaction may be authenticated 

3. Only authenticated transactions can be validated 

4. Only validated transactions can achieve consensus 

 

A correct node was a processing node whose balance is correct, whose identity is 

correct, and whose data is correct.  A correct status was established by the 

application of a balance statement.  The balance statement (BS) was a way of 

achieving non-repudiation and data integrity.  The statement contains the processors 

(p) digital signature and the previous balance (bP) of the requesting IoT devices.  

Such that:  

BS∈{sigp, bP}   

Equation 5 - Balance statement 
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An authenticated block was a correct transaction whose header data had been 

authenticated through the two channels.  A validation node was responsible for 

reconciling the two halves (financial and data) of the authenticated block.  A 

validated block contained a transaction whose two halves had been reconciled with 

each other.  Consensus was based on a set of rules that dealt with a set of 

propositions that were either true or false. 

 

Consensus was achieved after the block had been subjected to two rounds of 

authentication and validation (Figure 7 - The Cell).  

 

4.4.2 Consensus   

Each block in the process contained a single transaction.  There are two parts to 

every block, the header and the body.  The header contained information pertaining 

to nonce (a unique number once), date, digital signature, transaction ID, balancing 

figure and code.  The body contained the IoT request details.  Consensus used 

binary logic to access each part of the header data, financial data and transactional 

data.  All relevant data was accepted before the transaction was authenticated (see 

Figure 17 - Clients' requests sent).  The consensus process was thus: 

 

Stage one 

Device requests were subjected to cryptographic checks to ensure the data was 

correct and complete.  Only clients’ request that pass these checks were passed on 

to be processed. 

 

A transaction (T) request could therefore be defined as containing a: nonce (r), 

timestamp (t), digital signature (sigk), code (c), balancing figure (b), action(a), finance 

(f) and message (m). 

T∈{r,t,sigk,c,m,b} 

Equation 6 - Transaction request 

 

Stage Two 
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Data was split into two, financial data, and transactional data.  Each half was placed 

in a block(b).  Each block was broadcasted via an independent channel to a financial 

authentication node, or a transaction authentication node.   

 

Blocks therefore contain  

b1∈{f,r,t, sigk,cf,m} 

b2∈{f,r,t, sigk,ct,m} 

Equation 7 - Channel broadcast 

 

Stage Three 

The authentication of data contained in each block was carried out by two cells, the 

transaction cell (t_cell) and the finance cell (f_cell).  The authentication process 

involved both cells independently authenticating the header and body data.  

 

Stage Four 

The validation of data was carried out by a fourth cell, the validation (v) cell.  The 

validation cell ensured that transaction authentication (at) and financial authentication 

(af) were equivalent and true, (where true means authenticated).   

F : {at == af} →Cn 

Equation 8 - Cell validation 

 

Stage Five 

The validation cell was responsible for reconciling fcell’s authentication with the 

authentication of tCell’s.  A block was validated when both statements were true and 

equal.  Once validation was achieved the validation cell broadcasted a message to 

the distributed network of cells. 

 

Consensus was achieved when the first cell’s validation was confirmed by a second 

cell during a second round.  If, however, the second cell rejected the first cell’s 

results then consensus was halted.  In these cases, both nodes and blocks were 

subjected to an error checking process.   
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Consensus was only achieved once a separate and independent cell validates 

stages one and two.  Consensus was thus:  

 

Cn  ( c1 & c2)  

Equation 9 - Consensus 

 

4.5 Scalability 

BAM requires only the first two cells to confirm the status of a block.  All other cells 

were responsible for individually validating and authenticating data. 

 

Unlike the quadratic message exchange that takes place in BFT style consensus 

process, BAM used a single message process, which gave it a complexity O(n).   

 

4.6 Strong Security  

The BAM process also used digital signatures to achieve non-repudiation and 

encipherment of device data, an encipherment wrapper provide confidentiality.  The 

balance authentication process provided data integrity and integrity of the consensus 

decision.   

 

This model attempts to protect data at rest and data in transit by applying accepted 

cryptographic primitives.  The security mechanism used in this process are in line 

with an IoT security framework (MacKenzie, et al., 2018).  The IoT request’s, TCP/IP 

packet header, contains security mechanisms that provide protection against 

hacking attacks and errors. 

 

The consensus protocol and blockchain presented in this paper is built to be used on 

the internet.  This protocol is therefore designed to provide security to IoT request 

packets that uses TCP/IP protocol to travel across the internet.  Security provisions 

are broken down into five stages: 

 

Stage one 
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Device requests are subjected to cryptographic checks to ensure the data is correct 

and complete.  Only IoT requests which pass these checks are processed. 

 

An IoT request should contain nonce (r), timestamp (t), digital signature (sigk) two 

authentication codes (cf and ct), balancing figure (f) message (m).  The use of r,t,sigk 

ensures: 

• The IoT request contains data origin authentication - ensuring the data was 

issued by an authenticated IoT device 

• Data-Integrity – ensures data has not been tampered with  

• Non-repudiation – prevents a user from denying their action.  

 

The use of ct,cf,b  primitives protect against: 

• Double spend (Karame & Capkun, 2018) 

• Replay attack  (Hwang, 2015) 

• Eclipse attack (Heilman, et al., 2015). 

 

The security that is provided to an IoT request is: 

Request∈(r,t,sigk,ct,cf,b,m) 

Equation 10 - Security  

 

Stage Two 

Transactional data is split into two, financial data, and transactional data.  Each half 

is placed into a block (b).  Each block is broadcast via an independent channel to a 

financial authentication node, or a transaction authentication node.  The following 

cryptographic primitives are applied to each block of b11∈(r,t,sigk,cf,f,m) and 

b12∈(r,t,sigk,ct,f,m).  Blocks are therefore provided the following protections: 

• Authentication: This can be split into: Entity authentication - ensuring the 

person/system you are communicating with is the person /system you intend 

to be communicating with.  Data origin authentication - ensuring the data you 

received came from the correct place. 
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• Data Integrity: Preventing an unauthorised entity from carrying out 

unauthorised changes or destruction of data.  The integrity of each block 

should be verifiable and accountable. 

• Non-Repudiation: Preventing an entity from denying they took a specific 

action. 

• Access Control: Access control relates to authorisation methods used to 

ensure only authorised persons have access to data. 

• Immutability: Immutability provides data with a fixed and unchangeable audit 

trail (Jakobsson & Juels, 1999) (Nakamoto, 2008). 

 

Stage Three 

The authentication of data contained in each block is carried out by two nodes, the 

transaction node and the finance node.  The authentication process involves both 

cells independently authenticating the header and body data.  This security 

mechanism is based on the separations of duties principle (Botha & Eloff, 2001).  A 

security mechanism that is used in the balance authentication of the IoT request.  It 

protects the IoT request from carrying out unauthorised actions.  

 

Stage Four 

The validation of data is carried out by a fourth node, the validation node (v).  The 

validation node ensures transactional authentication (at), and financial authentication 

(af) are equivalent and true, (where true means authenticated).  This provides 

consensus validation.  This security mechanism protects the IoT request from 

unauthorised changes.  Validation (v) is achieved when: 

F : {at == af} →v 

Equation 11 - Validation 

 

Stage Five 

The final stage requires two cells to confirm the authentication and validation of an 

IoT request.  Moreover, because data from both cells must agree it complies with the 

requirements of liveness and safety.   
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However, if consensus is rejected the request is suspended while both cells are 

subjected to an error checking process (Chandra, et al., 1996). 

 

Only the first two nodes need to broadcast their confirmation of consensus.  

Consensus is therefore described as.   

Cn  ( v1 & v2)  

Equation 12 - Describing consensus 

 

Once consensus is achieved nodes in a cell are independently responsible for 

committing the block to their Merkle Tree.  

 

4.7 Error Detection 

The system uses a binary decision checking algorithm to check for errors in 

consensus.  Because consensus is based on conditional Boolean logic it is possible 

to build an error checking mechanism into the system.  This error checking method 

can identify errors which create a Byzantine failure.  This process also identifies stop 

and start errors when it prevents fCell and tCell responding within their synchronized 

time window. 

 

4.8 Merkle Tree 

The Merkle Tree is a record of all IoT requests that have been authenticated or 

validated by a node.  It uses a mathematical formular to create a hash of this data.  

Each blocks hash is chained to the subsequent blocks hash.  It provides data 

integrity and data auditability.  

 

The validator Merkle tree is the aggregate of all IoT requests.  Whereas the financial 

node’s Merkle tree is an aggregate of all financial data, and the transaction node is 

an aggregate of all transaction data.  

 

These Merkle trees are made up of recursive hash pairs of data.  Moreover, because 

of the design it is also possible to use the financial node’s and the transactional 

node’s Merkle tree to confirm the validity of the validation node’s Merkle tree. 
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4.9 Network 

The consensus protocol and blockchain presented in this paper was built on top of 

TCP/IP network using a point-to-point TLS encrypted wrapper.  This provides 

confidentiality to data transmitted across the internet.   

 

4.10 The Code and Implementation 

This section contains the code and the implementation of a ‘proof-of-concept’ version 

of the BAM algorithm.  This proof of concept was used in a series of experiments to 

evaluate the BAM concept.  These experiments were designed to assess the 

security and scalability properties of this prototype.  There were several stages 

involved in the processing of an IoT request, in particular: 

 

4.11 The IoT Transaction Request 

The processing node was responsible for communicating with IoT devices.  It used 

the client-server model to receive and issue data.  To ensure redundancy IoT 

devices had more than one processor nodes’ address.  Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

secured (HTTP) with Transport Layer Security (TLS) (HTTPS) was used when 

communicating with devices.  

 

In this development package there were five nodes: 

 

i. Clientone node, contained the code for:  

• GenRandData -generates random strings to be used in testing 

• bamClient – simulate IoT devices which post data to the processor 

• ClientsID.dat – contained the data that was generated by GenRanData. 

 

ii. Processor node, contained the code for: 

• Processor – the interface between clients’ data and fCell and tCell 

authentication mechanism 

• https certs and keys. 
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iii. Cell node, contained the code for: 

• aCell authentication mechanism 

• DoubleSpend.dat, double spend authentication data 

• https certs and keys 

• a_client.dat, which holds the permissions for the data code. 

 

iv. fCell node, contained the code for: 

• fCell authentication mechanism 

• DoubleSpend.dat, double spend authentication data 

• https certs and keys 

• f_client.dat, which holds the permissions for the vote code. 

 

v. vCell node, contained the code for: 

• vCell which was responsible for verifying fCell and tCell   

• Lilith.dat, the blockchain’s immutable ledger 

• https certs and keys. 

 

4.12 The IoT Device Communication Process 

An IoT device authenticates to a listening API web service.  HTTPS was used, by 

devices to securely post transaction data on to the API.  Whilst the initial proof of 

concept did not include an authentication step, this could be added relatively easily 

by the reuses of existing security technology, such as the use of client certificates to 

facilitate Mutual TLS, so that the server authenticates the client, and the client 

authenticates the server.  The HTTP methods GET and POST are used to send and 

receive data.  (See Figure 12 - Communication Process.) 
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Figure 12 - Communication Process 

 

4.13 The Channels 

The nodes used secure channels when communicating.  Channels were secured by 

the application of TLS.  Digital signatures were used to provide channels with 

integrity and non-repudiation.  Asynchronous communication between nodes 

occurred within a specified period (synchronous bounded time).  An asynchronous 

handshake was used to establish channels and asynchronous handshakes were 

used to transfer data, (see algorithms one, two, three, four, five, six and seven)   
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Algorithm One  Authenticating IoT Requests 
 
This program will carry out authentication checks to ensure each IoT 
transaction request is correct and complete. 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
(authenticating IoT clients’ digital signatures) 

if (client’s digital signature) ≠≠ (smart contract digital signature) 

 then 
 (request failed) 
  
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Algorithm Two  Allocating Data to Blocks.  

This program separates the data into two blocks. Before it broadcast the 

blocks to the correct channels 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 (It places financial data into a financial block and places transaction 

data into transaction block.  Blocks are broadcasted to the 

authenticating nodes) 

While  

(client’s digital signature) == (smart contract digital signature) 

{split data into financial data, and transactional data. Broadcast financial 

data to the financial node and broadcast transaction data to transaction 

node} 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Algorithm Three  Authenticating financial block 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If (financial block) == (smart contract agreed expenditure and there is 

available balance) 

  then 
 (block authenticated, spend agreed) 

 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Algorithm Four  Authenticating transaction block 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 if (transaction block) == (smart contract agreed action) 

then 
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 (block authenticated, transaction agreed) 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Algorithm Five  Validating The Blocks 

This program will carry out validation checks to ensure both the financial and 
Transaction blocks agree 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
if (the results of the transaction block)==(the results of the financial block) 

 then 
(transaction validated) 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Algorithm Six   Achieving Consensus 

This program will achieve consensus by authentication and validating the results of 
two independent cells 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

if (cell one)==(cell two) 

then 
 (consensus achieved) 
 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Algorithm Seven    Error Checking 

This algorithm checks to see if the node is in an error state 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

if 

 (Authentication is correct) && 

 (validation is correct)&& 

 (consensus is correct); 
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then 

(“This node is error free.”) 

else print  

(“This node is in an error state.”) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4.14 Summary 

In this chapter BAM, a smart contract consensus protocol has been introduced.  

BAM is a consensus protocol that uses randomness and error detection to achieve 

both liveness and safety, while using conditional Boolean logic to achieve 

consensus.   

 

This consensus protocol uses randomness, error detection and time restriction, 

mechanisms which enable it to circumvent the FLP impossibility problem. 

 

Under this model cells that deviate from normal behaviour are identified by an error 

checking algorithm, while consensus is only achieved when all nodes agree on the 

validity of a transaction. 

 

All nodes in the distributed network are assigned to a cell.  Each cell contains four 

nodes.  Nodes can either be a process node (p) finance node (f), transaction node (t) 

or a validation node (v).  Each cell is uniquely identifiable and a separate entity.  All 

communication between cells operates within a bounded time environment. 

 

Data pertaining to an IoT request is sorted into financial and transactional data.  Data 

is then placed into two sperate blocks and transmitted along two separate channels.  

Authentication of each transaction is carried out by two separate and independent 

blocks.   

 

The use of randomness, in the lead node selection ensures Byzantine failure and 

non-byzantine failure has no impact on the operation of the algorithm. 
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BAM uses a single message process, which gives it a complexity O(n).  The testing 

methodology that was used to calculate the time complexity is presented in chapter 5 

and 6 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EVALUATION 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the experimental design in chapter 4 will be assessed, along with an 

assessment of the blockchain environments outlined in chapter 3. 

 

Blockchain consensus protocol has the potential to be a game changer with respect 

to the transfer of a large amount of data across distributed networks, in a safe and 

secure manner.  Described as part of the second internet revolution, its potential to 

improve lives extends beyond cryptocurrency.   

 

This is because blockchain has the potential to improve users’ digital lives, 

particularly with respect to: 

• Changes to the digital ownership model.  Now digital assets that are 

purchased online, are purchased under licence.  The seller maintains the 

rights and the purchaser receives a copy.  However, with blockchain the 

traditional concept of ownership is brought to the digital world.  Under the 

blockchain model digital assets that are purchased online becomes the 

purchaser’s property e.g. bitcoin 

• The potential for detached and dislocated bodies to create binding and 

enforceable contracts has been made possible because of blockchain smart 

contracts 

• Contractual openness and clarity.  Buyers and sellers are equal with respect 

to the rules and requirement they wish to include in their smart contracts. 
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Although many blockchain consensus protocols suffer with security, scalability, 

safety and liveness issues.  Issues that the BAM consensus protocol has been 

designed to resolve. 

 

5.2 Evaluation 

To evaluate BAM an IoT test environment was built.  The test environment includes 

IoT- requests, request validation, smart contract validation, transaction validation and 

financial validation of the integrity of data at rest, data in transit and the consensus 

process.   

 

Evaluation is an important part of the design and development of robust cyber 

security architecture.  In this chapter the evaluation process will be used to assess 

whether the design has achieved it security goals of protecting data and the decision 

process. 

  

Within the IoT literature many researchers use the bottom-up approach, to identify 

security problems and to design security provisions.  However, it has been 

demonstrated that a bottom-up design approach is best suited to the assessment of 

specific threats and vulnerabilities (Young & Leveson, 2013).  Moreover, this method 

has also been shown to be inadequate when applied to the security assessment of a 

whole system.  This is because this process often produces limited results, 

especially when compared to a strategic top-down assessment.  Although the 

bottom-up approach is affective in an operational environment where the focus is 

how to best protect against active threats and vulnerabilities (Young & Leveson, 

2013). 

 

It is for this reason that a top-down approach to the security requirements of this 

architecture has been adopted.  With the architecture presented in this paper being 

based on the top-down method, it follows that the assessment and evaluation of the 

architecture will also be based on the top-down approach.   
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The evaluation of this architecture will therefore be based on whether the application 

of the adopted security framework meets the research objective of providing a 

secure and scalable structure for an IoT blockchain environment.  

 

BAM is effectively a middleware layer in a software system. To evaluate its security, 

it is assumed (for the purposes of this study only) that all lower layers are secure. 

 

5.3 A Top-Down Security Evaluation  

Evaluating the security of an architectural design is a process that is filled with many 

challenges.  This is because it is not always obvious how to conduct testing of the 

claimed security properties.  Yet, it is also clear that for a design to be considered 

acceptable evidence must be provided that confirms the design meets the 

requirements of the task.  

 

The issue that affects security assessments is that the security of an architecture 

cannot be directly measured.  Although when the security primitives provided by the 

architecture are based on algorithms and formulas it is possible to assess the output 

of each security primitive that is contained in the design (Young & Leveson, 2013) 

(Kouicem, et al., 2018).   

 

Moreover, to ensure a strategic approach this research has assessed the security 

requirements in accordance with the framework that was provided in Table 6 - 

Services and Purpose. 

 

The goal of this framework is to provide an agreed set of concepts and terminology 

against which this architecture may be assessed. 

 

5.4 Implementation 

To meet the requirements of the security framework the following security 

mechanisms were included in the design:  
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5.4.1 Liveness and Safety (A) 

The combined security property of liveness and safety is referred to as property ‘A’ in 

the following sections. The ability to confirm both safety and liveness (Fischer, et al., 

1982), adds a layer of difficulty to the architectural requirements of an IoT consensus 

protocol.  This is because the impossibility of achieving consensus in a distributed 

asynchronous-time environment, is a topic which is of great interest to the 

mathematics, cybersecurity and computing fields.  Yet, with this being the widely 

accepted view many consensus protocols have been designed with factors which 

limit their safety and resistance to liveness failures.  

 

Safety and liveness issues are resolvable although the limited number of ways to 

solve these issues may have introduced a level of complication into the design of 

otherwise secure and safe asynchronous blockchain network environments.  The 

widely held view appears to be the acceptance of the impossibility of achieving both 

safety and liveness if a single consensus node fails (Fischer, et al., 1982). 

 

The balance authentication consensus protocol (BAM) provides each IoT request 

with both safety and liveness.  Safety is achieved by the inclusion of an error 

checking double-spend checker with digital signatures. 

 

5.4.1.1 Implementation of Safety 

The double spend algorithm that is used, concatenates the nonce and timestamp 

from the transaction data, on both the transaction node and finance node, (this is 

done by the application of a SHA256 hash function).  The algorithm then searches 

the double spend file for this hash value.  If this hash value does not exist in the file, 

the IoT request is accepted, and the new value is appended to the file.  However, if 

the value does exist then the IoT request is rejected.  The double spend algorithm is 

implemented to prevent a double fork, double spend and fraudulent spend. 

 

5.4.1.2 Implementation of Liveness 

The use of randomisation of lead node selection and the error checking algorithms 

provides liveness to the process.  As demonstrated by Chandler, liveness is 

achieved by the inclusion of a mechanism which randomly selects the lead node and 
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synchronise time constraints (Chandra & Toueg, 1996) (Chandra, et al., 1996).  A 

selection process that is not affected by the Byzantine failure of a cell.  The validity of 

the cell selection and the consensus decision is also protected by the inclusion of an 

error checking algorithm that uses Boolean logic. 

 

Liveness was achieved by the application of randomisation, the synchronised time 

requirements, the authentication mechanism and the validation mechanism.  These 

provided the consensus process with integrity of decision – an OSI layer eight 

protection, Appendix Two – OSI Stack.   A process that protected the consensus 

from eclipse attacks, sybil attack and dominance attacks. 

 

5.4.2 Confidentiality (B) 

Confidentiality (referred to as property ‘B’ in the following sections) is concerned with 

the protection of plaintext data.  It ensures data is protected against unauthorised 

viewing by an unauthorised person.  To achieve this an encryption algorithm is used 

to protect data.  Encryption enables data to be securely transmitted across a public 

network, while preventing unauthorised entities deducing or determining any 

information about the data. 

 

Encryption schemes can be split into two groups: symmetric and asymmetric 

ciphers.  For a symmetric encryption to work, both parties involved in the sending 

and receiving of data, must be aware of the encryption key.  Symmetric encryption 

involves both parties sharing keys, whereas asymmetric encryption involves a public 

/ private key. 

 

5.4.2.1 Implementation of Confidentiality 

The BAM model uses the TLS 1.2 (Transport Security Layer 1.2) encryption 

algorithm, which provided data in transit protection.  Confidentiality of data at rest 

was achieved by using the Linux Unified Key Setup (LUKS) encryption on the 

underlying disk.  LUKS requires a password to decrypt and mount the disk.   

 

Additional encryption of data at rest could also have been performed at the 

filesystem level using the built-in encryption capabilities of the ext4 filesystem.  
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Additionally, individual files could also be encrypted.  Data within a file could also be 

encrypted.  These steps were not performed in the model since they were deemed 

additional security controls that were separate to the consensus protocol discussed 

within this research. 

 

Confidentiality of data in transit was achieved using TLS1.2.  Transaction data is 

sent from the clients to the processor in JSON format using HTTP secured with 

TLS1.2.  Anyone eavesdropping this channel would only see encrypted traffic.  With 

this approach the processor sends data to both the financial node and the 

transaction node.  A method which ensures anyone attempting to eavesdrop these 

communications would only have access to encrypted traffic.  

 

The transaction nodes and the finance nodes use HTTP secured with TLS1.2 to 

send data to the validation node.  This data is all sent in JSON format, over HTTP 

secured with TLS1.2.   

 

5.4.3  Entity Authentication (C) 

Ensures the person you are talking to is the person you intend to be communicating 

with.  Entity authentication is responsible for verifying the identity of the party you are 

communicating with.  Authentication is achieved by the passing of a series of 

authentication message (known as the entity Authentication protocol). 

 

5.4.3.1 Implementation of Authentication / Authorisation 

Authentication is realised via the non-repudiation mechanism described below.  

Once the system identifies who has supplied the transaction data, it uses a lookup 

matrix to determine whether the client can perform their intended transaction (i.e. 

authorisation).  

 

5.4.4 Non-repudiation (D) 

Non-repudiation provides a system for verifying the validity of each IoT request via a 

secure mechanism which prevents an entity from denying they took a specific action.  

It prevents the sender or receiver of data from refuting their action. 
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The inclusion of a digital signature, within the data sent, between the client and the 

processor node achieved non-repudiation of IoT-request.  A digital signature, within 

the data sent, between the finance and the processor node, transaction node and 

processor node, provides non-repudiation with respect to block issuing and receipt.  

The digital signatures between the validator node and both authentication nodes 

provide non-repudiation and thus authentication.  The transmission of a validation 

message achieves non-repudiation between the validator and all other receiving 

cells. 

 

5.4.4.1 Implementation of Non-repudiation 

Non-repudiation was achieved by the application of a digital signature and nonce.  

An IoT request that is sent by a device is concatenated with a nonce, which was 

hashed with a SHA256.  This hash is encrypted using the device’s private key.  The 

resultant encrypted hash is appended to the IoT request (data which has been sent 

from the device to the processor).  On receipt of the IoT-request the processor is 

responsible for comparing the two hashes.  It uses the devices public key to decrypt 

the received hash before it computes its own SHA256 hash of the concatenated data 

with nonce.  The processor then compares its computed hash with the decrypted 

hash.  If the two hash values are the same, then non-repudiation is achieved. 

 

5.4.5  Data Integrity (E) 

Data integrity is a mechanism which prevents unauthorised entities from carrying out 

unauthorized actions.   

 

5.4.5.1 Implementation of Data Integrity 

Integrity was achieved via the same mechanism described above in Non-repudiation.  

This is due to Non-repudiation being a stronger notion of Integrity, (i.e. a digital 

signature provides a stronger notion of security than a hash MAC). 
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5.4.6 Immutability (F) 

The immutability mechanism provides integrity protection to data at rest.  A mechanism 

which ensures once data is committed to a chain it should be impossible or 

computationally difficult to change.   

 

5.4.6.1 Implementation of Immutability 

A Merkle tree pair structure was used to implement this service.  A hash was used to 

chain the tree together. 

 

5.4.7 Time Complexity 

The time complexity of an algorithm is used to describe how its execution time 

scales as the amount of data it processes increases.  With respect to blockchain 

consensus protocols, it is a measure that can be used to describe how well the 

approach scales as the number of transactions increases over time, i.e. a measure 

of an algorithms time efficiency. 

 

5.4.7.1  Implementation of Time Complexity 

Big O notation is used to describe the time complexity of BAM. 

 

5.5 The Evaluation Framework 

This section contains information on the evaluation methods that have been used. 

 

5.5.1 Top-Down 

This top-down approach will attempt to evaluate whether the security requirements 

of the BAM architecture, based on the criteria provided in the framework, have been 

met.  A process that looks at the security requirements of the broader system 

structure.  This method moves away from the normal tactical assessment approach 

used by bottom-up analysis, which aims to protect a system from individual attacks 

to a strategic method that views the system as a whole.  Such a reframing enabled 

this research to take a strategic approach to IoT security evaluation.  The 

cryptographic primitives which were included in this analysis were based on industry 

accepted standards (Kosba, et al., 2016) (Kouicem, et al., 2018).   
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5.5.2  Evaluation of the BAM Consensus Process 

Within this section details on the evaluation process are presented.  The evaluation 

schedule has been designed around the services and purpose of the cryptographic 

primitives presented in Table 6 - Services and Purpose 

 

Service  Purpose 

Liveness Provides assurance that the consensus process cannot be broken 

by a Byzantine failure and non-Byzantine failure. 

Safety Safety ensures that only a valid transaction can be approved, and 

all relevant nodes agree on each transaction. 

Confidentiality  Protects data from unauthorised disclosure.   

Authentication   Ensures that the person you are communicating with is the person 

you intend to be communicating with.  The purpose of these 

mechanisms is to protect data from unauthorised access and 

unauthorised changes. 

 

Authorisation Ensures a node has the authority to carry out a specific action. 

Non-

repudiation 

Prevents an entity from denying they took a specific action.  

 

Integrity Prevents an unauthorised entity from carrying out unauthorised 

changes or destruction of data.  The integrity of each blockchain 

transaction should be verifiable and accountable. 

 

Immutability Confirms the present of a fixed and unchangeable audit trail.  

Once data is committed to a chain it should be impossible or 

computationally difficult to change said data.  The purpose of 

immutability is to provide a fixed completeness of data.  A 

requirement that conforms to the UK financial regulations. 
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Time 

Complexity 

Is a means of measuring the efficiency of a process.  That is, how 

scaling the data impacts on performance.  

Table 6 - Services and Purpose 

 

5.6 Consistency 

To be consistent this research used the following defined independent and 

dependent variable control. 

 

5.7 Independent Variable 

IoT requests were used as the independent variable that were manipulated by the 

evaluation and testing schedule (Table 7 - Evaluation Schedule).  The evaluation 

and testing schedules were designed to evaluate how the manipulation of these 

independent variables affected dependent variables. 

 

5.8 Dependent Variable 

The security components of BAM are the dependent variable, i.e. the variables which 

were assessed. (Table 7 - Evaluation Schedule). 

 

5.9 Evaluation Schedule 

The evaluation schedule was used to evaluate the consensus protocols.  To assess 

whether BAM consensus complies with the evaluation framework the following 

evaluation schedule was implemented (Table 7 - Evaluation Schedule). 

 

The purpose of the following evaluation process is to test robustness of the security 

provision provided by the framework security matrix.  The evaluation process will 

attempt to assess whether the BAM consensus protocol can achieve confidentiality, 

non-repudiation, integrity, scalability, authentication, authorisation, immutability, 

liveness and safety. 
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Due to the importance of safety and liveness these requirements have also been 

included in the assessment. 

 

 

Evaluation Schedule  

 

Evaluation  Purpose Evaluation Method  

A Liveness 

Can the distributed consensus 

be stopped by breaking or 

blocking one node i.e. Byzantine 

failure and stopping / starting 

failures? 

 

 

 

 

Cells were removed from the 

network and the impact was 

recorded. 

 

Liveness evaluation is 

achieved by the 

implementation of three parallel 

cells. 

 

The liveness of the architecture 

was tested via the removal of 

cell 1, then the removal of cell 

2.   

 

B Safety 

Safety ensures only a valid 

transaction can be approved.   

 

 

 

Safety was tested by attempts 

to submit false IoT requests. 

 

A range of invalid transactions 

were transmitted to get a cell to 

accept the data. 

 

C Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is achieved by the 

application of an encryption 

Confirm data streams are 

encrypted. 
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algorithm that prevents data 

leakage.  

 

Such an algorithm would 

therefore need to include both 

encipherment and padding. 

 

 
 

Confirm there is not data 

leakage.  Test for leakage data 

in transit and data at rest. 

Encrypted data must be 

assessed to assess the 

robustness of the confidentiality 

mechanism that have been 

employed.  
 

D Authenticity / Authorisation 

A system for verifying and 

validating IoT requests and 

devices. 

Ensure there is a role-based 

access matrix in place. 

 

Ensure the authentication of 

IoT-request, transactional data 

and blocks are taking place.   

 

E Non-repudiation 

Prevents a device refuting an 

action. 

Confirm data in transit has 

been signed.  That is check: 

Client to processor node. 

Processor node to financial 

node. 

Financial node to validator. 

Processor to transaction node. 

Transaction node to validator. 

F Integrity 

Method for securely protecting 

data from unauthorised changes. 

Confirm the presence of a 

digital signature. 
 

G Scalability 

Refers to the efficiency of the 

algorithm. 

 

Can it be scaled, without it 

affecting network latency or 

transaction processing?   
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H Immutability 

A stronger notion than 

auditability. 

Can the immutable ledger be 

altered?  

Table 7 - Evaluation Schedule 

 

This evaluation schedule was also used to assess industry accepted consensus 

protocols. 

 

5.10 Evaluation of Other Consensus Protocol 

The evaluation schedule was also used to assess several industry blockchain 

consensus protocols.   

 

This research observed the types of blockchain consensus protocol that were being 

listed by industry on CoinMarketCap (see Appendix Five TAM Sample) along with 

the blockchain consensus protocols that were mentioned in Chapter 3.  Next this 

research evaluated the security and scalability issues associated with these 

blockchain consensus protocols.  

 

5.11 Summary 

A top-down evaluation process has been used to evaluate the BAM consensus 

protocol’s compliance to the identified security framework.  The requirements that 

were evaluated includes safety, liveness, confidentiality, authenticity, authorisation, 

non-repudiation, integrity, scalability and immutability.  This mechanism was also 

used to assess the dominate consensus protocols. 

 

The implementation of these security requirements was outlined, along with 

information on the purpose of the requirement and the method of evaluation.  The 

results of these evaluations are contained in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

RESULT ASSESSMENT 
 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

To assess the functionality of the security provision contained in the BAM consensus 

protocol, evaluation and testing were carried out.  The purpose of this process was 

to assess the BAM consensus for gaps and failures with respect to its security, 

safety and liveness provisions.  

 

The evaluation criteria were based on the security objectives of confidentiality, non-

repudiation, integrity, authorisation, authenticity, safety and liveness. This evaluation 

process is in line with the design use of a top-down security architecture (Young & 

Leveson, 2013).   

 

In this chapter results of the experiments described in Chapter 5 will be presented in 

section 6.2.  Section 6.3 contains an analysis of the result.  Section 6.4 contains 

TAM evaluation and chapter summary is contained in section 6.5. 

 

6.2 Experimental Result 

In this section the results of the experiments discussed in chapter 5 are presented. 

 

6.2.1 Liveness and Safety (A) 

6.2.1.1 Liveness 

Liveness in this context is concerned with determining whether a distributed 

consensus can be broken or blocked by the application of a Byzantine failure, or a 

stop start failure.  
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The evaluation of liveness was carried out against three cells.  The cells were 

operating in an asynchronous environment. 

 

The cells were issued with the same IoT request.  The liveness requirement was 

evaluated by running the cells in parallel.  IoT request were simultaneously sent to 

the processor of cell 1, cell 2 and cell 3.  Each transaction is delaminated in a flat file 

by the character “¬”.  The fields shown are: 

• ClientID – A unique Clients Identification 

• SessionID – A unique value for transactional identification 

• Nonce – A Number that is used once for additional transactional identification 

and security 

• Datacode – A Data code is used to identify transactions that were allowed by 

the smart contract 

• VoteCode – A Vote code is used to identify the cost code utilised for financial 

transaction.  For a transaction to achieve consensus bote Vote Code and 

Data Code need to balance (be equal) 

• Ctime – It is the unique timestamp in milliseconds 

• fCellBAMcheck – The Vote Code authentication that was issued by the fCell 

• fCellDBLSpndcheck – A mechanism to prevent a double spend and/or a 

fraudulent spend taking place.  This value was always expected to be false, 

where false indicates no double spend had occurred.  This value will only be 

true if a fraudulent double spend has occurred.  This mechanism also detects 

any attempt to perform a replay attack against the fCell. 

• tCellBAMcheck – The Data Code authentication that was issued by the tCell.  

This indicates the request action is in line with that which is permitted by the 

smart contract. 

• tCellDBLSpndcheck – A mechanism to prevent a double spend and/or a 

fraudulent spend taking place.  This value was always expected to be false, 

where false indicates, no double spend had occurred.  This value will only be 

true if a fraudulent double spend had occurred.  This mechanism also detects 

any attempt to perform a replay attack against the tCell. 
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• FingerprintHash – The final field contained the transactional fingerprint hash, 

which was cryptographically chained to the previous fingerprint, thus 

maintaining the integrity of the ledger.  The exception was the first row, which 

was a hash of a uniquely generated key. 

 

The above mechanism provides integrity of consensus. 

 

Integrity of consensus can be confirmed by comparing data issued by Figure 13 - 

Client One Test Data - sent to all three cells to that received by: 

• Figure 14 - Cell1 

• Figure 15 - Cell 2 

• Figure 16 - Cell3  

As these Figures demonstrate each cell independently received client requests; 

thereafter each cell processed, authenticated and validated this data.  The 

separation and independence of this process protected the protocol from Byzantine 

failure or a stop and start failure.  A mechanism that ensured the consensus protocol 

was not affected by the failure of cells - as the same data exists in each cell and the 

lead cell choice was based on probabilistic randomness.  A mechanism that ensured 

liveness was maintained, so long as one cell was correctly operating. 
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Figure 13 - Client One Test Data - sent to all three cells 

 

 

Figure 14 - Cell1 
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Figure 15 - Cell 2 

 

 

Figure 16 - Cell3 
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6.2.1.2 Safety 

Safety was responsible for ensuring only valid IoT requests were authenticated and 

validated.  Safety in this context was tested by attempting to send the same data  

twice, (which was an attempt to get the same data authenticated and validated 

twice).   

 

The evaluation process was thus: 

1. All existing data was removed from the cells (that is double spend, 

transaction, finance, validation and the merkle tree). 

2. The first test involved sending 1000 clients’ IoT requests through the BAM 

consensus process, illustrated in Figure 13 - Client One Test Data - sent to all 

three cells.  

3. In Figure 18 - 100% of records received are shown.  It should be noted that 

all records were unique.  (It should also be noted that the wordcount on the 

ledger file shows 1001, this is because the first line written to the ledger 

defines the fields used.) See Figure 18 - 100% of records received 

4. Following this 1000 new records of client data was generated, however 250 

of the previously sent data was appended to the file and a tail of the last 1000 

lines taken as the new input data.  This produced an input data file containing 

750 new records and 250 previously sent records illustrated Figure 19 - 75%. 

of records received. 25% double spend  

5. When a count of the entries in the ledger was taken, as illustrated only 750 

new records had been added to the ledger, that is 250 requests were 

correctly identified as being double spends.  (See Figure 19 - 75%. of records 

received. 25% double spend ). 

6. Next this approach was once again repeated with 500 previously sent IoT 

requests and 500 new IoT request, which can be examined in Figure 20 - 

50% of records received, 50% double spend.  Once again only the 50% new 

records were added to the ledger.  The other 500 IoT requests were correctly 

detected as double spends.   

7. This approach was repeated a final time with 100% repeated transactions 

illustrated in Figure 21 - No records received, 100% double spend, this 
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resulted in no new records being added to the ledgers, that is all IoT request 

were rejected as double spend. 

 

 

Figure 17 - Clients' requests sent 

 

Figure 18 - 100% of records received 
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50% were double spend 

Figure 19 - 75%. of records received. 25% double spend 

 

Figure 20 - 50% of records received, 50% double spend 
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Figure 21 - No records received, 100% double spend 

 

6.2.2 Confidentiality (B)  

The evaluation of confidentiality of data in transit was carried out by performing a 

packet capture using tcpdump.  IoT request data was sent to the processor and was 

also sent on from there through to the validation node, were assessed.  The capture 

on the processor transaction data enabled all data that was being sent through the 

BAM consensus process to be captured.  Packet capture of data being sent from the 

processor and the transaction and finance nodes was also carried out.  Finally, 

packet capture of data being sent from the transaction and finance node to the 

validator node was also carried out.  Each of the packet capture records were loaded 

into the Wireshark data analysis tool.  As it is illustrated in Figure 27 - Authentication, 

Non-Repudiation each connection was secured using TLS 1.2 and the data was also 

encrypted with padding.  This sequence of protocol numbers begins on line no. 26, 

highlighted in blue.  In this figure the SYN ACK statement is indicative of the 

authentication process.  
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Figure 22 - Encryption of data in transit: Transaction node to Finance node 

Figure 23 - Encryption of data in transit: Finance node to Validator node  
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Figure 24 - Encryption of data in transit: IoT request to Processor 

Figure 25 - Encryption of data in transit: Processor node to Transaction node 
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Confidentiality of data at rest could not be shown since the hard disk was encrypted 

when the system was not up and running.  When the system starts to boot, it is 

necessary at that point to enter a password to decrypt the disk to allow booting to 

continue. 

 

6.2.3  Authentication / Authorisation (C) 

Authentication was performed by verifying the signature of data received on the 

processor.  This is illustrated in Figure 27 - Authentication, Non-Repudiation. 

 

Figure 26 - Encryption of data in transit: Processor node to Finance node 
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Figure 27 - Authentication, Non-Repudiation 

 

Authorisation was tested by using a similar methodology to that which was used in 

the liveness evaluation procedure.  However, during this evaluation of client’s IoT 

requests were granted all permissions, illustrated in Figure 28 - All permissions 

granted to all clients.  A process that demonstrates 100% success in the processing 

of IoT requests, illustrated in Figure 29 - Ten client records sent and Figure 30 - All 

Ten client records received on validator.  The test was repeated, but this time some 

of the granted permissions were reduced, illustrated in Figure 31 - Reduced 

permissions set this resulted in a reduced number of transactions being written to the 

ledger as illustrated Figure 32 - Only six authorised records received on validator.  
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Figure 28 - All permissions granted to all clients 
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Figure 29 - Ten client records sent 
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Figure 30 - All Ten client records received on validator 
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6.2.4 Non – repudiation (D) 

Non-repudiation was evaluated by examining and verifying the digital signature sent 

by the client’s IoT request.  This contained a concatenation of the transaction with a 

nonce.  These values were hashed then encrypted using the client’s private key.  

This encrypted hash was appended to the IoT request before it was sent to the 

processor.  The processor was thereafter responsible for computing its own hash of 

the concatenated IoT request and nonce.  It therefore decrypted the encrypted hash 

sent from the client using the client’s public key.  The processor then compared the 

decrypted hash value with the hash value computed by the processor, (if these value 

matched, then non-repudiation was confirmed).  This is illustrated in Figure 27 - 

Authentication, Non-Repudiation above.  

 

6.2.5 Integrity (E) 

Non-Repudiation detailed above is a stronger notion of integrity, therefore the test to 

illustrate Non-Repudiation also covers integrity. 

 

Figure 31 - Reduced permissions set Figure 32 - Only six authorised records received on validator 
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6.2.6 Time Complexity Evaluation Method (F) 

To assess the BAM consensus protocol’s polynomial communication complexity and 

exponential communication complexity a latency test was carried out.  The purpose 

of the test was to ascertain whether an increase in IoT requests would create 

network latency and scalability issues. 

 

The scalability of this consensus process, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000 and 5,000 

client requests were tested during five separate testing schedules.  To achieve a 

time stamp for the start and the finish of the process the following syntax was used: 

 

On the computer responsible for the random generation of data the following syntax 

was used:             

$ touch timecheck randgen.dat 

$ stat timecheck 

 

Once the data transfer was completed the following syntax was used on the 

computer that maintained the Merkle Tree: 

$ stat merkle.dat 

 

It was the extraction of this data that produced the processing time.  It should also be 

noted that both computers were operating in virtual environments, within the same 

computer,  which ensured time stamps were synchronised.  During testing illustrated 

data was rounded to the nearest second.  It should also be noted that this design is a 

functionality proof of concept.  Performance optimisation was therefore not part of 

the programming scope.  The results from the time complexity evaluation are 

illustrated in Table 8 - Scalability and Figure 33 - Scalability. 

 

Processing Speed Data 

Number of 

Blockchain 

Start Time Finish Time Duration Processing 

Time Per 

Block 
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transaction 

requests 

1000 16 44:30. 16.46:11. 101 0.101 

2000 16.50:19. 16.52:56. 157 0.0785 

3000 16.54:02. 16.57:39. 217 0.072 

4000 16:58.59. 17.04:33. 322 0.0805 

5000 17.06:14. 17.11:53. 299 0.0598 

Table 8 - Scalability 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 - Scalability 

 

6.2.7 Immutability (G) 

It was not possible to confirm the immutability status of the Merkle tree.  This is 

because to confirm the immutability status would require both an authorised access 

exploit and an authentication exploits -  tasks which are outside the scope of this 

research.  Specifically, since this uses the widely researched SHA2 algorithm 

chained through the transactions, an exploit would be a successful, repeatable 

collision.  Furthermore, an authentication exploit in this context would require an 

exploit that breaks the currently accepted digital signature algorithm utilised through 

PKI systems worldwide.  
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6.3 Technology Acceptance 

As demonstrated by Table 9 - TAM Evaluation 48% of the blockchains that were listed 

on CoinMarketCap contained a consensus protocol that was either Byzantine or PoW 

based.  While 18% of blockchains provide no information on the type of consensus 

protocol that was being used.  A further 31% of blockchains that were listed, indicated 

that the consensus protocol used was experimental.  On further investigation this 

group appeared to contain a range of offerings.  This range included missing technical 

data, inaccurate technical data and designs which provided technical data, (some of 

which were presented in Chapters 3 and 4). 

 

6.4 Analysis of Results 

The information security discipline is an extensively researched and well 

documented field.  However, if information security primitives are to provide 

protection to the digital world, they must be implemented in the correct way.   

This analysis of results will evaluate the appropriateness of each of the implemented 

security primitives. 

 

In this section an analysis of the security primitives is undertaken. 

 

6.4.1 Safety and Liveness (A) 

Liveness 

The removal of cells from the distributed network had no impact on the ability of 

other cells to authenticate and validate each IoT request.  This evaluation showed 

that it was not possible to stop the consensus protocol by the failure of any number 

of nodes.  The BAM consensus protocol would therefore be able to deal with the 

stopping and starting of cells as wells as a Byzantine failure. 

 

Safety 

The purpose of providing safety to a BC-smart contract is to protect the BAM from 

double spend, fraudulent spend and erroneous spend.  Safety therefore ensures 

only valid transaction achieve consensus.  
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The use of the balance authentication consensus protocol ensured the validity of 

each IoT request had to be authenticated and validated by the four independently 

operating nodes within a cell.  A process which was demonstrated in Figure 27 - 

Authentication, Non-Repudiation to have successfully blocked erroneous IoT 

requests.  

 

The use of digital signature and the hashing of IoT request data also provided both 

data origin authentication and safety.  These mechanisms therefore ensured: 

 

1. Only a correct node may propose an IoT request.  

2. Only a proposed IoT request may be authenticated. 

3. Only an authenticated IoT request can be validated.  

4. Only a validated IoT request can achieve consensus. 

 

6.4.2 Authenticity / Authorisation (C) 

The use of digital signature, an encrypted hash which was appended to each IoT 

request and the IoT lookup matrix provided protection from unauthorised access and 

unauthenticated action, respectively. 

 

6.4.3  Non-repudiation (D) 

The inclusion of a digital signature, within the data sent, between the client and the 

processor node achieved non-repudiation of IoT-request.  A digital signature, within 

the data sent, between the finance and the processor node, and transaction node 

and processor node provide non-repudiation with respect to block issuing and 

receipt.  The digital signatures between the validator node and both authorisation 

nodes provide non-repudiation.   

 

6.4.4 Integrity (E) 

Integrity was achieved via the same mechanism described above in Non-repudiation.  

This is due to Non-repudiation being a stronger notion of Integrity, (i.e. a digital 

signature provides a stronger notion of security than a hash mac). This mechanism 
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therefore gave the BAM consensus protocol integrity of data, integrity of sender and 

non-repudiation. 

 

6.4.5 Scalability (F) 

As shown by Figure 33 - Scalability Table 8 - Scalability 

the scaling up of the number of transactions created a near linear time complexity.     

 

6.4.6 Immutability (G) 

Due to constraints testing of the immutability algorithm was not carried out.  (Albeit 

the immutability algorithm that was used was based on a scaled down version of the 

Merkle Tree algorithm).  This is a matter that would therefore require further 

investigation. 

 

6.5 TAM Evaluation 

This TAM evaluation framework used, characteristics outlined by Bell et al – input 

and output framework.  An assessment method that is in line with suggestions made 

by Davies et al and Source et al (Bell & Bryman, 2007) (Davis, 1989) (Sorce & Issa, 

2021) 

 

This research used technology adoption decision theory methodology to first  

observe the types of blockchain consensus protocol that were being listed by 

industry on CoinMarketCap (see Appendix Five TAM Sample).  Next this research 

evaluated the security and scalability issues associated with these blockchain 

consensus protocols (see Table 9 - TAM Evaluation) (Sorce & Issa, 2021) 

As stipulated in 1.10 a quantitative paradigm was used in the identification of the 

variables that were used in the assessment framework.  (An approach which allowed 

this research to focus on the pertinent features of the technology that were being 

adopted.  A process that enabled this research to adopt a standardised procedure to 

assess the objective reality.  A process which also enabled precision and control with 

respect to measurements and sampling. 

 

As demonstrated by Table 9 - TAM Evaluation, 48% of the blockchains that were 

listed on CoinMarketCap contained a consensus protocol that was either Byzantine 
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or PoW based.  While 18% of blockchains provide no information on the type of 

consensus protocol that was being used.  A further 31% of blockchains that were 

listed, indicated that the consensus protocol used was experimental.  On further 

investigation this group appeared to contain a range of offerings.  This range 

included missing technical data, inaccurate technical data and designs with fictitious 

technical data. 

 

None of the consensus protocols that were evaluated, were capable of meeting the 

security requirements or scalability and liveness (see Table 9 - TAM Evaluation). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 - TAM of Consensus Protocols 
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NON-REPUDIATION POW, POS, BAM, CORDA, ETHERUEM, HF, SCP 

IMMUTABILITY POW, BAM 

SCALABILITY POS, POL, BAM KAFKA, HF 

CONFIDENTIALITY KAFKA, HL, SCP, BAM, ETHERUEM, CORDA, POW  

AUTHORISATION KAFKA, HL, SCP, BAM,  

LIVENESS AND SAFETY BAM, SCP 

Table 9 - TAM Evaluation 

 

 

6.6 Summary 

Liveness and safety have been achieved by: 

• The use of randomisation in the selection of the lead node 

• The independent authentication and validation process 

• The synchronised time restrictions with respect to the communication 

between the nodes in each cell 

 

Properties which protect against double-spend and which also enable it to affectively 

operate when faced with Byzantine and non-Byzantine failure.  These properties also 

ensured the integrity of the decision process. 

 

The security provisions contained in the BAM consensus protocol are in line with 

accepted industry and academic standards.  Provisions which provide data at rest 

and data in transit with demonstrative levels of security.   

 

The use of a binary checking algorithm with respect to the authenticity and 

authorisation of each IoT request, protects the consensus from miscreant attempts to 

gain access to transaction and / or finance.  

 

The outstanding issues of evaluating the Merkle Tree, data at rest and time 

complexity require further investigation.   
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

 

 

 

 

In this thesis the security, scalability, safety and liveness requirements of an IoT 

blockchain environment were identified.  Next it assessed whether a first generation 

blockchain consensus protocol could meet these requirements.  It designed built and 

tested a solution.  Before it finally presented an assessment of the potential, of such 

a solution, being adopted by industry.  

 

This thesis researched the potential of blockchain to provide an IoT environment with 

security, scalability, safety and liveness.  The two main contribution of this thesis has 

been a framework for assessing IoT blockchain consensus protocols, and the 

development of an IoT blockchain consensus protocol.   

 

In this chapter, the main research results of the thesis are discussed.  This includes: 

• The blockchain industries potential to meet the IoT security requirements 

• An assessment of blockchain consensus protocols that have been adopted 

• The development of a blockchain consensus protocol. 

This chapter defines the issues and identifies future work.  The aim is to summarize 

the research results, and to evaluate the quality of the thesis and the research 

process. 

 

7.1 Introduction 

IoT is creating a world where computers are capable of ubiquitously responding to 

our requests.  Devices that can make intelligent decisions on behalf of a user, while 
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operating across a collection of interconnected distributed networks.  A distributed 

network that is made up of devices and nodes that can share data and work 

together.  The IoT infrastructure contains many restrictions, safety and liveness 

problems, interoperability issues, security vulnerabilities and scalability issues.  It can 

be described as an unsafe network, with poor password protection, confidentiality 

violations and compromised devices (Hossain, et al., 2015) (Feng & Fu, 2010).  One 

consequence of these insecurities was demonstrated by the Mirai and Persirai 

botnet attacks (Kolias, et al., 2017), which resulted in Internet sites being subjected 

to several DDoS attacks.  The IoT ecosystem’s security issues have begun to 

compromise the internet (Hossain, et al., 2015) (Kolias, et al., 2017) (Zhou, et al., 

2019) (Dittrich, 2012).  A consequence of this is the IoT ecosystem is becoming an 

exploitable commodity, which is being exploited by miscreants to gain access to 

users’ personal and private data (Dorri, et al., 2016). 

  

The IoT ecosystem is therefore in need of technological solutions to address its 

security issues.  These issues are hindering device to device communication, while 

compromising user data.  In part this is because the architecture contains several 

vulnerabilities (Feng & Fu, 2010), which are threatening the privacy of users.  Thus 

the development of trust, security and scalability are open challenges that this 

technology will need to resolve (Reyna, et al., 2018).    

 

It has been suggested that for the solution to be affective it will need to rectify the 

security threats that are affecting the IoT ecosystem.  The challenge will therefore be 

how to design a solution that resolves security issues with failure recovery, 

authentication, identity management, confidentiality and access control.  A challenge 

that has been compounded by IoT’s issues with network communication, lightweight 

cryptography and hardware constraints.  This was one of the principal motivations for 

this work which takes these issues into account. 

 

Whilst attempts are underway to resolve the interoperability issues that are affecting 

devices operating in the mesh network (The Connected Home over IP1 project is 

attempting to establish standards that will govern the way IoT devices communicate 

across the mesh network) the security issues that are affecting IoT traffic, which 
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crosses the internet, remain an open challenge.  It has been postulated that 

blockchain may provide a solution. 

 

It has now become accepted (Reyna, et al., 2018) that BC-smart contracts could 

provide a solution to IoT security requirements.  This is firstly because of BC-smart 

contracts decentralised structure.  Secondly, it is because of its ability to securely 

transmit data across a distributed network.  Due to these properties it has been 

suggested that blockchain could meet IoT’s requirements.   

 

BC-smart contracts have been accepted as a technology that is capable of 

transmitting secure data across the internet partly because of its ability to store all 

forms of digital information (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016), but also because its 

security properties mean that data held in BC-smart contracts are protected from 

alterations and snooping.  At the heart of this technology are consensus algorithms 

which are used by nodes to achieve agreement on the validity of a transaction. 

  

The interest generated by BC–smart contracts is based on the potential contained in 

its various consensus algorithm (Li, et al., 2020) (MacKenzie, et al., 2018).  

Although, previous studies of these consensus algorithms have been thwarted by 

issues with the FLP impossibility problem (Fischer, et al., 1982).   

 

It was in this Dijkstra Prize winning paper, ‘The Impossibility of Distributed 

Consensus with One Faulty Process’, that the consensus problem was identified.  

Later described as the FLP impossibility problem, the paper outlined an issue faced 

by consensus algorithms.  The issue affected consensus protocols, which were 

operating in a distributed asynchronous network.  The problem is due to two factors:  

Firstly, if a system must wait for all nodes to agree on the validity of an IoT request, 

then a single node failure could stop the consensus process, secondly, the failure of 

a consensus algorithm to achieve agreement could lead to double spend (Fischer, et 

al., 1982).   

 

These are vexing issues that have occupied a significant level of research effort.  To 

resolve this issue some consensus solutions have used a message authentication 
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mechanism of quadratic complexity whilst others have used mechanisms that are 

resource intensive - solutions which, in some cases, have increased the consensus 

protocol’s time complexity (Castro & Liskov, 2002) (Nakamoto, 2008).  

 

Chandra et al however suggested that it was possible to circumvent the safety and 

liveness restrictions by the application of (Chandra, et al., 1996): 

• Randomization 

• Weak problem and solution 

• Failure detection and  

• A synchronized mechanism (Lamport, 1982). 

 

7.1.1 The Research Objective 

This research investigated whether BC-smart contracts could provide IoT with 

security and scalability.  During this research it was also established that a 

requirement of this design was the inclusion of safety and liveness. 

 

The research question was to ascertain if a blockchain architecture can facilitate the 

IoT’s security and scalability requirements.  The research question was approached 

in two ways.   

 

3. Is the blockchain industry capable of providing IoT with its required security 

and scalability? 

4. Is blockchain technology capable of providing IoT with its required security 

and scalability? 

 

To answer these questions, a test framework based on academic and industry 

standards was drawn-up.  Next, several blockchain consensus protocols were 

evaluated against the security framework, safety and liveness requirements and time 

complexity.  Finally, an industry-based technology acceptance model was used to 

assess whether the blockchain industry could provide IoT with its required security 

and scalability mechanisms. 
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To assist with the understanding and assessment of these requirements this 

research attempted to answer the following questions:  

1. What are the security requirements of an IoT infrastructure? 

2. Can an IoT consensus protocol achieve liveness and safety in an 

asynchronous network with bounded time? 

3. Can blockchain IoT ecosystem meet the time complexity requirements?  

4. Is the industry capable of adopting such a technology? 

 

The research then attempted to: 

• Identify IoT’s security requirements 

• Establish the importance of safety and liveness in achieving consensus 

• Assess relevant consensus protocols safety and liveness properties 

• Assess a sample of consensus protocols against the framework 

• Assess scalability properties 

• Attempt to design and develop a protocol that meet these requirements 

 

The final stage of this research involved the design, development and assessment of 

an IoT blockchain consensus protocol.  

 

The motivation for this research was to address the open question as to whether 

blockchain can provide IoT with security and scalability (Luu, et al., 2015) (Christidis 

& Devetsikiotis, 2016).  While, at the same time, the aim of this research was to 

positively contribute to the IoT blockchain consensus debate. 

 

In this chapter the main results of this thesis are presented.  A discussion on the 

findings and problem solutions are outlined.  The final section of this chapter is a 

conclusion.  

 

7.1.2 Limitations 

The use of quantitative data for TAM analysis removed the potential for bias.  

Although it also reduced this research’s ability to provide a granulated assessment of 

the blockchain industry can provide a solution to IoT’s security scalability challenges.  
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To fully understand the adoption pattern of this technology, it is suggested that a 

more subjective approach, would produce a more in-depth answer. 

 

7.2 Contribution To Knowledge 

This dissertation contributes to the areas of blockchain consensus and IoT.  

Specifically, it introduces novel thinking and techniques to the resolution 

and review of the problem.  

In its attempt to assess the potential of the Industry to adopt this 

technology, this thesis attempted to highlight the importance of technology 

adoption theory, with respect to the successful implementation of 

technology.  

As a final remark, it should be noted that much of the inspiration and 

motivation for this work derived from a desire to contribute to a future 

where technology becomes ubiquitous.   

Moreover, it is because of this motivation that the research attempted to 

identify the factors that would aid and detract from achieving this goal. 

Equally it is important to note that the design presented in the research can 

also be used in a cryptocurrency environment.  Due to the designs 

resolution of factors that have been vexing the crypto currency ecosystem 

– safety, liveness and scalability.  Because of these design features the 

BAM consensus protocol has the potential to induce a positive change in 

the security and safety of cryptocurrencies. 

7.3 Research Results 

The industry consensus protocols did not meet all their requirement of a blockchain 

IoT environment, but the BAM consensus protocol did.  This is because the 

consensus protocol, introduced in Chapter 4, was designed to resolve the safety and 
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liveness issues.  Its self-checking error algorithms protects user data, system data 

and the system’s integrity. 

 

A self-checking algorithm that helps protect the system from miscreant activities and 

cyber threats.  It contains mechanisms designed to overcome the weaknesses that 

are demonstrated by the prevalent blockchain consensus models.  Thus, the 

architecture includes mechanisms that protect IoT requests, authenticate blocks and 

validate authentications.  Consensus can only be achieved once the stages are 

proven to be error free.  As demonstrated in 6.2 the BAM architecture provides 

confidentiality, non-repudiation, data integrity, immutability authorisation/ authenticity, 

safety and liveness to each block it processes.   

 

The consensus protocol is at the centre of this design, and it controls all aspects with 

respect to the rejection or acceptance of IoT requests.  A process that aligns with 

accepted security standards. 

 

The architecture uses separation of duties between the authentication of the two 

aspects of an IoT request, that is transaction and finance.  The architecture’s 

balancing equation checks status data and controls IoT request acceptance or 

rejection.  This process, that comprises several protective layers, is achieved via 

authentication, validation and consensus stages.  The various layers of BAM’s 

architecture provide protection against the 51% attack, double forking, double spend 

attack, sybil attack, eclipse attack, data theft, revision attacks and the 33% attack.  

This is because the error checking algorithm provides a check-and-balance style 

health checking mechanism that is designed to identify and thwart miscreant 

activities. 

 

The results in 6.2 suggest this architecture resolves the problems that are associated 

with the dominant consensus protocols.  As shown by 6.2 - A, the security controls 

that are built into this architecture enables consensus to be achieved, even when 

faced with multiple node failures. 
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A feature of this algorithm is its ability to be deployed autonomously.  As indicated 

throughout 6.2, the process of authentication, validation and consensus were 

independent and autonomous processes.  Processes that are capable of self-

regulating the acceptance and rejection of each IoT request, without the need for 

human intervention.  This autonomous ability is based on two key aspects of the 

design.  Firstly, the autonomous error checking algorithms.  The algorithms that are 

responsible for maintaining the integrity of the system, a collection of algorithms that 

are inter-dependent on each other.  Secondly, the balance authentication consensus 

protocol.  The mechanism that is responsible for the independent validation and 

authentication of IoT requests.   

 

Due to the balancing mechanism and error checking and synchronisation, between 

the nodes in a cell, BAM can operate in an asynchronous network.  

 

As presented in Chapter 2, Industry’s approach to this challenge has been based on 

Byzantine and PoW based consensus protocols.  Yet these protocols both suffer 

from safety and liveness issues, and time complexity issues.  However, both 

approaches to consensus continue to dominate the industry.   

 

7.3.1 Achieving Safety and Liveness 

This research has demonstrated that in an asynchronous network with unbounded 

time both safety and liveness can be achieved.  Although further testing to assess 

the protocol’s ability to deal with real world threats and vulnerabilities remains to be 

carried out in a live situation, this can be considered an implementation issue and 

does not impact upon the validity of the hypothesis. 

 

The protocol presented in this research achieved safety by the application of an error 

checking algorithm and the double spend prevention mechanism (a process which 

would enable a BC-smart contract to be protected against erroneous spending) while 

liveness was achieved by the application of random node selection and 

synchronised bounded time.  Results which support the hypothesis of Chandra et al. 

(Chandra, et al., 1996)which states that in an asynchronous distributed network 

consensus can be achieved.  A suggestion that is also indicated in Fischer’s et al. 
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paper (Fischer, et al., 1982).  In this paper it was also indicated that synchronised 

clocks and error detection mechanisms are ways of circumventing the safety and 

liveness restrictions.  Moreover, Chandra’s et al. list also includes randomisation in 

lead node selection and weak problem detection (Chandra, et al., 1996) (Fischer, et 

al., 1982).  Although, due to the design of Chandra’s error checking mechanism, 

integrity of the consensus decision was not achieved. 

 

7.3.2 Achieving Security 

To answer the second research question, the BAM consensus protocol was 

designed, developed, built and tested against the security framework.   

With respect to the security framework BAM’s top-down architecture was shown to 

protect packets in transit and packets at rest.  It was therefore demonstrated that by 

the application of digital signature, nonces, time stamps, hash function, Merkle Tree 

and a balance authentication consensus protocol it was possible to develop a secure 

consensus protocol. The results also indicated that the security requirements of 

confidentiality, safety, non-repudiation, integrity, and immutability were also 

achievable.  By the application of information security primitives this research 

demonstrated that it was possible to develop an IoT blockchain environment that 

protected data at rest, data in transit and the consensus decision process.  The BAM 

consensus protocol therefore provides a powerful mechanism for the protection of 

IoT data that is being transmitted across the internet.   

 

7.3.3 Resolving the Scalability Issue 

The Big O notation was used to demonstrate a causal correlation between the 

consensus protocol’s number of transactions processed, use of resources, and 

scalability issues (Luu, et al., 2015).   

 

BFT consensus protocols are receiving a considerable amount of attention.  

Although because of their quadratic message complexity and limitation with respect 

to liveness, many challenges remain.  While PoW suffers with resources issues.  The 

BAM consensus protocols linear time complexity resolves these challenges.  This is 

because an increase in IoT requests leads to a proportional linear increase in 

processing time.   
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However, a limitation to these findings is the fact the testing was operating in a 

virtual environment, within the same computer.  A process which enabled accurate 

measurements to be taken.  Although the process did not allow for network latency 

to be measured, (a factor which would affect a live operating environment).  See  

and Figure 33 - Scalability for further details. 

 

7.3.4 Industries Ability to Meet the Objective 

To assess industry’s ability to provide a consensus protocol that met the 

requirements of the IoT ecosystem this research used the Technology Acceptance 

Model (TAM) and the Relative Advantage model. 

 

Models that have been extensively used to predict the acceptance of new systems.  

TAM is a widely cited model, that has been used for the prediction of the acceptance 

of information systems. 

 

In this research measures were obtained by assessing the types of consensus 

protocols that had already been adopted by industry.  This data was then used to 

infer industry’s direction of travel. 

 

As demonstrated by Figure 40 none of the blockchain consensus algorithms in the 

sample met all the requirements of security, scalability, safety and liveness.  A 

concerning result that somewhat aligns itself with the Relative Advantage Model.  

That is the need to meet these requirements are not necessary for a blockchain 

consensus to achieve market domination.  Furthermore, when the TAM model is 

used to identify the dominate consensus protocol, then PoW-based and BFT would 

be chosen.  That is the two blockchains that have already achieved compatibility, 

observability and trialability (Figure 40). (see Appendix Five TAM Sample). 

 

This postulation was confirmed by the construct validity evidence, outlined in 

Chapters 3, 5 and 6.  This evidence demonstrates PoW and PBFT consensus had 

already achieved relative advantage, within the blockchain ecosystem.  A situation 

which could hinder the adoption of consensus protocols that resolves the issues 
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contained in these first generation consensus protocols. (Bhattacharyya & Layton, 

1979) (Chuttur, 2009) (El-Sadig, et al., 2004). 

 

7.3.5 Result Summary 

A summary of on the principal finding of the BAM consensus protocol are: 

 

A Liveness and Safety 

Liveness in this context was evaluated by the analysis of induced cell failures.  Three 

independent cells were used during this testing process.  As shown in test 6.2 - A, 

liveness is guaranteed, so long as one cell is operating correctly. 

 

Safety was evaluated by attempting to get the same data authenticated and 

validated twice – double spend.  As illustrated in 6.2 – A.  All attempts at double 

spending were identified and blocked by the consensus protocol.  

 

These results suggest BAM can provide both safety and liveness to BC-smart 

contracts.  This is because of its isomorphic balancing algorithms and error 

checking.  The evaluation found all cells who deviate, from normal behaviour, were 

identified by the error checking algorithm.  A finding that is consistent with Chandra’s 

et al. research. 

 

B Confidentiality 

In section 6.2 the confidentiality of data in transit was evaluated by performing a 

packet capture.  Wireshark was the data analysis tool.  As illustrated in Figures 27 – 

31 all IoT requests were encrypted, with padding.  Transaction Layer Security 

(TLS)1.2 was the encryption algorithm.  A mechanism which provides protection of 

data in transit. 

 

Moreover, during the evaluation process the protection of data at rest could not be 

confirmed.  This is because the confidentiality of data at rest was achieved by the 

encryption of the hard drive.  A process which is difficult to evidence.   
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BAM’s ability to provide confidentiality to IoT requests protects client’s privacy and 

protects data from miscreant activity. 

 

C Authentication / Authorisation 

Authentication was concerned with ensuring only authenticated IoT requests could 

be executed against authorised transactions.  A client permission list was used to 

represent a client’s smart contract.  As illustrated in Figures 32 – 37 the consensus 

protocol rejected 100% of unauthorised and unauthenticated requests. 

 

BAM’s ability to ensure authentication and authorisation of IoT requests ensures only 

transactions that are agreed in the smart contract, are accepted.  It also ensures only 

a correct user can submit an IoT request. 

 

D Non - repudiation 

The non-repudiation mechanism provides assurance against a user denying the 

validity of a IoT request.  To confirm the functionality of the non-repudiation 

mechanism the consensus protocol’s hash and digital signature were evaluated.  

The evaluation confirmed that all messages that were transmitted between parties 

contained non-repudiation protection.  This is illustrated in Figure 27 - Authentication, 

Non-Repudiation. 

 

The non-repudiation mechanism is designed to protect the recipient of an IoT 

request.  It prevents a user from fraudulently refuting an IoT request.   

 

E Integrity 

Non-Repudiation detailed above is a stronger notion of integrity, therefore the test to 

illustrate Non-Repudiation also covers integrity. 

 

F Time Complexity Evaluation Method 

As illustrated by Figure 38 – 39 BAM achieved a linear time complexity.  This 

suggests the consensus protocol is scalable. 

 

G Immutability 
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Due to evaluation limitation, it was not possible to confirm the immutability status of 

the Merkle Tree.   

 

H An Industry-based Technology Acceptance Model 

Findings of this research indicates that the blockchain technologies that are currently 

being used by industry are not capable of meeting the requirements of security, 

scalability, safety and liveness (see 6.2 – H).  

 

7.4 Conclusion 

The original idea of assessing whether blockchain consensus protocol could provide 

IoT with its security and scalability requirements, initially seemed a straightforward 

task.  Firstly, it involved the identification of IoT security requirements, then designing 

the architecture and finally, evaluating the presented architecture.  However, 

elements of this process were demanding and difficult.  In particular the 

requirements for liveness and safety, requirements that appeared to be vexing 

computer science and the maths fields.   

 

With this reframing the challenge it became clear that the fundamental requirement 

of this research was to ascertain if blockchain could meet IoT requirements for 

integrity of data at rest, data in transit and the consensus process. 

 

This research also established that the vast majority of consensus protocols failure 

to identify the importance of integrity of the consensus decision.  In reframing the 

hypothesis this research identified that the requirements of an IoT consensus 

protocols could be summarised thus: 

• Integrity of data in transit  

• Integrity of data at rest 

• Integrity of the consensus process 

A reframing which required a review of forty years of research of consensus within 

an asynchronous network.  (This was important because resolving the liveness and 

safety problems were fundamental to being able to resolve the research question).   
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Moreover, liveness was resolved using randomness in the lead node selection, a 

process that negated the effects of dominance attacks.  Safety protection was 

achieved by using an isomorphic equation to create an algorithm that mapped the 

relationship between the two halves of a smart contract transaction, (payment and 

transaction).  Mechanism that provided both safety and liveness.  

 

The importance of error checking was also outlined by Chandra et al, in their paper 

error checking was used to confirm the consensus decision.  Although the method 

used was message intensive, which means in an IoT environment it would introduce 

a scalability problem.  To overcome this the error checking method used by this 

research checked the Boolean values produced by the isomorphic equation used in 

the tCell and fCell Balance Authentication Method, (no increase in the message 

complexity of the system).   

 

The research evaluation process also encountered two issues.  Firstly, the research 

was not able to replicate all the requirements of a live environment – latency.  

Secondly, some elements of the architecture could not be evidenced – security of 

data at rest. 

 

In Chapter 2, the thesis tried to provide an overview of the security problems being 

faced by both IoT and blockchain.  An overview that highlighted IoT security 

requirements and the constraints that would need to be overcome, if the two 

architectures were to be merged.  The chapter therefore contained a picture of the 

problems presented by a distributed network that operates in asynchronous time.  

The chapter also highlighted the communication and resources issues that are being 

faced by the dominant consensus protocols.  This chapter also contained information 

on the challenges faced with respect to the identification of the correct security and 

scalability mechanisms.  

 

In Chapter 3, the problem was defined.  A definition that was later used to draw-up 

the architectural requirements.  Information contained in this chapter was concerned 

with defining the architectural requirements with respect to failure recovery, 
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encryption, access control, confidentiality, trust, data protection, authentication and 

authorisation. 

 

The chapter describes the problem with present day consensus protocols and what 

would be required to resolve these issues.  It also describes the top-down 

architectural approach which moves away from the bottom-up security threat 

analysis design method to a design approach which assesses the overall 

requirement of a secure architecture.  A strategic method that first assesses the 

architecture of a system before it identifies the security requirements of a system.  

An approach to security that is designed to meet the challenges of complex systems.  

A reframing which enabled this research to take a strategic approach to the IoT 

blockchain security problem (Lin & Liao, 2017).  

 

In Chapter 4 the proposed solution was presented.  A consensus algorithm that uses 

probabilistic randomness and error detection to achieve both liveness and safety.  

Under this model, cells that deviated from normal behaviour, were identified by the 

implementation of an error checking algorithm.  While consensus would only be 

achieved once all active cells in the distributed network agree.   

 

Chapter 6 contained the results of the evaluations that took place in Chapter 5.  

Results that suggest that an asynchronous blockchain consensus protocol - which 

uses both failure detection and randomisation to resolve the consensus, can achieve 

consensus - even when faced with several faulty nodes. 

 

In conclusion, this research looked at this question from two points of view.  First the 

research assessed whether the technology existed that would allow for the creation 

of a secure, scalable, safe and live blockchain environment.  Finally, this research 

also assessed whether the industries adoption of the technology would be capable of 

providing an IoT blockchain environment that contained security, scalability, safety 

and liveness. 

 

This research drew up an IoT blockchain framework, which was used to assess a 

selection of consensus protocols abilities to meet the research objectives.  This 
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research also designed a IoT consensus protocol, which was also evaluated against 

this framework. 

 

This research has gone some way towards enhancing an understanding of the: 

• Security requirements of an IoT blockchain consensus protocol 

• Structural analysis of the environment 

• Need for both safety and liveness 

• Identification of the security requirements 

• Importance of scalability with respect to a consensus protocol’s time 

complexity. 

 

The most obvious finding from this research is that most studies of blockchain IoT 

environment have focused on security requirements identified from the application of 

a bottom-up analysis of the requirements.  A process that has been shown to 

produce limited results. 

 

While many studies have not included safety and liveness, an omission which has 

led to lack of integrity of consensus being included in many consensus protocols.  A 

fact which leaves these consensus protocol susceptible to avoidable attacks. 

 

Moreover, when this finding was applied to a quantitively TAM assessment of the 

blockchain industry many consensus protocols that were reviewed were found to be 

failing to provide integrity of consensus.  This means if these consensuses were to 

be used in a IoT blockchain environment they would have the potential to fail in one 

of three ways: in consistency with respect to transaction that receive consensus, 

approval of transaction without true consensus being achieved and scalability 

problem due to time complexity. 

 

IoT is a rapidly growing, but poorly protected technology that will have an impact on 

all our lives.  Yet present day consensus protocols are only providing a limited level 

of protection to the IoT ecosystem and users’ data.  Based on a top-down evaluation 

of the IoT ecosystem, this thesis developed, built and tested a consensus protocol.  
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During the evaluation period the BAM was found to resolve security, scalability, 

safety and liveness issues, that is faced by many consensus protocols. 

 

However, an evaluation of the blockchain industry suggest that security, scalability, 

safety and liveness are not factors that are determining the roll out of this 

technology.  As suggested in Chapter 2 the variables that are influencing the rollout 

of this technology may be more aligned to Relative Advantage.  A consequence of 

this is that industry, in its present form, may not be capable of implementing a 

consensus protocol that meets the requirements of the research hypothesis.   

 

Over the last decade there has been a large-scale role out of various IoT devices. 

But many of these devices have weak passwords, insecure networks, a lack of 

operability and scaling problems.  Yet, the IoT industry continues to rapidly grow, 

while failing to deal with its fundamental security issues.  

By designing, building and testing an IoT blockchain consensus protocol, this paper 

demonstrated that an IoT blockchain consensus protocol could provide entity 

authentication, data original authentication, data integrity, non-repudiation, 

immutability, scalability, safety and liveness to IoT transactions.  

However, this research also demonstrated, via the use of TAM quantitative 

measures, that the blockchain consensus protocols that were being used by industry 

were not capable of meeting IoT’s security, scalability, safety and liveness 

requirements.  Moreover, when relative advantage is applied to this assessment it 

can also be inferred that this situation will not be rectified by industry. 

 

A limitation of this research was TAM’s, use of fixed variable for assessment of 

industries approach to this problem.  A choice which removed unconscious bias.  

This approach also, however removed the researchers’ ability to gain complete 

understanding of industries ability to address this challenge.   

 

Although, a key strength of this research was the design and the build of a IoT 

blockchains consensus protocol, and the creation of a framework for the assessment 

of an IoT blockchain consensus protocol. 
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To summarise the creation of the BAM consensus protocol provides confirmation 

that technology is capable of meeting the requirements of this research question. 

However, when the TAM evaluation and the rules of relative advantage are used to 

infer the direction of travel of industry, the answer to the research question would be, 

no- i.e. industry is not capable of providing a blockchain consensus protocol that 

meets the requirements of an IoT ecosystem.   

 

In the fields of security and safety, it has been demonstrated that industry is often 

slow to adopt new technology.  A situation that is often rectified by the application of 

legislation or regulation.   

 

This paper however contributes to the secure by design technology ethos, and it 

extends security knowledge surrounding distributed networks, IoT and blockchain.  

One of the strengths of this study is that it represents a comprehensive examination, 

of the IoT blockchain discussion, (from a technological and industry prospective).   

 

Further Work 

Due to the limited nature of the time complexity testing that was carried out, it is 

suggested that a larger scale testing, of the impact of latency on the consensus 

process, be conducted. 

 

The outstanding issues of evaluating the Merkle Tree will need to be resolved.  Data 

at rest will need to be subjected to extensive data exploitation testing.  Such testing 

will confirm whether BAM provides protection of data at rest.  

 

To understand the potential impact of the failure to implement security, safety and 

liveness a qualitative and quantitative analysis of IoT consensus protocols impact on 

users privacy, security and safety could be of benefit with respect to predictive 

technology adoption modelling.    
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APPENDIX ONE  
 

MESH TECHNOLOGY 

 

Mesh Network 

Protocols 

Description 

Bluetooth Smart 

 

Bluetooth is a wireless standard that works between 

devices.  It enables devices to communicate with each other 

using the UHF radio frequency. It operates at the physical 

layer of the OSI model. 

MQTT 

 

MQTT is a message protocol that is used with Internet of 

Things.  It is a protocol that works well with devices with 

limited memory capacity.  It operates on top of the internet 

Transfer Control Protocol. It however does not include 

security provisions. 

CoAP CoAP is a protocol which is used with constraint devices.  It 

is a web transfer protocol that is used to transfer data from 

one machine to another.  It uses the Rest protocol to get 

and put data in a webserver which is responsible for the 

management of the data. 

ZigBee 

 

ZigBee is used to create a local area network across the 2.4 

GHz frequency.  Originally designed to control IoT devices 

used in building automation.   

6LoWPAN 

 

6LoWPAN is an open network protocol that is primarily used 

in home automation.  It is a scaled down version of IPV6.  It 

operates across the TCP model.  Although it uses scaled 

down security. 
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3G & 4G & 5G 

 

IoT devices can operate across the various cellular 

protocols.  Although this requires a high level of energy and 

memory capacity.  

NFC 

 

NFC is a protocol that can be used with devices that are in 

proximity.  It is a point-to-point protocol. 

RFID 

 

Radio Frequency Identification is used to send data 

wirelessly.  It operates across its own physical network 

(PAN).   

Weightless-W 

 

Weightless-W is an open standard.  It was designed to use 

TV white space (TVWS) spectrum to send and receive data. 

An ultra-high frequency spectrum that is not normally used.   

A process that contains many difficulties.  

Wi-fi 

(802.11x) 

Wi-fi relates to a group of wireless network protocols, which 

enables devices to gain access to the internet.  These 

protocols are based on the IEEE 802.11x family of 

protocols. 
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APPENDIX TWO – OSI STACK 
 

 Layer Protocols Description 

8 Humans  This is where users are located 

The Internet 

The below layers all represent the internet layers 

7 Application Hypertext transfer 

protocol (HTTP), 

Post office protocol 

(pop 3), 

Simple message 

transfer protocol 

(SMTP), 

Domain Name System 

(DNS). 

 

This is where human computer interaction takes place. 

It is where the end user and the application layer interact with the 

software application.  The application layer is responsible for 

identifying resource availability, communication partners while 

synchronizing communication. 

 

 

6 Presentation Takes data which has 

been transmitted by 

Data encryption, decryption and compression is implemented 

here.  This is where data is translated into standard format for the 
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the application layer 

and prepares it for 

transmission over the 

sessional layer 

application layer, based on the application’s accepted semantics 

or syntax. 

5 Sessional This layer creates 

communication 

channels between 

devices.  This is where 

streaming video and 

audio, or web 

conferencing takes 

place. 

The session layer is responsible for establishing sessions 

between application on the network. Connection is maintained 

and ports are controlled here.  This is where the communication 

between different computers is managed.  Sessions between 

machines are set up, managed and terminated here.  

Authentication and reconnections services are also managed 

here. 

 

4 Transport This layer is 

responsible for 

breaking data into 

segments for 

transmission.  It uses 

two protocols. 

• Transmission 

control protocol  

The transport layer is responsible for ensuring reliable end to end 

data flow, within the network.  
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• User datagram 

protocol.  

3 Network TCP Decides the data transmit path.  It supports logical addressing 

and routing, and this is where the IP protocol operates. 

It is responsible for error checking of data packets, whilst 

regulating the size and sequencing of data which is being 

transferred from host to host.   

 

 Mesh Network 

The mesh network protocols operate below this level.  To operate in the above layers mesh network data is 

encoded before it is transmitted to layer 3 

2 

 

Data link 802.11, 802.3, Zigbee The format of data is defined at the data link layer.  

It is the interface to the network adapter, capable of performing 

some basic error checking while also maintaining logical subnet 

links.  

 

Node to node transfer occurs here, by data being packaged into 

frames.  Access to the physical layer is controlled at the It 

controls access to the physical layer is controlled at the data link 

layer. 
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It includes two sub-layers media access control and the logical 

link.  The media access control (MAC) oversees flow control and 

multiplexing, with respect to device transmissions over a network. 

The logical link control (LLC) provides oversees error control, with 

respect to the physical medium. 

 

1 Physical Bluetooth, Ethernet, 

BLE 

This is where the raw data is transmitted 

The physical layer is the lowest layer of OSI Model.  It is 

concerned with transmitting raw unstructured data.  It converts 

data into streams of pulses (1s and 0s).  These bits are sent 

across the network, from the source device to the network device. 

Data is sent as electronic pulses and rebuilt at the receiving 

device.  Resources such as radio frequencies, network hubs, 

repeaters, cabling, adapter or modems are located here. 
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APPENDIX THREE 
 

 

THE BALANCE AUTHENTICATION CONSENSUS PROTOCOL 

CONFIGURATION DETAILS 
 

Virtual Box Installation and OS Configuration 

 

Step One 

a) In the Oracle VM Virtual Manager screen click on, New 

b) Memory size should be 2 Gb  

c) Hard disk, click on, Create a virtual hard disk now 

d) Hard disk file type click on: VDI (VirtualBox Disk Image) 

e) Dynamically allocated 

f) File location and size, 20.00 GB 

 

Step Two 

Once this is complete you will need to make the following selections.  

a) Setting 

b) Storage 

c) Controller: Ide   

 

Step Three 

Then hover your mouse over the green disk icon on the right and click.  Next make 

the following selections.  

a) Add optical disk 

b) Disk 

c) Add 

 

Step Four 
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Now browser to where your ISO file has been stored and double click on it. Next 

make the following selections. 

a) OK  

b) Start 

c) Install Ubuntu 

 

Step Five 

You will now be taken through a normal Ubuntu install 

 

Step Six 

Once the installation has been completed remember to install the virtual box gust 

addition.  Choose the following. 

a) Devices 

b) Insert gust addition cd images 

c) run 

 

Step Seven 

You will now need to configure your installation. Log on and input the following 

commands. 

a) Sudo apt-get update 

b) Sudo apt-get upgrade 

c) apt-get install openssh-server  

d) ulimit -n 10240, command at the end of the, ~/.bashrc  

 

Step Eight 

You can clone your VirtualBox machine by right clicking on your virtual machine and 

choosing clone.  Note the machine must be powered done at the time. 

 

Step Nine 

Other useful commands are: 

a) tar xvpfz 

b) hostnamectl set hostname  <name> 
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Use this command to name your terminals, you will need to restart your 

system for it to take effect. 

 

i. Clientone  

Clientone contains the client test data.   

 

You will need to set up the following environment change, which will ensure you do 

not breach the open file limit: 

ulimit -n 10240 

 

Make sure transporter is defined in the /etc/hosts file (or DNS): 

sudo -i 

echo 192.168.XXX.XXX transporter >> /etc/hosts 

Make sure your firewall ports are open to allow connectivity to transporter:  

sudo ufw allow 8080 

  

To generate client data run the following command from the BAM directory: 

./genRandData 

 

This generates the clientsID.dat file populated to send to the transporter. 

To send data to the transporter run this command 

./bamClient 

 

Note, if you get the following error: 

Post https://transporter:8080/clientUpload: dial tcp  192.168.X.X:8080: 

connect: connection refused 

 

Then transporter is not listening, start transporter.  But if transporter is already 

running check the firewall ports are open. 

 

ii. Transporter 

Set up environment so you do not run out of open files: 
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ulimit -n 10240 

 

Make sure transporter, tCell and fCell are defined in the /etc/hosts file (or DNS): 

Sudo -i 

echo 192.168.XXX.XXX transporter >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      transporter10 >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      tCell >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX       fCell >> /etc/hosts 

 

Make sure your firewall ports are open to allow connectivity to transporter and on to 

the tCell and fCell: 

sudo ufw allow 8080 

sudo ufw allow 7799 

 

To send data to tCell and fCell as well as receive data from client: 

./transporter 

Ctrl c to exit 

 

If you get the following error message: 

Post https://tCell:7799/tranUpload: dial tcp 10.0.X.X:7799: connect: 

connection refused 

 

Check firewalls are open on both tCell and transporter on port 7799.  Also check 

tCell is running.  If you get the following error message: 

Post https://fCell:7799/tranUpload: dial tcp 10.0.X.X:7799: connect: 

connection refused. 

Check firewalls are open on both fCell and transporter on port 7799. Also check fCell 

is running. 

 

The events can be viewed as they are passing through the BAM system.  The events 

will be removed once they have been processed: 

https://transporter:8080/aevents 
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https://transporter:8080/fevents 

 

iii. fCell 

Set up environment so you do not run out of open files: 

ulimit -n 10240 

 

Make sure transporter fCell and vCell are defined in the /etc/hosts file (or DNS): 

sudo -i 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      transporter10 >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      tCell >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX     vCell >> /etc/hosts 

 

Make sure your firewall ports are open to allow connectivity from transporter and on 

to the vCell: 

sudo ufw allow 7799   

sudo ufw allow 7001 

 

Make sure you have f_client.dat configured with permissions for the client data and 

in the same directory as fCell executable.  If not, there will be no ledger written on 

the vCell since none of the vote codes will be allowed. 

 

To send data to vCell as well as receive data from transporter: 

./fCell 

Ctrl c to exit 

 

Doublespend.dat will be created in the same directory as the executable. If you rerun 

the same data from bamClient executable, then this will trigger a doublespend alert. 

To avoid this alert run genRandData on the client server again (which updates 

clientsID.dat) before running bamClient.  Alternatively, you can delete 

doublespend.dat. 

 

If you get the following error message: 
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Post https://vCell:6001/a_data: dial tcp 10.0.X.X:6001: connect: 

connection ref  

used 

 

Check firewalls are open on both fCell and vCell on port 7799. Also check 

fCell is running. 

 

The events can be viewed as they are passing through the BAM system:   

https://fCell:7799/events 

 

The events will be removed once they have been processed. 

 

iv. tCell 

Set up environment so you do not run out of open files: 

ulimit -n 10240 

 

Make sure transporter, aCell and vCell are defined in the /etc/hosts file (or DNS): 

sudo i 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      transporter10 >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      tCell >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX     vCell >> /etc/hosts 

 

Make sure your firewall ports are open to allow connectivity from transporter and on 

to the vCell: 

sudo ufw allow 7799 

sudo ufw allow 7001 

Make sure you have a_client.dat configured with permissions for the client data 

and in the same directory as tCell executable.  If not, there will be no ledger written 

on the vCell since one of the data codes will be allowed. 

 

To send data to vCell as well as receive data from transporter: 

./tCell 

https://fcell:7799/events
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Ctrl c to exit 

 

Doublespend.dat will be created in the same directory as the executable. If you rerun 

the same data from bamClient executable, then this will trigger a doublespend alert. 

To avoid this alert run genRandData on the client server again (which updates 

clientsID.dat) before running bamClient. 

 

If you get the following error message: 

Post https://vcell:7001/a_data: dial tcp 10.0.X.X:7001: connect: 

connection ref 

Used 

 

Check firewalls are open on both tCell and vCell on port 7799. Also check 

fCell is running. 

 

The events can be viewed as they are passing through the BAM system.  The events 

will be removed once they have been processed: 

https://tCell:7799/events 

 

v. vCell 

Set up environment so you do not run out of open files: 

ulimit -n 10240 

 

Make sure transporter, aCell and vCell are defined in the /etc/hosts file (or DNS): 

 sudo -i 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      fCell >> /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX      tCell >>  /etc/hosts 

echo 10.0.XXX.XXX     vCell >> /etc/hosts 

 

Make sure your firewall ports are open to allow connectivity from transporter and on 

to the vCell: 

sudo ufw allow 7799 
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sudo ufw allow 7001 

sudo ufw allow 6001 

 

To receive data from tCell and fCell: 

./vCell 

 

To exit: 

 Ctrl c 

 

Lilith.dat will be created in the same directory as the executable. This is the hash 

chained ledger of all messages that meet the consensus achieved and chained from 

the randomly generated Lilith block. File permissions here need to be 0600.  If this 

file already exists from a previous run, then the last hash is extracted from the ledger 

to use in hash chaining future messages. 

 

The events can be viewed as they are passing through the BAM system.  The events 

will be removed once they have been processed. 

https://vCell:6001/fCellevents 

https://vCell:7001/tCellevents 

 

To view the immutable ledger data:  

 more Lilith.dat 

  

To see the number of transaction authorised:  

wc -l  
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APPENDIX FOUR  BA CONSENSUS PROTOCOL PROGRAM 
 

 

 

Program 

 

Process_Listener 

Details Port listener, intercepts IoT traffic. Data is 

collected and forwarded to the processor 

program. 

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

"html" 

    "log" 

    "net/http" 

) 

  

func main() { 

    http.HandleFunc("/", func(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) { 

        fmt.Fprintf(w,  transporter.go , %q", html.EscapeString(r.URL.Path)) 

    }) 

  

    log.Fatal(http.ListenAndServe(":8069", nil)) 
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Program Processor 

Details The transporter is responsible for splitting 

clients’ requests into two files: 

a_trans 

f_trans 

 

package main 

import ( 

  "io/ioutil" 

  "strings"  

  "fmt" 

 // "bufio" 

  "os" 

  ) 

func main() { 

  contents,_ := ioutil.ReadFile("client.dat") 

  //println(string(contents)) 

 // fmt.Printf("Contents:  %s\t%T\n" , contents, contents) 

 

  s := strings.Split(string(contents), "¬") 

  clientId := s[0] 

  sessionId := s[1] 

  nonce := s[2] 

  timeStamp := s[3] 

  dataCode := s[4] 

  voteCode := s[5] 

message := s[6] 

 

  fmt.Printf("ClientId:  %s\n" , clientId) 

  fmt.Printf("SessionId:  %s\n" , sessionId) 

  fmt.Printf("Nonce:  %s\n" , nonce) 

  fmt.Printf("TimeStamp:  %s\n" , timeStamp) 

  fmt.Printf("DataCode:  %s\n" , dataCode) 

  fmt.Printf("VoteCode:  %s\n" , voteCode) 

  fmt.Printf("Message:  %s\n" , message) 
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  pp, _ := os.Create ("a_trans.dat") 

 // ppppP.WriteString(fmt.Sprintln(p)) 

  outString := clientId + "¬" + sessionId  + "¬" + nonce  + "¬" + timeStamp  + " 

¬" + dataCode  + "¬" + message 

  pp.WriteString(outString) 

  fpp, _ := os.Create ("f_trans.dat") 

 // ppppP.WriteString(fmt.Sprintln(p)) 

  fOutString := clientId + "¬" + sessionId  + "¬" + nonce  + "¬" + timeStamp  +  

"¬" + voteCode  + "¬" + message 

fpp.WriteString(fOutString) 

} 

 

 

 

 

Cells 

There are three nodes that are responsible for the validation of blocks: : a transaction cell, finance cell 

and a validator cell.  

Algorithm 1 - tCell 

 

tCell 

Program tCell 

Details The tCell program is responsible for:  

Authenticating the client against their smart 

contract. 

Authenticating a clients’ code, and 

maintaining an transaction ledger 

Its input files are atrans and aclient. Its 

output file av.dat 

 

package main 

import ( 

  "io/ioutil" 

  "strings"  

  "fmt" 

  "bufio" 

  "os" 
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  ) 

 

 

func main() { 

//  contents,_ := ioutil.ReadFile("client.dat") 

  aTrans,_ := ioutil.ReadFile("a_trans.dat") 

  //println(string(contents)) 

 // fmt.Printf("Contents:  %s\t%T\n" , contents, contents) 

 

  s := strings.Split(string(aTrans), "¬") 

  clientId := s[0] 

  sessionId := s[1] 

  nonce := s[2] 

  timeStamp := s[3] 

  dataCode := s[4] 

//  voteCode := s[5] 

  message := s[5] 

  message = strings.TrimSuffix(message, "\n") 

 

  fmt.Printf("ClientId:  %s\n" , clientId) 

  fmt.Printf("SessionId:  %s\n" , sessionId) 

  fmt.Printf("Nonce:  %s\n" , nonce) 

  fmt.Printf("TimeStamp:  %s\n" , timeStamp) 

  fmt.Printf("DataCode:  %s\n" , dataCode) 

//  fmt.Printf("VoteCode:  %s\n" , voteCode) 

  fmt.Printf("Message:  %s\n" , message) 

 

  aClient,_ := os.Open("a_client.dat") 

  defer aClient.Close() 

 

    // Start reading from the file using a scanner. 

    scanner := bufio.NewScanner(aClient) 

 

    // open the file that will be read by the verifier cell 

    aV, _ := os.Create ("aV.dat") 

     

    identYes := clientId + "¬" + sessionId  + "¬" + nonce  + "¬" + timeStamp  +  

"¬" + message  + "¬" + "YES\n" 

    println(identYes) 
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    for scanner.Scan() { 

        line := scanner.Text() 

        li := strings.Split(string(line), "¬") 

//        fmt.Printf("aTrans ClientId:  %s\n" , li[0]) 

   // stick the boolean check in here 

         clientIdPerms := li[0] 

         perms := strings.Split(li[1], ",") 

 

         if clientId == clientIdPerms { 

          fmt.Printf("aTrans ClientId:  %s\n" , li[0]) 

          println(perms[0], perms[1]) // why are these two premissions being printed here? 

          // call your function that now compares the permissions  

          // to see if this client can dot the activity 

 

          if perms[0] == string("462") || perms[1] == string("462") { 

            println("Congrats you can buy Ciggys") 

            aV.WriteString(identYes) 

          } 

          if perms[0] == string("513") || perms[1] == string("513") { 

            println("Congrats you can buy Booze") 

   aV.WriteString(identYes) 

          } 

          if perms[0] == string("746") || perms[1] == string("746") { 

            println("Congrats you can buy Weedkiller") 

            aV.WriteString(identYes) 

          } 

          if perms[0] == string("888") || perms[1] == string("888") { 

            println("Congrats you can buy Petrol") 

            aV.WriteString(identYes) 

          } 

          if perms[0] == string("222") || perms[1] == string("222") { 

            println("Congrats you can buy Coffee") 

            aV.WriteString(identYes) 

          } 

          if perms[0] == string("721") || perms[1] == string("721") { 

            println("Congrats you can buy Tea") 

            aV.WriteString(identYes) 

          } 
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        } 

} 

 

 

Algorithm 2 - fCell 

 

 

Program fCell 

Details The fCell is responsible for: 

Authenticating the  

clients code against their smart contract 

Confirming the availability of funds 

Placing monies in a suspension account 

Maintaining a finance ledger 

Its input files are fTrans and f_client. Its 

output file is fv.data 

 

package main 

import ( 

"io/ioutil" 

"strings"  

"fmt" 

"bufio" 

"os" 

) 

 

func main() { 

//  contents,_ := ioutil.ReadFile("client.dat") 

fTrans,_ := ioutil.ReadFile("f_trans.dat") 

//println(string(contents)) 

// fmt.Printf("Contents:  %s\t%T\n" , contents, contents) 

 

s := strings.Split(string(fTrans), "¬") 

clientId := s[0] 

sessionId := s[1] 

nonce := s[2] 

timeStamp := s[3] 

//dataCode := s[4] 
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voteCode := s[4] 

message := s[5] 

message = strings.TrimSuffix(message, "\n") 

 

fmt.Printf("ClientId:  %s\n" , clientId) 

fmt.Printf("SessionId:  %s\n" , sessionId) 

fmt.Printf("Nonce:  %s\n" , nonce) 

fmt.Printf("TimeStamp:  %s\n" , timeStamp) 

//  fmt.Printf("DataCode:  %s\n" , dataCode) 

fmt.Printf("VoteCode:  %s\n" , voteCode) 

fmt.Printf("Message:  %s\n" , message) 

 

 

fClient,_ := os.Open("f_client.dat") 

defer fClient.Close() 

 

// Start reading from the file using a scanner. 

scanner := bufio.NewScanner(fClient) 

 

// open the file that will be read by the verifier cell 

fV, _ := os.Create ("fV.dat") 

 

identYes := clientId + "¬" + sessionId  + "¬" + nonce  + "¬" + timeStamp  +  

"¬" + message  + "¬" + "YES\n" 

println(identYes) 

 

for scanner.Scan() { 

line := scanner.Text() 

li := strings.Split(string(line), "¬") 

//        fmt.Printf("aTrans ClientId:  %s\n" , li[0]) 

// stick the boolean check in here 

clientIdPerms := li[0] 

perms := strings.Split(li[1], ",") 

 

if clientId == clientIdPerms { 

fmt.Printf("fTrans ClientId:  %s\n" , li[0]) 

println(perms[0], perms[1]) 

// call your function that now compares the permissions  

// to see if this client can dot the activity 
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if perms[0] == string("462") || perms[1] == string("462") { 

println("Congrats you can buy Ciggys") 

fV.WriteString(identYes) 

} 

if perms[0] == string("513") || perms[1] == string("513") { 

println("Congrats you can buy Booze") 

fV.WriteString(identYes) 

} 

if perms[0] == string("746") || perms[1] == string("746") { 

println("Congrats you can buy Weedkiller") 

fV.WriteString(identYes) 

} 

if perms[0] == string("888") || perms[1] == string("888") { 

println("Congrats you can buy Petrol") 

fV.WriteString(identYes) 

} 

if perms[0] == string("222") || perms[1] == string("222") { 

println("Congrats you can buy Coffee") 

fV.WriteString(identYes) 

} 

if perms[0] == string("721") || perms[1] == string("721") { 

println("Congrats you can buy Tea") 

fV.WriteString(identYes) 

} 

 

 

} 

        } 

 

 

Algorithm 3 - vCell 

 

 

 

Program vCell 

Details Is responsible for the cross validation of 

av against fv. 
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It is also responsible for broadcasting 

validation results and updating the 

blockchain ledger. 

package main 

 

// comparing the aV.dat and fV.dat 

// these are the two cells that must balance 

 

import ( 

  "io/ioutil" 

  "os" 

  ) 

 

 

func main() { 

 

  aVDat,_ := ioutil.ReadFile("aV.dat") 

  fVDat,_ := ioutil.ReadFile("fV.dat") 

 

  ledgerString := string(aVDat) + "\n" + string(fVDat) + "\n" 

  

  if string(aVDat) == string(fVDat) { 

    println("Cowabunga dude, both t cell and f cell agree") 

 

  vPf, _ := os.Create ("ledger.dat") 

vPf.WriteString("Both t cell and f cell agree\n") 

  vPf.WriteString(ledgerString) 

} 

} 
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APPENDIX FIVE TAM SAMPLE 
Adopted Consensus Protocols  

Organisations PoW Byzantine PoS  Not Specified Federated Experimental 
       

       

Bitcoin 1 
     

Ethereum 1 
     

XRP 
 

1 
    

Tether 
   

1 
  

Bitcoin Cash 1 
     

Bitcoin SV 1 
     

Cardano 
   

1 
  

Litecoin 1 
     

Crypto.com Coin 
  

1 
  

Binance Coin 
   

1 
  

EOS 
  

1 
   

Chainlinx 
     

1 

Tezos 
   

1 
  

Stellar 
    

1 
 

Monero 
     

1 

Tron 
   

1 
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Unus SED LEO 
   

1 
  

USD Coin 
 

1 
    

Huobi Token 
     

1 

VeChain 
     

1 

IOTA 
     

1 

Ethereum 
classic 

1 
     

Neo 
     

1 

Dash 1 
     

Cosmos 
 

1 
    

Zcash 
   

1 
  

Maker 
     

1 

Ontology 
 

1 
    

NEM 
     

1 

Aave 
     

1 

Hedge Trade 
   

1 
  

Dogecoin 1 
     

Basic Attention 
   

1 
  

Elrond 
   

1 
  

OKB 
     

1 

Dai 
   

1 
  

Compound 
     

1 

DigByte 
   

1 
  

FXT Toxen 
   

1 
  

Synthetix network 
  

1 
  

Kyber Network  
   

1 
  

OX 
   

1 
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Algorand 
 

1 
    

BitTorrent 1 
     

Paxos 
Standard 

 
1 

    

Hyperion 
   

1 
  

Qtum 
 

1 
    

Ampleforth 
     

1 

Augur 
   

1 
  

OMG Network 
   

1 
  

Kafka 
     

1 

Corda 
     

1 

Proof of Luck 
     

1  
9 7 1 20 1 15 
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APPENDIX SIX  - PUBLICATIONS ARISING FROM THIS WORK 

 

An Assessment of Blockchain Consensus Protocols for the Internet of Things 

Mackenzie, B., Ferguson, R.I. and Bellekens, X., 2018, December. An assessment of 

blockchain consensus protocols for the Internet of Things. In 2018 International Conference 

on Internet of Things, Embedded Systems and Communications (IINTEC) (pp. 183-190). 

IEEE. 

 

A Secure and Scalable IoT Consensus Protocol 

Mackenzie, B., Ferguson, I. and Razaq, A., 2021, April. A secure and scalable IoT 

consensus protocol. In 5th EAI International Conference on Safety and Security in Internet of 

Things. 

 

Investigating the Tension Between Cloud-related Actors and Individual Privacy 

Rights. 

Duncan, B., Renaud, K. and Mackenzie, B., 2019, May. Investigating the tension between 

cloud-related actors and individual privacy rights. In The Tenth International Conference on 

Cloud Computing, GRIDs, and Virtualization (pp. 19-24). International Academy, Research, 

and Industry Association (IARIA). 
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